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1
2 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
3 DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY
4 --------------------------------------x
5 In Re: ROYAL DUTCH/SHELL TRANSPORT Civil Action No.
6 SECURITIES LITIGATION.
04-3749 (JAP)
7
Consolidated Case
8 --------------------------------------x
9
10
October 30, 2006
10:00 a.m.
11
Volume 1
12
13
14
Videotaped Deposition of RODNEY
15 SIDLE, held at the offices of LeBoeuf Lamb
16 Greene & MacRae LLP, 125 West 55th Street, New
17 York, New York, before Frank J. Bas, a
18 Registered Professional Reporter and Notary
19 Public of the State of New York.
20
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1
2 A P P E A R A N C E S:
3
4 BERNSTEIN LIEBHARD & LIFSHITZ LLP
5 Attorneys for Lead Class Plaintiff
6
10 East 40th Street
7
New York, New York 10016
8 BY:
TIMOTHY J. MacFALL, ESQ.
LAURA HUGHES, ESQ.
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DEBEVOISE & PLIMPTON LLP
Attorneys for Royal Dutch/Shell Transport
and The Witness
555 13th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
BY:
COLBY SMITH, ESQ.
DAVID C. WARE, ESQ.

19
20
21 EARL D. WEED, ESQUIRE
22 Senior Litigation Counsel
23 Shell Oil Company, Litigation Department
24
910 Louisiana, OSP 4836
25
Houston, Texas 7701
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6
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Washington, D.C. 20009
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RALPH C. FERRARA, ESQ.
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11 HUGHES HUBBARD & REED LLP
12 Attorneys for PriceWaterhouseCoopers
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One Battery Park Plaza
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New York, New York 10004-1482
15 BY:
SAVVAS A. FOUKAS, ESQ.
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18 HOGAN & HARTSON, LLP
19 Attorneys for KPMG Accountants NV
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22 BY:
NICHOLAS W.C. CORSON, ESQ.
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FOLEY & LARDNER LLP
Attorneys for Judith Boynton
777 East Wisconsin Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202-5306
BY:
REBECCA E. WICKHEM, ESQ.

MAYER BROWN ROWE & MAW
Attorneys for Sir Philip Watts
1909 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006-1101
BY:
AIMEE LATIMER, ESQ.
AKRIVI MAZARAKIS, ESQ.

16
17
18
19 ALSO PRESENT:
20
NICO MINERVA, Grant & Eisenhofer
21
MICHAEL DRENKALO, Videographer
22
23
24
25
0005
1
2
VIDEOGRAPHER: We're now recording
3
on the record. My name is Michael
4
Drenkalo, certified legal video specialist
5
for LegaLink, our address is 420 Lexington
6
Avenue, New York, New York. Today is
7
October 30, 2006. The time is
8
approximately 10:04 a.m. We're at the
9
offices of LeBoeuf Lamb Greene & McCrae,
10
125 West 55th Street, to take the
11
videotaped deposition of Rodney Sidle in
12
the matter of Royal Dutch/Shell Transport
13
Securities Litigation, United States
14
District Court, District of New Jersey,
15
Civil Action Number 04-3749 (JAP).
16
If counsel will please introduce
17
themselves for the record, our court
18
reporter Frank Bas of Legalink will swear
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in the witness.
MR. MacFALL: Timothy MacFall,
Bernstein Liebhard & Lifshitz, for
plaintiffs in the class.
MS. HUGHES: Laura Hughes, Bernstein
Liebhard & Lifshitz, on behalf of the lead
plaintiff.

MS. COHEN: Rebecca Cohen, Bernstein
Liebhard & Lifshitz, on behalf of the
class.
MR. HABER: Jeffrey Haber from
Bernstein Liebhard & Lifshitz, on behalf of
lead plaintiff, Peter M. Wood, and the
class.
MR. FOUKAS: Savvas Foukas, Hughes
Hubbard & Reed, on behalf of
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP.
MR. CORSON: Nicholas Corson, Hogan
& Hartson, for KPMG Accountants NV.
MS. MAZARAKIS: Akrivi Mazarakis,
Mayer Brown Rowe & Maw for Philip Watts.
MS. LATIMER: Aimee Latimer, Mayer
Brown Rowe & Maw, for the plaintiff Philip
Watts.
MS. WICKHEM: Rebecca Wickhem, Foley
& Lardner LLP, on behalf of defendant
Judith Boynton.
MR. WARE: David Ware, Debevoise &
Plimpton LLP, on behalf of corporate
defendants and Rod Sidle.
MR. WEED: Earl Weed, in-house,
RODNEY SIDLE
Shell.
MR. SMITH: Colby Smith from
Debevoise & Plimpton LLP on behalf of the
two corporate defendants, Royal Dutch
Petroleum and Shell Transport & Trading,
and for the witness.
MR. FERRARA: Ralph Ferrara, LeBoeuf
Lamb. I'm here for the two corporate
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10
defendants, Royal Dutch/Shell and Shell
11
Transport & Trading, as well as Mr. Sidle,
12
who is our witness today.
13 R O D N E Y S I D L E,
14
called as a witness, having been duly
15
sworn by a Notary Public (Frank J. Bas),
16
was examined and testified as follows:
17 EXAMINATION
18 BY MR. MacFALL:
19
Q. Good morning, Mr. Sidle. We met a
20 few moments ago. My name is Tim MacFall and I'm
21 going to be asking you a few questions today and
22 part of tomorrow in connection with the
23 litigation pending against Shell.
24
I just want to cover a few ground
25 rules. I'm sure your counsel has already
0008
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 discussed it with you, but it will make things
3 probably a little bit easier going along.
4
Even though the deposition is being
5 video recorded, it is also being
6 stenographically recorded. In order to have a
7 clear record, we need you to answer audibly and
8 verbally to each of the questions. Okay, sir?
9
A. Yes. I will.
10
Q. Thank you. If at any point during
11 the deposition you would like to take a break or
12 confer with counsel, just let me know and I'm
13 sure we can accommodate you.
14
A. Very good.
15
Q. Mr. Sidle, have you ever had your
16 deposition taken before, sir?
17
A. Yes, I have.
18
Q. Was that in connection with this
19 litigation?
20
A. (No response.)
21
Q. Withdrawn.
22
Was that in connection -- was that a
23 deposition conducted by the SEC in connection
24 with Shell?
25
A. That is one of them. Yes.
0009
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1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Okay. Could you please describe for
3 me very briefly the other occasions in which you
4 had your deposition taken?
5
A. I've also been a witness for Shell
6 in two different tax litigations. I had my
7 deposition taken and testified in one of those.
8
Q. Do you recall approximately how long
9 ago that was?
10
A. One was two weeks ago, and one was
11 about ten years ago.
12
Q. Okay. This will probably be old hat
13 for you then.
14
Mr. Sidle, would you please describe
15 for me your education, beginning with college?
16
A. Yes. I went to the University of
17 Akron in Ohio, and I graduated with a BS degree
18 in chemical engineering in 1974.
19
Q. Are you currently employed, sir?
20
A. Yes, I am.
21
Q. By whom are you employed?
22
A. I'm employed by Shell International
23 E&P Inc.
24
Q. What position do you hold with
25 Shell?
0010
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. My title is senior reserves
3 consultant.
4
Q. How long have you held that
5 position, sir?
6
A. Since 2004.
7
Q. Could you please briefly describe
8 for me your duties and responsibilities as a
9 senior reserves consultant?
10
A. Yes. I provide advice to the E&P
11 line organization on matters of reserves
12 determination, training, instructions, like
13 guidance documents, guidelines, rules, that sort
14 of thing, as well as reviewing proposed reserve
15 changes and then giving my recommendations to
16 the E&P reserves committee for their final
17 decision.
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18
Q. Could you please describe for me
19 what E&P refers to?
20
A. Yes. That's an arm of the Shell
21 organization that is exploration and production.
22
Q. Did the position that you currently
23 hold exist prior to 2004?
24
A. No, it did not.
25
Q. Was that position created as a
0011
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 consequence of Shell's recategorization of
3 certain of its reserves?
4
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
5
A. The position was created because
6 Shell chose to change the way it was managing
7 its reserves data collection and instructions to
8 the business, and as a result an expanded
9 organization was put in place, and I was part of
10 it.
11
Q. Thank you, sir. How long have you
12 been employed by Shell?
13
A. Thirty-two years.
14
Q. This may take a while, but if we
15 can, could you please briefly describe for me
16 your employment history with Shell?
17
A. Yes. After graduating from college
18 in 1974 I started in a training assignment with
19 Shell Oil Company in our California office,
20 where I went through the training program and
21 served as a production engineer.
22
In 1976 I transferred to Houston and
23 became a reservoir engineer. I was in Houston
24 in various reservoir engineering and reservoir
25 engineering supervisor positions until 1982. I
0012
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 served in the Shell Oil E&P corporate office for
3 a year in economics.
4
Then in 1983 I transferred to
5 Bakersfield, California in a leadership
6 position, I served in several management roles
7 in California for the subsidiaries -- several
8 subsidiaries that were there at the time, in
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9 E&P.
10
I then, in 1990, returned to Houston
11 into the Shell Western organization that handled
12 onshore operations. I served -- strike that.
13
In 1990 I returned to the Shell E&P
14 corporate office in Houston in planning and
15 economics, and was there until about '93 or '94,
16 and then I went to the Shell Western E&P
17 offices, also in Houston, and served there in a
18 variety of positions.
19
In 1999 I became the reserves
20 manager for Shell Oil Western, which by that
21 time had consolidated, it was Shell E&P Company,
22 or SEPCO, which was all of the US E&P
23 operations.
24
And then in late 2003 I was
25 essentially seconded to Shell E&P Inc.
0013
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
And in 2004 took on an official
3 position in Shell E&P Inc. as senior reserves
4 consultant.
5
Q. With respect to the 2003 time period
6 when you were seconded to E&P Inc., what
7 position did you hold at that time, sir?
8
A. I was a reserves manager for SEPCO,
9 the Shell Oil E&P arm.
10
Q. I believe you said that SEPCO was
11 the US operations of Shell. Is that correct,
12 sir?
13
A. It was the US portion of the
14 exploration and production operation of Shell.
15
MR. SMITH: Tim, your question
16
raises something. Sometimes you say at the
17
beginning of the depositions, but we didn't
18
hear, which is the convention of using the
19
name "Shell."
20
I think Mr. Sidle, because he comes
21
from the US operation, sometimes uses the
22
words "Shell Oil," and just so the record
23
is clear, Rod, when you say Shell oil, are
24
you referring to the US entity, or are you
25
referring to the group as a whole?
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0014
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
THE WITNESS: When I refer to Shell
3
Oil, that is the US entity that is Shell
4
Oil Company. And when I refer to the
5
international operations, I'll say Shell
6
International, I'll say the Group, or I'll
7
say Royal Dutch Shell.
8
MR. SMITH: If you don't mind. I
9
just wanted that to be clear for the
10
record.
11
MR. MacFALL: No, I appreciate that,
12
and in order to help keep the record clear,
13
although I have not been doing so in prior
14
depositions, I will endeavor to refer to
15
the international organization as the
16
Group.
17
MR. SMITH: Thank you.
18 BY MR. MacFALL:
19
Q. Was there a time when SNEPCO made
20 periodic filings with the Securities and
21 Exchange Commission?
22
A. I'm not sure I understand your
23 question, because you said "SNEPCO," which is
24 Shell Nigeria, and I had no connection with them
25 at that time.
0015
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Thank you. I'm sorry. Was there a
3 time when SEPCO made periodic filings with the
4 Securities and Exchange Commission in the United
5 States?
6
A. SEPCO was a subsidiary of Shell Oil
7 Company. Shell Oil Company did make filings,
8 both as a listed member of the Stock Exchange
9 until 1984, and then continuing after that until
10 all Shell Oil specific debt, which caused them
11 to be SEC registrants, while that was still in
12 existence.
13
Q. Do you recall when that debt was no
14 longer in existence? Approximately.
15
A. It was 2000, plus or minus a few
16 years. Late '90s, early 2000. Somewhere in
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17 that period.
18
Q. At the time that you became the
19 reserves manager for SEPCO, was Shell Oil still
20 making periodic filings with the SEC?
21
A. Yes.
22
Q. Were you involved in that process?
23
A. Let me describe my involvement. As
24 the reserves manager, I had the responsibility
25 to train the staff, to give them guidance, to
0016
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 review their work, to make sure it met the
3 requirements for compliance. And then the
4 result of that data was provided two places:
5 One to our financial organization within SEPCO,
6 Shell Oil, and also on to Royal Dutch/Shell,
7 each of whom used it in their filings.
8
Q. With regard to your responsibilities
9 in training staff, I believe you indicated that
10 you were responsible for ensuring compliance.
11 Compliance with what, sir?
12
A. With regard to reserves -- and this
13 is a good place to introduce the term. My
14 background is as an engineer and a scientist, so
15 when I say the unmodified term "reserves,"
16 that's with a lower case R, and it generically
17 means what it would to an engineer or a
18 scientist. It means the future production from
19 some project or field, without specification as
20 to any particular agency or entity that might
21 add additional requirements to what that entity,
22 called "reserves," might be.
23
When I refer to "proved reserves,"
24 or "SEC reserves," then I refer to those
25 reserves that fit the criteria that have been
0017
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 provided by the SEC, and in the cases of Shell,
3 then interpreted as to what those mean so as to
4 meet those SEC standards.
5
I also may refer to "probable" or
6 "possible" or "expectation" reserves. But the
7 unmodified term reserves is a generic one to me,
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8 and I would ask to make clear our
9 communications, if you mean proved reserves or
10 SEC reserves, we use that modified term, and if
11 you just have a generic question about the
12 technical concept, the reserves, then the
13 unmodified term works.
14
So now back to your question. What
15 I reviewed was the filings of "proved," SEC
16 reserves to make sure that, to the best of my
17 knowledge, they were in line with the guidance
18 of the SEC and Shell's requirements for those
19 proved reserves. And that's Shell Oil Company's
20 at that time. SEPCO.
21
Q. I take it from your testimony that
22 you have an understanding, obviously, of the
23 term proved reserves. Right?
24
A. I do.
25
Q. Could you please describe for me
0018
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 what the term proved reserves means, as best you
3 can, generally?
4
A. I'll respond with a conceptual
5 description.
6
Q. That's fine.
7
A. Rather than reading you Regulation
8 S-X 4-10(a).
9
Essentially what proved reserves
10 means are those reserves which will be produced
11 in the future with very high confidence that at
12 least that number, or more, will be produced,
13 and therefore there is reasonable certainty that
14 the volume that is associated with proved
15 reserves is going to be produced.
16
Q. Is that your present understanding,
17 or your present summary of -- let me try that
18 again.
19
Is that a summary of your present
20 understanding of proved reserves?
21
A. Yes, it is.
22
Q. Did you have an understanding of
23 that term prior to 1999?
24
A. Yes.
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25
Q. Was your understanding of the term
0019
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 proved reserves, prior to 1999, different in any
3 way from the summary you just provided?
4
A. That summary is a very general one,
5 and reflects my understanding throughout the
6 period that I've been associated with proved
7 reserves.
8
Q. In your testimony you referred to
9 the SEC regulation that embodies Rule 4-10. Are
10 you familiar with that rule, sir?
11
A. Yes. I read it before.
12
Q. Do you recall the first time you
13 read that rule, approximately?
14
A. No, actually I don't.
15
Q. Were you familiar with the rule
16 during the time you were responsible for
17 training and reviewing proved reserves at SEPCO?
18 And I'm specifically referring to the 1999-2000
19 time period.
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. You also used the term "reasonable
22 certainty."
23
Could you please explain for me your
24 understanding of that term?
25
A. In a general sense, it means
0020
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 something of very high confidence. A value that
3 is highly likely to be either matched or
4 exceeded. It's consistent with the instructions
5 that I'm aware of that say that reserves that
6 are reasonably certain, proved reserves are much
7 more likely to increase over time as new data is
8 available than to decrease.
9
Q. Does your testimony reflect your
10 current understanding of the term "reasonable
11 certainty"?
12
A. My testimony today reflects my
13 current understanding. Yes.
14
Q. Do you recall if you had an
15 understanding of that term "reasonable
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16 certainty" prior to 1999?
17
A. Yes, I had an understanding of it.
18
Q. Do you recall if your understanding,
19 prior to 1999, differed in any way from your
20 current understanding of that term?
21
A. I think it's a bit clearer now
22 exactly what the SEC means with the guidance
23 they've provided, where the terminology much
24 more likely to increase than decrease over time
25 was added, and that was March of 2001.
0021
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
The general concept of being volumes
3 of high confidence has been the same throughout.
4
Q. With regard to the guidance that you
5 stated that the SEC issued in March of 2001, do
6 you recall how that guidance was disseminated by
7 the SEC?
8
A. Yes. That guidance was placed on
9 their website.
10
Q. Are you familiar with the terms
11 "technical maturity" and "commercial maturity"
12 as they relate to proved reserves?
13
A. Yes, I am.
14
Q. Breaking it down, with regard to
15 technical maturity, could you please explain for
16 me your understanding of that term, sir?
17
A. Yes. Technical maturity relates to
18 the definition of the volumes that one would
19 expect to produce from a project, where that
20 project is sufficiently defined to know where
21 the wells will be placed, how they will be
22 drilled, how they will be completed, the
23 elements of the operation that will be the
24 development and the production, as well as a
25 subsurface description of the resource that will
0022
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 be developed, things like the extent of the
3 reservoir, the thickness of the reservoir, the
4 types of fluid that it contains, a variety of
5 factors like that.
6
When you have the two of those
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7 together, then you have a technically mature
8 opportunity.
9
Q. Could you please describe for me
10 your understanding of the term "commercial
11 maturity"?
12
A. Yes. Commercial maturity relates to
13 other factors, such as the rights to produce
14 that you would get from the owner of the
15 minerals, that could be a national government,
16 or in the US, a lessor. It refers to the
17 economic conditions; in other words, is it
18 profitable to pursue, are the monies available
19 to be expended.
20
It also refers to any other elements
21 of approvals, be those partner approvals, if you
22 have a partnership. It could refer to agencies,
23 governmental or otherwise, that have purview
24 over the choice as to whether that resource is
25 developed. So you may need permits, for
0023
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 example, to be able to produce.
3
It refers, also, to markets. You
4 need to be able to have an economic opportunity,
5 you need to have a market into which your
6 product will be sold, and so the existence of
7 those markets, or any infrastructure needed to
8 deliver that product to market, is part of
9 commercial maturity.
10
Q. Did you have an understanding of the
11 term technical maturity back in 1999?
12
A. I was first introduced to it about
13 that time frame.
14
Q. Okay. Could you describe for me,
15 briefly, how it was that you were introduced to
16 that concept at that time, sir?
17
A. Yes. One of the reasons that SEPCO
18 created the reserves manager position that I
19 filled in 1999 was to provide a person within
20 the SEPCO organization who could assist the
21 organization in adapting to the requirements
22 that the Royal Dutch/Shell group had at that
23 time for reporting of reserves, unmodified, and
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24 other volumes that were less mature than
25 reserves -- scope for recovery. Those were both
0024
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 certain of the definitions that Royal
3 Dutch/Shell used, as well as several of the
4 categories that they had in identifying resource
5 volumes were unfamiliar to the US, and so in
6 that position I needed to become familiar with
7 the group rules and categories and practices to
8 be able to harmonize those with what SEPCO did.
9
Q. The term "technical maturity," was
10 that a -- withdrawn.
11
The concept of "technical maturity,"
12 was that a concept that was embodied in the
13 group as opposed to the SEPCO guidelines at that
14 time?
15
A. The concept was present in both
16 places. The term itself was only used in the
17 group.
18
Q. With respect to commercial maturity,
19 were you familiar with that term prior to 1999?
20
A. No, I was not.
21
Q. And when is it that you first became
22 familiar with that term, sir? Well, let me ask
23 in order to save time. Was that in the same
24 context in which you became familiar with the
25 term "technical maturity"?
0025
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes, it was.
3
Q. Was the concept of commercial
4 maturity -- withdrawn.
5
Prior to 1999 did SEPCO have
6 guidelines with regard to the booking of proved
7 reserves?
8
A. Yes, they did.
9
Q. Were those guidelines distinct from
10 any group guidelines concerning the booking of
11 proved reserves?
12
A. Yes, they were.
13
Q. Did the SEPCO guidelines concerning
14 the booking of proved reserves embody the
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15 concept of commercial maturity in or about 1999?
16
A. The concept, yes, to the extent that
17 it applied to the situation of US-based
18 operations.
19
Let me give you an example.
20
Internationally things like LNG
21 facilities or production sharing contracts,
22 PSCs, are elements of commercial maturities that
23 simply had no meaning within the US. So the
24 concept was there, but not to the extent that
25 you deal with it in an international setting.
0026
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Could you give me an example of the
3 applicability of the concept of commercial
4 maturity in a US setting?
5
A. Yes. Yes. In a US setting you
6 would need to have a lease, or fee, or some
7 legal right to have access to potential
8 reserves. So that's consistent with the
9 agreements that are needed.
10
You also would need to have an
11 economic opportunity, one that shows that it's a
12 profitable investment. And that's another
13 example of an element of commercial maturity.
14
Q. Under the SEPCO guidelines
15 concerning the booking of proved reserves that
16 existed in or about 1999, were there specific
17 criteria applicable -- withdrawn.
18
With regard to the SEPCO guidelines
19 concerning the booking of proved reserves as
20 they existed in or about 1999, were there any
21 criteria that had to be satisfied with respect
22 to technical and commercial maturity before
23 reserves could be booked as proved?
24
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
25
A. Yes. The -- the rules we had at the
0027
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 time listed the appropriate practices and
3 methods for determining proved reserves, and
4 contained requirements such as, as I just
5 mentioned, an economic assessment of the
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6 opportunity to show that it was commercial.
7
Q. Did those criteria differ, depending
8 upon the size of the project involved?
9
A. They did indirectly, in that Shell's
10 business processes for demonstration of
11 commitment and securing funding, what's now
12 called FID, or sanction, were different for
13 different sized opportunities.
14
An example. A deepwater development
15 using a tension leg platform, TLP, which could
16 cost a billion or more dollars, had a different
17 process in our approval system for sanction and
18 securing funding than a $200,000 well that was
19 the 85th well being drilled in a field where
20 there were 84 and there were likely another
21 fifteen to go. It had a process, but there were
22 different processes.
23
And so in one case we had a very
24 rigorous examination before a unique billion
25 dollar investment was made. In another case, if
0028
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 it was a continuation of ongoing operations and
3 there was a track record of drilling profitable
4 opportunities, and there wasn't the major event
5 that was the approval process for a very large
6 investment, within our standard system, we
7 didn't create one. We simply went with the
8 standards that were in our approval system. So
9 since those standards were somewhat different,
10 yes, indirectly, that then caused the reserve
11 requirements to be somewhat different.
12
Q. I believe you used the term "final
13 investment decision" in your testimony just now.
14 Could you explain for me what that is, sir?
15
A. Yes. Final investment decision is
16 the point at which a proposed project of a
17 certain magnitude goes to the approving
18 authorities. For very large ones that would be
19 the board, and that project is endorsed and the
20 release of funds to execute the project is
21 decided and granted.
22
Q. Under the SEPCO guidelines that
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23 existed in or about 1999, was FID required prior
24 to the booking of proved reserves for large
25 projects?
0029
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes, it was.
3
Q. Was FID required for, for lack of a
4 better term, smaller projects?
5
A. FID didn't, in itself, exist in the
6 same way for smaller projects, therefore you
7 couldn't use it as the standard. Smaller
8 projects were reviewed within the context of an
9 annual budget, and once they were agreed to in
10 the budget, and the funding was then delegated
11 down into the organization to an appropriate
12 level, the equivalent of an FID then became what
13 is called an AFE, authority for expenditure.
14
Those typically occur immediately
15 before the drilling is done, and so they don't
16 have the period between a budget approval and
17 actual drilling of a well as FID may have with
18 the start of a very large project.
19
The equivalent that was used for
20 small project was the approval in the budget.
21
Q. Thank you. I believe you stated,
22 and I could be wrong, that the reserves manager
23 position that you held in '99-2000 was created
24 in order to have SEPCO adapt to the group
25 guidelines. Is that correct, sir?
0030
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. There were multiple reasons. That
3 was among them.
4
Q. Just to clarify, was there an effort
5 to have SEPCO fully adopt the group guidelines
6 in or about 1999-2000?
7
A. That was not the instruction I was
8 given. I was given the instruction to look at
9 the group requirements, to fully satisfy them,
10 but to do so by fitting the SEPCO rules within
11 the flexibility that was allowed by the group
12 rules, which although SEPCO used deterministic
13 methods which did not -- was not the dominant
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14 method across the group, was certainly allowed
15 within the context of the group rules, and so
16 the harmonization that I was doing was to fit
17 the SEPCO rules within what the group allowed.
18
Q. I take it then as part of that
19 process, you obviously reviewed the group rules
20 as they existed at that time. Correct?
21
A. Yes, I did.
22
Q. With respect to -- withdrawn.
23
Did the group guidelines provide a
24 process for the booking of proved reserves in or
25 about that time period, 1999-2000?
0031
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Could you explain what you mean,
3 "process"?
4
Q. I'll rephrase the question. Did the
5 group guidelines include criteria governing the
6 booking of proved reserves?
7
A. Yes, they did.
8
Q. Did you have occasion to compare the
9 group criteria governing the booking of proved
10 reserves to the SEPCO guidelines concerning the
11 booking of proved reserves -12
A. Yes.
13
Q. -- in or about 1999-2000?
14
A. Yes, I did.
15
MR. SMITH: Let him finish his
16
questions.
17 BY MR. MacFALL:
18
Q. Do you recall if the group
19 guidelines required that large projects reach
20 FID prior to the booking of proved reserves, in
21 or around -- in or about the 1999-2000 time
22 period?
23
A. As I recall, they did not.
24
Q. Did the group guidelines have
25 criteria governing -- withdrawn.
0032
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Were there other criteria specified
3 in the group guidelines with regard to the
4 economic status of a project and the booking of
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5 proved reserves?
6
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
7
A. I'm -- you say "other," and I'm not
8 sure what other -- beyond what?
9
Q. Other than FID.
10
A. Ah, thank you. The group defined
11 the term "commercial maturity," which embodied a
12 variety of elements that were required to reach
13 commercial maturity, and the requirement was
14 that commercial maturity be achieved. That
15 included instructions around the status of
16 commitment and funding for projects.
17
Q. Would the commercial maturity
18 criteria of the group guidelines be satisfied by
19 a project reaching FID?
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. Are you familiar with the term
22 "value assurance review"?
23
A. Yes, I am.
24
Q. Could you please describe for me
25 what that is, sir?
0033
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes. Shell instituted a program -3 Royal Dutch/Shell instituted a program called
4 Value Assurance Review in which senior members
5 of the business organization -- business and
6 technical organization were brought together as
7 a review team to look at proposed projects and
8 provide an outside-view on their readiness to
9 proceed to the next level of maturity in
10 progressing until ultimate approval and
11 execution. There were several levels that were
12 involved.
13
And that review then provided
14 guidance to the business as to whether a project
15 was ready to go through a stage gate into the
16 next type of operation to continue its maturity.
17
Q. Do you recall if the group
18 guidelines in existence in or about 1999-2000
19 permitted a project that had not passed a VAR 4
20 review to book proved reserves?
21
A. Yes, I recall.
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22
Q. And could you please explain for me
23 if the group guidelines did in fact permit the
24 booking of proved reserves for projects that had
25 not passed the VAR 4?
0034
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. At that time they did not.
3
Q. Did there come a time when that
4 changed?
5
A. Yes.
6
Q. Do you recall approximately when
7 that was, sir?
8
A. There was a progression of changes
9 to the group guidelines that involved references
10 to different VAR, value assurance review, levels
11 that occurred from that period to, well, the
12 early 2000 period.
13
Q. Could you describe the nature of the
14 changes in connection with the value assurance
15 reviews?
16
A. In general terms they began making
17 reference to those reviews as an indicator of
18 maturity, and of commitment, and the level that
19 was required changed throughout that period.
20
Q. Could you describe for me the
21 various levels required? Withdrawn.
22
When you say the level required
23 changed throughout that period, are you
24 referencing the level of VAR review that needed
25 to be passed? Is that correct, sir?
0035
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes, I am.
3
Q. Did that level increase or decrease
4 throughout that period?
5
A. It started by first being
6 referenced, and then it increased. I think the
7 first I remember seeing related to a VAR 3,
8 which at a VAR 3 level you would have pretty
9 much fully completed the technical maturity
10 elements of assessing the reservoir, and
11 developing a plan by which it would be
12 developed. Later commercial elements that were
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13 typically looked at after that assessment were
14 made were brought into the picture by requiring
15 a VAR 4. And VAR 4 FID are approximately the
16 same thing. So they aren't the same events, but
17 they typically occur at about the same time, so
18 a reference to FID, or VAR 4, is essentially a
19 reference to the same status of a project.
20
Q. Do you recall when it was that you
21 first saw a reference to VAR 3 in connection
22 with the booking of proved reserves under the
23 group guidelines?
24
A. Hm-mm.
25
--0036
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
(Pause in the record.)
3
--4
A. I don't remember the exact year. It
5 would have been in the early 2000 time period.
6
Q. Just so I'm clear, did that
7 reference indicate that it was permissible to
8 book proved reserves after a VAR 3, under the
9 group guidelines?
10
MR. SMITH: Objection to form. Are
11
you still asking about when he first saw
12
it? It sort of progressed over time. I
13
think we need a time frame to be clear.
14
MR. MacFALL: Sure. I'm talking
15
about the time that he first saw it. Yes.
16
A. Could you repeat the question,
17 please?
18
Q. Sure. The reference to the VAR 3
19 that you indicated you saw in connection with
20 the booking of proved reserves under the group
21 guidelines, did that reference indicate that it
22 was permissible to book proved reserves if a
23 project had passed VAR 3?
24
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
25
A. It was -- I don't remember exactly
0037
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 what the word said at the time. It's important
3 to understand that when we're talking about
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4 individual qualifiers, that we don't become
5 confused that that is the only element that is
6 ever looked at to determine whether a project is
7 in or out of proved reserves. So I'll caution
8 you, as I do my students, that when you're
9 asking about any one element, please remember
10 that it's within the context of all other
11 elements being fully satisfied, so that that's
12 the only issue that remains.
13
The description of VAR 3 was put
14 within the context of commercial maturity, and
15 that's a way to demonstrate a certain level of
16 maturity. It wasn't necessarily the only way.
17 And that's put within the broader context of
18 reasonable certainty.
19
So I'm qualifying to make sure
20 you're aware that that was an element of it, but
21 that's by no means the only element that was
22 considered.
23
Q. And I just want to make sure I
24 understand. And I believe that I do.
25
But if other elements were
0038
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 satisfied, am I correct that a project having
3 passed VAR 3 during this time period, when you
4 first saw reference to it in connection with the
5 guidelines, would -- the passage of the VAR 3
6 would support a finding of commercial maturity
7 in order to book proved reserves?
8
A. I would need to go back and look at
9 the guidelines at that time just to be sure.
10
Q. You said that changed over time.
11 Did there come a time when a VAR 4 was required
12 in order to book proved reserves, in connection
13 with a project under the group guidelines?
14
A. Yes. As I mentioned, VAR 4 is
15 essentially the same as FID, and through the
16 years, and through the implementation of the VAR
17 process, which is an important element of this,
18 it did go to a VAR 4 FID level for major
19 projects.
20
In part, because when the concept
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21 was first introduced into the requirements the
22 VAR process was new, and so many projects hadn't
23 even qualified to be part of the VAR process.
24 As it was instituted across more and more of the
25 group projects, then you had a greater pool of
0039
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 projects that had actually been through the
3 process, and that milestone became a more
4 important indicator of project maturity.
5
Q. Do you recall approximately what
6 year it became a more important indicator of
7 project maturity?
8
A. Again, this was going on through the
9 early 2000 period.
10
Q. At the time that you first saw a
11 reference to VAR 3 in connection with the
12 booking of proved reserves, and the guidelines,
13 did SEPCO continue to utilize its own guidelines
14 concerning the booking of proved reserves?
15
A. Yes, we did use our guidelines, but
16 we were able to harmonize those such that we
17 were within the guidance provided by the group.
18
Q. Who was responsible for attempting
19 to harmonize the SEPCO guidelines with the group
20 guidelines?
21
A. Largely that was me.
22
Q. Could you describe the process by
23 which you attempted to accomplish that
24 harmonization?
25
A. Okay. You've indicated the first
0040
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 step, and that is simply read them, and then
3 talk to the people that understood them within
4 the group, who typically was the reserves
5 coordinator, so that I had a good understanding
6 for what those words meant and how they were
7 administered. Then I looked at our own
8 processes to see where the things we were doing
9 either exactly aligned with, or Shell practices
10 were within what was allowed by the group. I
11 looked at places where there might have been
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12 some issues of difference and then tried to
13 resolve those.
14
Q. Do you recall who at the group you
15 spoke to, what individual you spoke to in
16 connection with your effort to harmonize the
17 SEPCO guidelines and the group guidelines?
18
A. Yes. When that first started, the
19 reserves coordinator was Remco Aalbers.
20
Q. Did you actually speak with
21 Mr. Aalbers or was your primary communication by
22 e-mail, or some other form?
23
A. Both.
24
Q. I realize this was some time ago,
25 but do you recall as you sit here today any
0041
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 specific areas where the group guidelines
3 differed from the SEPCO guidelines?
4
A. Yes. Yes. Two specific examples
5 come to mind. One was a place where the group
6 guidelines on royalty were written for the
7 international -- meaning outside the US -8 situation where the resources were always owned
9 by a host government, and then the concept of
10 royalty in that type of outside-the-US setting
11 lent itself to claiming the royalty volumes that
12 were paid in cash to be included in the group
13 share, because it was simply an alternative form
14 of taxation and proved reserves are before tax.
15
When SEPCO began looking at -- when
16 I began looking at the group rules and applying
17 them to the US, that rule was not correct. In
18 the US, because we have the unique concept of
19 volumes being owned in the ground by private
20 parties, not just the government, the rules,
21 FASB and SEC, specify that reserves in the
22 ground owned by others could not be called part
23 of the company's share of reserves.
24
So that was a place where the group
25 rules had not anticipated the unique nature of
0042
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 resource ownership that existed in the U.S. And
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3 so there was a requirement for me to document
4 that and get the group rules changed to allow an
5 exception for US, and as it turns out Canada
6 also, those places where that general
7 international/national government ownership
8 situation did not apply. That was one where the
9 group rules needed to change.
10
Another was where the SEPCO rules,
11 which grew up with operations in the Gulf of
12 Mexico, allowed for volumes that were behind the
13 pipe. Now, what that means is you have several
14 stacked layers, much as the pancakes I ate this
15 morning, that each contained oil and gas, and
16 you drew a well through them and you typically
17 start by depleting the bottom reservoir and the
18 ones above it have not been completed, they're
19 behind pipe, they're not flowing into the well
20 bore, and later you come in and complete them by
21 perforating gun shooting holes in the pipe and
22 then the upper layers contribute each in their
23 sequence. The rules allow, in certain
24 circumstances, the volume is so penetrated,
25 they're not producing, to still be called
0043
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 developed, because the essence of the
3 development operation, the drilling of the well,
4 is already complete.
5
The SEPCO rules were written around
6 the situation where that occurred in onshore
7 settings or in very shallow waters of the Gulf
8 of Mexico where that re-completion operation was
9 very trivial, in terms of both cost and effort,
10 and so it allowed any reserves behind pipe to be
11 classified as developed.
12
The group rules at the time
13 recognized that in some cases, that
14 re-completion could be very significant, both in
15 terms of its operation, or in terms of its cost,
16 and therefore put a qualifier on what could be
17 behind pipe, both in terms of practical
18 operation, do you need to put a rig on it, or in
19 terms of cost -- 10 percent of the cost of a new
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20 well.
21
At the time I was looking at those
22 regulations and comparing SEPCO's positions with
23 Royal Dutch, we were in the midst of developing
24 deepwater Gulf of Mexico fields, which had a
25 very different character than the shallow
0044
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 fields, and did require a significant operation
3 to get on the well, to recomplete the behind
4 pipe volumes. So in that case my recommendation
5 was that we change the SEPCO rules to align with
6 the group practices, because the group's
7 practices better fit the situation that SEPCO
8 then had in its operation.
9
Q. Were those guidelines regarding
10 volumes behind the pipe in fact changed?
11
A. Yes, they were.
12
Q. With respect to the prior issue that
13 you discussed, the payment of royalties, were
14 the group guidelines modified to make allowances
15 for the United States and Canada?
16
A. Yes, they were.
17
Q. Do you recall if during this process
18 you had any discussion with Mr. Aalbers or
19 others at the group concerning SEPCO relaxing
20 its requirement that large projects reach FID
21 before proved reserves were booked?
22
A. I recall some general conversations
23 about that. Yes.
24
Q. Do you recall who you had those
25 conversations with?
0045
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Oh, I'm sure I had them at least
3 with Remco. I know I had them with several of
4 the managers within SEPCO also.
5
Q. With regard to any conversations
6 that you might have had with Mr. Aalbers, do you
7 recall the substance of such talks?
8
A. No, I don't.
9
Q. Was there an effort by the group to
10 have SEPCO liberalize its requirements
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11 concerning commercial maturity and the booking
12 of proved reserves?
13
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
14
A. I'm not sure what you mean by the
15 word "liberalize."
16
All I can say is I worked with Remco
17 to have a harmony between what SEPCO did and
18 what the group required so that we were within
19 the flexibility of what the group allowed.
20
Q. Did you have an opinion as to the
21 stringency of the SEPCO guidelines versus
22 out-of-the group guidelines in or about 1999 or
23 2000?
24
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form
25
and foundation.
0046
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. It was certainly easier -- it was
3 easy to note that the SEPCO guidelines gave to
4 me clearer guidance as to how exactly to
5 determine proved reserves. When I looked at the
6 group guidelines, there were elements of what
7 was included in there that were things I had
8 never dealt with before, in an international
9 setting, as I gave you examples. Production
10 sharing contracts. A requirement of LNG sales
11 contracts before you booked gas reserves.
12 Things that I simply had no basis for ever
13 touching before.
14
So I recognize that the group
15 guidelines covered a much broader range of E&P
16 situations than what my -- than what I was used
17 to did.
18
--19
(Sidle Exhibit 1, document, three
20
pages, was marked for identification.)
21
--22 BY MR. MacFALL:
23
Q. Mr. Sidle, I'm now flinging a
24 document previously marked as Sidle Exhibit 1 to
25 you. Could you take a look at that document,
0047
1
RODNEY SIDLE
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2 sir, and tell me if you recognize it?
3
MR. SMITH: I object to the flinging
4
of documents.
5
MR. MacFALL: Passed with some
6
vigor. I would note for the record that
7
the document was produced from the hard
8
drive, the native drive number document,
9
identifier number appears at the top is
10
0103659522. I would also note for the
11
record, Mr. Sidle, that you are neither the
12
author or recipient of the document,
13
however, it does reference you. So you may
14
not have seen it.
15
(Witness reviewing document.)
16
MR. FERRARA: Is there a part of
17
this document that you would like him to
18
focus on?
19
MR. MacFALL: My first question was
20
whether -21 BY MR. MacFALL:
22
Q. Well, have you recognize -- do you
23 recognize this document, Mr. Sidle?
24
A. I've seen it in my preparation for
25 this deposition.
0048
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Okay. Before we get to specific
3 portions of the document, do you recall
4 attending an SPE -- withdrawn.
5
Do you know what the SPE is?
6
A. Yes, I do.
7
Q. And can you please tell me what that
8 is, sir?
9
A. That's the Society of Petroleum
10 Engineers.
11
Q. Are you a member of that society?
12
A. Yes, I am.
13
Q. Were you a member of the SPE in
14 1999?
15
A. I probably was. I don't recall for
16 sure.
17
Q. Do you recall attending the workshop
18 that's referenced in this e-mail from
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19 Mr. Barendregt -20
A. Yes, I do.
21
Q. And that would be the SPE workshop
22 on Probabilistic Reserves Assessment?
23
A. Yes.
24
Q. Mr. Barendregt, as indicated in this
25 document, also attended that workshop. Do you
0049
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 recall that, sir?
3
A. Yes, I do.
4
Q. Do you recall meeting with
5 Mr. Barendregt during that workshop?
6
A. Yes.
7
Q. Directing your attention
8 specifically to the first paragraph that appears
9 under the word "Wouter" -- actually, let me ask
10 you this. I'm sorry.
11
The e-mail is addressed to Wouter
12 Van Dorp. Do you know who Mr. Van Dorp is, sir?
13
A. No, I don't.
14
Q. Again, now going to that first
15 paragraph, Mr. Aalbers referenced -- I'm
16 sorry -- Mr. Barendregt references the workshop
17 and indicates that he had discussions with you
18 and made some notes following that discussion.
19
Do you recall having discussions
20 with Mr. Barendregt concerning reserves,
21 probabilistic reserves assessment in or about
22 the time of this workshop?
23
A. I remember meeting Anton and having
24 some brief discussions with him, but I don't
25 remember the substance of any of it.
0050
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Okay. If you go down -3
A. Excuse me.
4
Q. I'm sorry. There's a caption
5 beneath that first paragraph, SPE Workshop on
6 Probabilistic Reserves Assessment, if you go
7 down to the third paragraph, the third full
8 paragraph that appears under that caption,
9 Mr. Barendregt references two papers that were
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10 given during that workshop, and says "Apart from
11 US SEC standards," and then it continues.
12
My question is: Do you recall there
13 being a presentation concerning US SEC standards
14 at that workshop?
15
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
16
A. I recall that a variety of reserves
17 issues had been discussed there, but it's been a
18 while, and I don't remember exactly what was
19 discussed.
20
Q. Okay. If you go down now to the
21 last paragraph that appears on that page,
22 beginning with the words "Main differences."
23
Do you see that, sir?
24
A. I do.
25
Q. Mr. Barendregt describes "Main
0051
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 differences between SEC guidelines and the
3 SIEP/SEPIV guidelines."
4
Could you please tell me what SIEP
5 stands for?
6
A. SIEP is Shell International
7 Exploration & Production.
8
Q. And SEPIV?
9
A. I believe that's Shell Exploration &
10 Production International Ventures.
11
Q. The guidelines that Mr. Barendregt
12 is referring to there, are those the group
13 guidelines, do you know?
14
A. I would believe so. Yes.
15
Q. There are a series of bullet points
16 that follow that sentence, and the first one
17 Mr. Barendregt indicates that SEC proved
18 undeveloped reserves need to have evacuation
19 facilities in place, and then he goes on to say
20 that the Shell guidelines, as he says, do not
21 insist on this.
22
With respect to the first part of
23 that sentence, do you recall the SEC requiring
24 evacuation facilities in place with respect to
25 proved undeveloped reserves?
0052
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1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
3
lack of foundation. Are you asking him
4
about the presentations at this conference?
5
MR. MacFALL: Let me clarify that.
6
That's fair.
7 BY MR. MacFALL:
8
Q. Were you familiar with the SEC
9 requirements concerning the booking of proved
10 reserves in 1999?
11
A. Yes, to the extent that they applied
12 to typical US operation, which was my focus at
13 that time.
14
Q. Do you recall -- withdrawn.
15
Were you aware if the SEC had a
16 requirement with respect to proved undeveloped
17 reserves for evacuation facilities in place?
18
A. I don't -- that is a typical
19 situation you have with US development, because
20 the US developments are essentially sitting in
21 the middle of a market. Once you have a project
22 that drills wells, has facilities, there
23 typically is the delivery to a sales point
24 that's not distant from the place where you're
25 developing the field. So that wasn't a focus of
0053
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 mine. That was just a natural assumption that
3 for US projects you would have that in place.
4
Q. Do I take it from that, then, that
5 it wasn't an SEC requirement; if it was an SEC
6 requirement, you weren't aware of that?
7
A. It wasn't an issue I had to deal
8 with, so I have no memory of whether it was or
9 was not.
10
Q. Okay. The second bullet point
11 references monetary royalties, and I believe
12 that's what you had described previously, that
13 such were excluded from SEC reserves and
14 included in Shell's.
15
Actually, is that bullet point
16 consistent with what you previously testified
17 about monetary reserves?
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18
A. Yes -19
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form
20
and foundation.
21
A. Yes, the bullet point is exactly
22 what I mentioned.
23
Q. Thank you. The third bullet point
24 references something called I/OR. Do you know
25 what that is?
0054
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes. That's improved oil recovery.
3
Q. Mr. Barendregt wrote that the SEC
4 insisted on a successful test in the reservoir
5 itself. It then continues.
6
Do you recall if the SEC had such a
7 requirement in or about 1999?
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. Mr. Barendregt then continues that
10 the Shell guidelines -- and by that I take it
11 that he means the group guidelines -- accept a
12 neighboring analog. Do you see that, sir?
13
A. I see that, yes.
14
Q. Do you recall if the group
15 guidelines in fact accepted neighboring analog,
16 in this context?
17
MR. SMITH: At that time?
18
MR. MacFALL: At that time. Thank
19
you.
20
A. I believe the group guidelines in
21 1999 did allow an analog. Yes.
22
Q. Do you recall if you ever discussed
23 the difference between the SEC requirement and
24 the group guidelines concerning I/OR, improved
25 reserve, with Mr. Barendregt?
0055
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. At this time?
3
Q. At this time. Yes, sir.
4
A. No, I don't recall.
5
Q. I would like now to ask you to turn
6 to the second page of that document, sir, and if
7 you look at the very bottom of the page you'll
8 see a caption: "My Conclusions of the
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9 Workshop:" Followed by a series of bullet
10 points. Do you see that, sir?
11
A. Yes, I do.
12
Q. In the first bullet point
13 Mr. Barendregt comments on the way reserves
14 estimation is practiced in the US, and then goes
15 on to describe that a number of Shell OUs having
16 experience with US consultants provide a much
17 more conservative estimate of prospects than the
18 Shell estimate.
19
My question is: Do you recall
20 discussing that with Mr. Barendregt at that
21 time?
22
A. No, I don't.
23
Q. I realize that you didn't write
24 this, sir, but do you know what Mr. Barendregt
25 meant by a much more conservative estimate of
0056
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 prospects than the Shell estimate?
3
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
4
foundation.
5
A. I don't know.
6
--7
(Sidle Exhibit 2, e-mail exchange,
8
two pages, was marked for identification.)
9
--10
A. So this time you had someone else
11 fling it for you.
12
Q. I don't want to be accused of
13 flinging unnecessarily.
14
Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
15 document identified, or marked for
16 identification as Sidle Exhibit 2. I would ask
17 you, sir, if you would look at that document and
18 tell me if you recognize it.
19
(Witness reviewing document.)
20
A. I reviewed the document.
21
Q. Okay. Do you recognize this
22 document, sir?
23
A. Yes.
24
Q. And what is it that you recognize it
25 to be?
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0057
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. I'm sorry?
3
Q. And what is it that you recognize it
4 to be?
5
A. To be. It's an e-mail that I wrote
6 to Remco Aalbers in 1999.
7
Q. Okay. Also attached at the bottom
8 of the document in sort of reverse chronological
9 order is an e-mail from Mr. Aalbers to you. Do
10 you see that, sir?
11
A. I do.
12
Q. Okay. Do you recall first receiving
13 the e-mail from Mr. Aalbers? This particular
14 e-mail that's part of Exhibit 2.
15
A. I see that it's here, but I don't
16 have a memory of it. No.
17
Q. Okay. With respect to the second
18 e-mail, which is your response to Mr. Aalbers,
19 do you recall authoring that e-mail, sir?
20
A. As I said, I remember we had
21 discussions about this topic at the time.
22
Q. Directing your attention
23 specifically to the second page of the document,
24 which contains the body of the e-mail from
25 Mr. Aalbers to you. If you could take a look at
0058
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 that, sir.
3
Mr. Aalbers is discussing in that
4 e-mail the idea of linking -- excuse me -- of
5 booking proved reserves in SEPCO utilizing the
6 VAR process, and he states here, "initial
7 suggestion was VAR 4, but maybe VAR 3 could also
8 be an option."
9
Do you recall, separate and apart
10 from the e-mail, if you had conversations with
11 Mr. Aalbers regarding utilization of the VAR
12 process in connection with the booking of proved
13 reserves at SEPCO?
14
A. I remember generally that topic was
15 being discussed at the time because of the
16 then -- the broader use of the VAR process as a
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17 standard way to review projects. So on one hand
18 you had an internal process with specific
19 milestones that didn't exist before that now was
20 being implemented. At the same time there was
21 the ongoing need to identify for proved reserves
22 purposes that point at which commitment and
23 expectation to develop was satisfied.
24
So there was a natural opportunity
25 to have a discussion about the relation of the
0059
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 two.
3
Q. And as referenced in Mr. Aalbers'
4 e-mail -- withdrawn.
5
When Mr. Aalbers indicates here that
6 SEPCO was utilizing FID, as we discussed
7 previously, as a milestone or benchmark in
8 connection with the booking of proved reserves.
9 Is that correct, sir?
10
A. Yes. For our large projects. Yes.
11
Q. Thank you. Now, do you recall if
12 the group guidelines provided that reserves, at
13 this time, at the time of the e-mail, which is
14 September of 1999, could be booked upon the
15 passage of VAR 3?
16
A. I don't have a specific memory of
17 the language in the 1999 1100 document as it
18 related to demonstration of commercial maturity.
19
Q. Do you recall what your reaction was
20 to Mr. Aalbers' suggestion that VAR 4, or VAR 3,
21 be utilized at SEPCO in lieu of FID, in
22 connection with the booking of proved reserves?
23
A. Well, my reaction was simply that I
24 needed to share my experiences with him. We
25 often had discussions and tested different
0060
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 ideas -- well, what about this, what about
3 that -- so the banter of sharing our experiences
4 and our knowledge was a standard part of our
5 interaction. He asked a question. I gave him
6 my experience that related to that.
7
Q. And you're providing Mr. Aalbers
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8 that information, is that the reply e-mail that
9 appears at the first page -- or on the first
10 page of this document?
11
A. Yes. Yes, it is.
12
Q. Directing your attention
13 specifically to the first paragraph, you
14 indicate that passing of VAR 4 together with
15 senior management commitment to monetize would
16 be adequate to meet proved reserve requirements,
17 and then you continue that in some rare cases
18 reasonable certainty can be defined at VAR 3,
19 but you indicate that you believe those were
20 exceptions.
21
Do you recall if that was -- if
22 what's here is consistent with what you believed
23 at the time, sir?
24
A. Yes. This was my view at the time.
25
Q. You go on to describe some of the
0061
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 issues under VAR 3, and then in the next
3 paragraph, the first sentence, you indicate that
4 you were reluctant to liberalize the booking
5 mark on a general basis, and then it continues.
6
Could you please explain for me what
7 you meant by use of the phrase "liberalize the
8 booking mark," what were you talking about?
9
A. I'm not sure why I chose those
10 words. I think it generally relates to the
11 experience that I had had within SEPCO, all of
12 this applies to SEPCO experience, of situations
13 where things were booked that later, because of
14 changes in conditions, we had to take off the
15 books.
16
Q. Did you view the adoption of a VAR 3
17 in lieu of an FID for SEPCO to be a
18 liberalization of the standards concerning the
19 booking of proved reserves?
20
A. Well, it certainly lowered the VAR
21 level requirement from the maturity that you
22 would have at FID and VAR 4, to a lesser level
23 of VAR 3. However, what you would need to do if
24 you did that was then insist on certain other
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25 criteria to demonstrate that you've satisfied
0062
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 the proved reserves categories of commitment and
3 expected execution.
4
Q. I would like to direct your
5 attention to the next paragraph. Sir, the first
6 sentence reads: "At this point we changed to
7 requiring major projects pass FID before being
8 booked - conservative perhaps."
9
What did you mean by "conservative"
10 as used in that sentence?
11
A. If you look at the SEC standards,
12 there's no reference made to FID, to project
13 sanction. What they refer to is a commitment on
14 the part of the parties, the operator, partners,
15 whatever the entity is, a commitment to execute,
16 funding being available, and then being expected
17 that that development, and the volumes
18 associated with it, will then be produced.
19 Nowhere in there does sanction FID, or any of
20 that, exist.
21
Shell's budgeting system, at the
22 time of 1999, was one where there was not a
23 separate clear milestone that was called
24 commitment. Systems, we had in budgeting in the
25 past, and years gone by did have that. But at
0063
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 that time it didn't exist.
3
To make it very clear to the staff,
4 you know, when they had reached a point that
5 satisfied the requirements, when you didn't have
6 one at exactly the point the SEC asked for, we
7 said well, what's the next thing that shows up
8 in our process that would have passed that and
9 had all of those requirements met and perhaps
10 even a few more, and that then is the sanction,
11 or FID point. You've gone beyond commitment to
12 the point of not only committing, but also
13 releasing the funds to execute. SEC doesn't say
14 you have to be at releasing the funds to
15 execute. They say you have to be at commitment.
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16
So there remained within the
17 organization a discussion of, well, if we use
18 the very clear mark that we have with our own
19 internal processes of FID, aren't we actually
20 waiting longer than what the rules say we have
21 to, because at some prior date we've actually
22 been to the point of commitment, it's just that
23 there was no obvious and consistent benchmark to
24 know that you'd satisfied that.
25
Q. So your reference to conservative,
0064
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 were you saying that the FID requirement was
3 conservative vis-a-vis the SEC requirements?
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. Do you recall if you had a view of
6 the group guidelines, vis-a-vis the SEC
7 requirements at that time?
8
A. I don't recall a view. My mission
9 at that time was simply to ensure that the
10 practices that SEPCO had, and wished to retain
11 use, fit within the rules that we were allowed
12 by the group.
13
Q. Did SEPCO ultimately change its
14 guidelines so that proved reserves could be
15 booked after VAR 3 was passed?
16
A. (Pause.) They were not changed for
17 major billion dollar very big projects. There
18 were some smaller projects that, on an exception
19 basis, where the SEC standard of commitment and
20 maturity was met, but for a variety of reasons
21 may not have experienced and passed the VAR 4.
22 Those specific exceptions were, on a few cases I
23 can remember, were allowed.
24
Q. Do you recall if the SEPCO
25 guidelines subsequent to 1999 continued to
0065
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 require major projects to pass FID before proved
3 reserves could be booked?
4
A. For very large projects, yes.
5 That's what I recall.
6
Q. Do you recall if the SEPCO
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7 guidelines were different than the group
8 guidelines in that respect, subsequent to 1999?
9
A. Yes. Through that period the group
10 was implementing references to the VAR process,
11 and those references were at the VAR stages that
12 were initially before FID, later became FID,
13 during the period where they were at stages that
14 were earlier than FID, they would have been
15 different from SEPCO's.
16
Q. Were SEPCO's guidelines regarding
17 the booking of proved reserves subsequent to
18 1999 more conservative than that utilized by the
19 group?
20
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
21
A. The SEPCO guidelines were written
22 specific to the issues that were addressed with
23 the projects in our inventory in the US at that
24 time. They were the guidance that we felt would
25 be the best instruction to the staff -- excuse
0066
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 me -- to ensure their ease of understanding, and
3 satisfying SEC and group requirements.
4
I wasn't in a position, with my
5 knowledge at that time, to make a judgment about
6 the group requirements used in situations
7 outside the United States, or the circumstances
8 with where they were used to see if they were -9 how they would have been different from the use
10 of the Shell -- the SEPCO guidelines. In some
11 cases the business processes we referred to in
12 the SEPCO guidelines were not business processes
13 that were used in others in the Shell group.
14
Q. Did there ever come a time when you
15 had occasion to participate in the review of the
16 group guidelines?
17
A. Well, each year when they were
18 published, I would review the group guidelines
19 and offer comments, both to assist ensuring that
20 SEPCO, and the rules that we grew up with,
21 people were familiar with, and we wished to
22 retain, would still be allowed, as well as offer
23 suggestions from things that I've seen within
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24 the US industry as to how different terms and
25 practices are interpreted.
0067
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Did there ever come a time,
3 subsequent to 2000, when you recommended that
4 the group guidelines be changed to permit the
5 booking of proved reserves only after major
6 projects had passed FID?
7
A. I remember sending in replies to
8 each of the EP 1100 drafts and covering a
9 variety of topics. The specific elements of
10 each of those I don't recall, but it was a
11 common topic of the day, and it was quite likely
12 that I may have included that as a suggestion.
13
Q. And I'm sorry. I believe you did
14 indicate this earlier, but the current group
15 guidelines, do they require that major projects
16 pass FID before proved reserves can be booked?
17
A. I think I mentioned that in 1999 I
18 don't remember exactly what the requirements
19 were for commercial maturities and where the VAR
20 standards were, I don't recall at that time that
21 they did require FID.
22
Q. I'm sorry. I'm talking about the
23 current guidelines as they currently exist.
24
A. Oh, as they exist today?
25
Q. Yes, sir.
0068
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes, as they exist today, major
3 projects, very large projects, with a few very
4 specific exceptions, require FID.
5
Q. Do you recall approximately when
6 that was changed?
7
A. It would probably be somewhere in
8 the 2002, '3, '4 time frame. I don't remember
9 exactly which year it was.
10
Q. Do you know why that change was
11 made?
12
A. The only answer I ever got to that
13 question was dealing with the reporting of
14 business results, in that when Shell announced
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15 FID of large projects, a typical question that
16 would come from the audience, analysts,
17 stakeholders, whoever they may be, was well, how
18 many additional reserves did you book with that.
19 And the comment that I remember from -- and I
20 don't even remember who it was -- one of Shell's
21 leadership was that because Shell was booking
22 projects before FID, the actual date of FID
23 didn't have new things left to book, and so they
24 wanted to be able to, for reporting purposes,
25 align the delivery of additional proved reserves
0069
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 volumes with the message that the funding for a
3 project was approved and released.
4
Q. Do you recall if any specific
5 projects were discussed in that context?
6
A. No.
7
Q. Are you aware of any projects where
8 reserves were booked -- proved reserves were
9 booked prior to FID? By the group.
10
A. Today?
11
Q. Let me give you a time period. I'm
12 sorry. 2000 through 2004.
13
A. Okay. But at any time during that
14 period did I know that, or -15
Q. I'll rephrase the question.
16
A. Yes, please.
17
Q. Let's start off this way. Are you
18 aware today of any projects that had booked
19 proved reserves prior to reaching FID?
20
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
21
Q. During the 2000 through 2004 time
22 period. I'm sorry.
23
A. Oh, yes. I am.
24
Q. Could you identify those projects
25 for me, please?
0070
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. I can't give you an exhaustive list,
3 I don't remember them all, but one very
4 memorable one was Gorgon.
5
MR. SMITH: When you reach a natural
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6
breaking point, I think we've been going an
7
hour and a half or so, if we can take a
8
break?
9
MR. MacFALL: We can do that now.
10
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
11
11:29 a.m. This is the end of tape
12
number 1 of the deposition of Rodney Sidle.
13
Off the record.
14
--15
(Recess.)
16
--17
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
18
11:49 a.m. This is the beginning of tape
19
number 2 of the deposition of Rodney Sidle.
20
Back on the record.
21 BY MR. MacFALL:
22
Q. Mr. Sidle, I just would like to ask
23 a follow-up with regard to Exhibit 1, if that's
24 okay. If you could just get that document in
25 front of you again, sir.
0071
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
And specifically directing your
3 attention to page 2. At the very top of the
4 page there's a reference to ongoing discussions
5 between SPE and the SEC regarding the update -6 or possible update of SEC reserves definitions,
7 and then it continues.
8
Were you aware of those discussions
9 between the SPE and the SEC at that time?
10
A. No, I was not.
11
Q. Mr. Barendregt then continues,
12 "perhaps also including allowance for
13 probabilistic reserves estimation."
14
Do you recall if any of this,
15 discussions between the SPE and SEC, and
16 probabilistic reserves estimation, was that
17 discussed during the actual workshop, to the
18 best of your recollection?
19
A. I don't recall.
20
Q. Okay. Mr. Barendregt then writes
21 about the employment of two petroleum engineers
22 by the SEC in connection with reserves
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23 definitions.
24
Do you recall if you were aware of
25 that at that time? And by "that," I mean the
0072
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 SEC's employment of two engineers to look at the
3 reserves definitions.
4
A. I don't recall at that time, no.
5
Q. Okay. You can put that document
6 aside. Thank you.
7
Before the break we were talking
8 about the differences, and some of the
9 differences between the SEPCO guidelines
10 concerning the booking of proved reserves and
11 the group guidelines. Directing your attention
12 specifically to the 1999-2000 time frame -13 withdrawn. Let me expand the time frame.
14
Actually, specifically directing
15 your attention to the period 2000 to 2004, was
16 it easier to book proved reserves under the
17 group guidelines than it was under the SEPCO
18 guidelines?
19
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
20
A. I'm not sure I can answer, because I
21 just -- I don't know how the international
22 guidelines applied to an international situation
23 to be able to compare that to the SEPCO
24 guidelines compared to a US situation. Again,
25 my focus and my job responsibility was only for
0073
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 the application of the rules for SEPCO in the US
3 situation. There was quite a lot about things
4 that were different outside of the US that I
5 simply had no knowledge of, and thus it made it
6 difficult -- I had no ability to know whether it
7 was easier, harder, or what it was. My only
8 comparison is how does it apply to the US.
9
Q. During the 2000 to 2004 time period,
10 were you ever involved in reviewing the booking
11 of proved reserves at OUs outside of the United
12 States?
13
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
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14
A. My primary responsibility is for the
15 US, but since I was based in Houston, and some
16 work was done in Houston, there were rare
17 occasions when simply because of my physical
18 proximity to those teams, and usually because I
19 knew a team member on the team who had been part
20 of the SEPCO operation and had worked with me on
21 reserve issues, I was asked to offer some
22 comments.
23
Q. Do you recall being involved in
24 review of the booking of proved reserves in
25 connection with Angola Block 18?
0074
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes, I do.
3
Q. Just generally, could you describe
4 what Angola Block 18 is?
5
A. Angola Block 18 is a reference to a
6 deepwater offshore track of the nation of
7 Angola, where Shell and other partners had
8 interest in that concession, and after some
9 exploration operations, were at a point of
10 considering the maturity of the resource that
11 they had discovered, including whether they
12 would be able to book proved reserves.
13
Q. Were you familiar with the technical
14 work, if any, that was done in connection with
15 Angola Block 18?
16
A. At what time?
17
Q. During the '99-2000 time period.
18
A. Not in '99, but perhaps it was 2000.
19 Perhaps 2001, would have been about the time
20 that one of the team members of the Angola Block
21 18 team, who had worked for SEPCO, contacted me
22 and asked if I could help them understand how
23 the rules applied to their situation.
24 Initially, yeah, I met with him simply to
25 explain my understanding of the rules.
0075
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. And when you say your understanding
3 of the rules, are you talking about the group
4 rules?
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5
A. Yes. The group rules. The
6 international rules that would apply to their
7 situation.
8
Q. Do you recall if you recommended to
9 that individual that he speak with the group
10 reserves coordinator at the time?
11
A. Yes, I did.
12
Q. Who is the individual that you spoke
13 to?
14
A. I don't remember exactly who all the
15 team members were, but the person that I knew
16 that I had worked with in SEPCO was Alan
17 Lockwood, and then I spoke with the team, and I
18 recall providing guidance to the team generally,
19 I don't remember exactly which individual, that
20 the group reserves auditor should be involved.
21
Q. Where was Mr. Lockwood physically
22 located? Was he working at Angola?
23
A. No. He worked in Houston.
24
Q. Were there other members of the
25 Angola team that -- with whom you were familiar
0076
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 during that period, 2001?
3
A. Not people that I had worked with
4 before. No.
5
Q. Were there people that you worked
6 with subsequent to Mr. Lockwood's contact, or
7 initial contact with you, who worked on Angola
8 Block 18?
9
A. Yes. I met members of the team, and
10 I was introduced to them.
11
Q. Do you recall any of those team
12 members?
13
A. Off the top of my head I can't give
14 you any names.
15
Q. Do you recall where the -16 withdrawn. Were those team members also located
17 in the United States?
18
A. When I met with them, I met with
19 them in the United States. Yes.
20
Q. Do you know if they worked out of
21 offices in the United States?
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22
A. I know a part of the team was based
23 in Houston. I know there were other people that
24 were working on it, that were based in other
25 places. I don't know exactly where each of them
0077
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 was based.
3
Q. In connection with your review of
4 the reserves bookings at Angola Block 18, did
5 you have occasion to review the technical work
6 that was done -7
MR. SMITH: Objection.
8
Q. -- in connection with that project?
9
MR. SMITH: I'm sorry. Objection to
10
form.
11
A. Part of what I did to give them
12 guidance was to at least go through a summary of
13 work that had been done to get some familiarity
14 with the situation at Block 18, to be able then
15 to give them guidance.
16
Q. Do you recall what it was that you
17 reviewed?
18
A. Not specifically, no.
19
Q. Do you recall who prepared the
20 summary that you reviewed?
21
A. I believe I recall that Alan was one
22 of the members in the meeting, but there were
23 other team members that were there that
24 presented that summary to me.
25
Q. Do you recall what Shell
0078
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 organization Mr. Lockwood worked for at that
3 time?
4
A. He was part of a Shell organization
5 that provided technical services to other parts
6 of Shell's operations and business entities,
7 but, frankly, Shell reorganizes so frequently
8 that the exact name of the organization at that
9 date and time, I'm not sure I could give you.
10
Q. Are you familiar with an entity that
11 was known as Shell Deepwater Services?
12
A. Yes, I am.
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13
Q. Was Mr. Lockwood employed by Shell
14 Deepwater Services, or SDS?
15
A. At one point in time he was.
16 Whether it was exactly at that point in time or
17 not, I don't recall.
18
Q. It might be helpful just to go
19 through some of the entities that might have
20 existed at that time.
21
Are you familiar with an entity
22 known as SEPTAR?
23
A. Yes, I am.
24
Q. Okay. And could you please tell me
25 what SEPTAR is?
0079
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes.
3
Q. Or was?
4
A. Well, SEPTAR is another of Shell's
5 entities that changed character over time.
6 Actually in 1999, before I transferred to the
7 reserves group, I was employed by SEPTAR.
8
SEPTAR started as the SEPCO research
9 technology arm, so it was a part of the US E&P
10 SEPCO organization that dealt with E&P research
11 and technology application.
12
Later SEPTAR merged with an
13 equivalent organization within the group called
14 KSEPL, and that's Dutch, an acronym, so please
15 don't ask me what it means -16
Q. Fair enough.
17
A. -- but it had a similar purpose,
18 research and technology application, and the
19 combined organization took the name SEPTAR. It
20 stands for Shell Exploration and Production
21 Technology and Applied Research.
22
Q. Do you recall when it was that
23 SEPTAR, based in the US as a SEPCO entity,
24 merged with the Dutch entity?
25
A. It was a process that took place
0080
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 over a time period. I know that process was
3 ongoing about 1999, because that was the
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4 occasion that caused the opportunity that became
5 my job as reserves manager to open up, so I know
6 it was in the process of being done at that
7 time. Exactly when it started and exactly when
8 it ended, I don't know.
9
Q. What did you do for SEPTAR?
10
A. I worked for one of the technical
11 leaders, doing reservoir engineering studies and
12 other special work.
13
Q. You described that SEPTAR was
14 involved primarily -- withdrawn.
15
You described SEPTAR's work in
16 connection with SEPCO. During the time that you
17 were there, do you recall if SEPTAR did any work
18 for non-US OUs within Shell?
19
A. Yes.
20
Q. Could you describe the nature of the
21 work that you're familiar with having been done
22 by SEPTAR for other OUs?
23
A. Okay. The work that I'm
24 specifically familiar with is a piece of work
25 that I did myself, which was to support our
0081
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 Brazil asset at looking at a business
3 opportunity offshore in Brazil. The EP support
4 work that was done by SEPTAR was very broad in
5 base, from drilling, to geology, to installation
6 of offshore facilities, a great breadth of work,
7 and exactly how much of that was done for US
8 versus outside of the US organizations, I don't
9 know. Some was done for organizations outside
10 the US.
11
Q. With regard to the specific project
12 that you have experience with involving Brazil,
13 do you recall how long that project lasted while
14 you worked on it at SEPTAR?
15
A. Oh, while I worked on it, I was only
16 there for probably about nine months, and I
17 worked on it probably the last six of those nine
18 months.
19
Q. Were there other individuals at
20 SEPTAR also working on that Brazilian project
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21 with you?
22
A. Yes, I believe there were. A
23 geophysicist, a geologist, a geoscientist was
24 also working on it with me.
25
Q. Do you recall the individual's name?
0082
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. No, I don't.
3
Q. Do you recall if there were any
4 other entities or organizations, Shell entities
5 or organizations in the United States that
6 worked on the Brazilian project, besides SEPTAR?
7
A. Besides SEPTAR?
8
(Pause.) No, I don't.
9
Q. Now, you mentioned a little while
10 ago Shell Deepwater Services, and you indicated
11 that you were familiar with that organization.
12 Correct?
13
A. Yes.
14
Q. Do you know where Shell Deepwater
15 Services was physically located in the time
16 period of 2000 -- 1999 to 2004?
17
A. The headquarters, the leadership of
18 the organization was located in Houston, I
19 believe.
20
Q. Do you recall, during the time
21 period '99 to 2004, approximately how many
22 individuals worked at SDS in Houston?
23
A. No, I don't.
24
Q. Are you familiar with the kind of
25 work that SDS in Houston did during that time
0083
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 period?
3
A. Only in a very general way.
4
Q. And could you describe for me your
5 understanding of it?
6
A. Yes. As the name implies, deepwater
7 business ventures were -- one of the
8 organizations that supported them was SDS, using
9 technologies that Shell had developed for
10 deepwater drilling, deepwater exploration,
11 deepwater development.
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12
Q. You identified Mr. Lockwood as
13 possibly having worked for SDS at some point.
14
A. I think he did work for them. It's
15 just, as like with any big company, people move
16 in and out of subsidiaries quite commonly. And
17 so at a specific point in time, I can't be sure
18 that that was where he was employed.
19
Q. Do you recall if you had any
20 involvement -- withdrawn.
21
Do you recall having any interaction
22 with SDS in connection with the work you did for
23 Angola Block 18?
24
A. Yes. There were members of the SDS
25 team that worked on the Angola Block 18
0084
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 development, and members of the people that I
3 met with, that I had my technical discussions.
4
Q. When you say technical discussion,
5 could you just generally describe what it is
6 that you mean by that, sir?
7
A. Okay. The technical discussions I
8 would typically have -- I have no exact memory
9 of what went on -- but the typical discussions
10 would be to look at the maps that showed the
11 acreage that was available.
12
Look at seismic information or other
13 information that tried to suggest where the
14 potential accumulations of oil and gas would be.
15
Look at placement of wells to see
16 where wells and information were sampled.
17
Look at the results of the
18 information from that drilling.
19
Look at technical analysis of core
20 samples, of fluid samples, of production test
21 results.
22
Look at subsurface mapping of the
23 distribution of the thickness and extent of
24 layers, not just a map view, but cross-sections.
25
Look at a representation of
0085
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 potential recoveries as theoretically calculated
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3 by a reservoir simulator, which tried to
4 represent the physics of oil and gas flow in a
5 porous and permeable subsurface layer.
6
Look at potential development plans,
7 where might producing wells be. If it was a
8 water injection project, where would water
9 injection wells be. What were the dynamics of
10 their interaction to try to suggest how much oil
11 and gas could be produced.
12
Also, we would look at economics to
13 see what the cost of that development might be
14 and what the value of projected production would
15 be to see if there were revenues sufficient to
16 cover the costs and make it a profitable
17 project. All of those are examples.
18
Q. I realize that you indicated that
19 that was -- those were examples, or exemplars of
20 what you would typically discuss.
21
Do you recall if you reviewed any
22 such work -- withdrawn.
23
Do you recall if any of the work you
24 just described was done by SDS in connection
25 with Angola Block 18?
0086
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. I'm not sure which business entity
3 created the information I saw.
4
Q. Did you ultimately make a
5 recommendation with the booking of proved
6 reserves in connection with Angola Block 18?
7
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
8
A. I don't recall being involved in the
9 final review by which a decision to book or not
10 occurred. My engagement in the first session,
11 and later in a meeting that included Anton
12 Barendregt, was to look at the technical work
13 and provide guidance to the team about what they
14 had, and what -- what they could do in addition
15 to what they had that would best satisfy the
16 Shell International -- the group -17 requirements. Some of the things they had were
18 simply not mature enough -- we talked about the
19 concept of technical maturity -- some of it was
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20 not technically mature to the point where it
21 looked to be even close to satisfying proved
22 reserves.
23
Some portions seemed more
24 technically mature, also had the opportunity to
25 be able to meet the commercial maturity
0087
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 standards, and so the guidance that we -- that I
3 participated in the discussions to give was to
4 help them focus on how they could direct their
5 efforts to the things that had a higher
6 likelihood of actually meeting a test.
7
Q. Do you recall if you did any work in
8 connection with any projects in New Zealand?
9
A. Yes. I was asked to look at the
10 Maui field in New Zealand to assist the
11 New Zealand staff in understanding the criteria
12 for expectation, and scope for recovery volumes.
13 Not for proved reserves.
14
Q. Was that under the group guidelines?
15
A. Yes. That would be under the group
16 guidelines.
17
Q. Do you recall if either the GRC, or
18 Mr. Barendregt, were involved in work at the
19 Maui field in New Zealand?
20
A. Could you explain what the GRC
21 means, the way you've used it?
22
Q. I'm sorry. Group reserves
23 coordinator.
24
A. Okay. Let's see. Well, they didn't
25 participate while I was in New Zealand reviewing
0088
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 the data for the field.
3
I don't actually remember what
4 discussions may have been held at that time.
5
Q. Do you recall if you did any work in
6 connection with Bonga in Nigeria?
7
A. The Bonga Southwest, which is a
8 separate accumulation from the main Bonga field,
9 was a discovery where the question of, again, of
10 maturity to meet group standards for proved
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11 reserves arose. Unfortunately, the timing and
12 logistics of how that arose were limiting, in
13 terms of how the group could respond to provide
14 review of the proposed booking of new proved
15 reserves.
16
I don't remember exactly what year
17 it was, but the time of the year was that the
18 information that there was a proposal to book
19 some proved reserves at Bonga Southwest appeared
20 very late in the reserve reporting year -- I
21 don't remember if it was late December or very
22 early January -- but because of the timing of
23 the first notice that that was being proposed,
24 there was limited opportunity for any of the
25 normal group reviewers to sit down with the
0089
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 Bonga Southwest team and really go through the
3 details or the basis of that proposal to book
4 reserves.
5
The team that was doing the work on
6 behalf of SNEPCO, which is the Shell Nigeria
7 offshore subsidiary, was based in Houston, and
8 their work was available for review in Houston,
9 and I was contacted by the reserves coordinator
10 at the time to ask if I would go take a look at
11 their work and use my judgment as to the
12 international standards and provide them -13 provide him with my view as to whether or not it
14 seemed sufficiently mature to actually meet the
15 group's standards.
16
So I did that, and I concluded and
17 documented in an e-mail that it did not meet the
18 standards and should not be booked as proved
19 reserves.
20
Q. Do you recall who were the members
21 of the team involved with the Bonga Southwest
22 project? If you don't recall, that's fine.
23
A. I'd be happy to draw the diffusivity
24 equation for you, but you asked me names, and
25 I'm really in a bad shape.
0090
1
RODNEY SIDLE
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2
Q. Fair enough. Do you recall -- this
3 may or may not help -- do you recall what
4 organizations or entities those individuals
5 worked for, besides SNEPCO?
6
A. Many of those teams were composed of
7 people from a variety of entities, and so it's
8 difficult for me to know just from a face that's
9 there. Even if I know the person or entity that
10 he's with at that point in time. I don't
11 recall.
12
Q. Okay. It occurs to me that there is
13 another entity that you may or may not know
14 about, but I'll ask. Are you familiar with
15 something called the Bellaire Technology Center?
16
A. Yes, yes, I am. I worked there when
17 I was part of SEPTAR.
18
Q. Okay. Could you describe for me
19 what the Bellaire Technology Center is,
20 vis-a-vis SEPTAR, for example?
21
A. Yes. Yes. SEPTAR is an
22 organization, it's an arm of one of Shell's
23 entities, first SEPCO, and later the group, but
24 it is an organization. Bellaire Technology
25 Center is a facility. Simply a building,
0091
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 parking lots, laboratories, offices, where a
3 variety of different Shell organizations have
4 located from time to time, but dominantly it's
5 tenant is the research arm of Shell that is
6 located in Houston. Most times that was people
7 who are part of SEPCO, but later when it became
8 part of the group, there were people that were
9 from a variety of different backgrounds that
10 occupied that facility.
11
Q. Just with respect to SEPTAR, and I'm
12 sorry. I do apologize for jumping around, it's
13 just that things occur to me when we talk.
14
Do you recall approximately how many
15 individuals were employed by SEPTAR at the time
16 that you were there?
17
A. No, I don't.
18
Q. Do you have any idea how many people
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19 were employed by the Dutch entity that
20 ultimately joined with SEPTAR?
21
A. Yes. KSEPL. No. No, I don't know.
22
Q. Thank you. Do you recall an
23 individual named Phillip Denning?
24
A. Phillip Denning?
25
Q. (Nodding head.)
0092
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes.
3
Q. Could you identify Mr. Denning for
4 me?
5
A. Phil Denning was a staff person in
6 the, at the time I knew him, SEPCO finance
7 organization.
8
Q. Do you know an individual named
9 Robert, or Bob Deere?
10
A. Yes.
11
Q. Could you identify Mr. Deere for me?
12
A. When I first met him, Bob also was
13 part of the SEPCO finance organization, but I've
14 continued to work with Bob now that he's been at
15 the Royal Dutch/Shell group corporate finance
16 controller's level.
17
MR. MacFALL: May I have this
18
marked, please.
19
--20
(Sidle Exhibit 3, e-mail string,
21
five pages, was marked for identification.)
22
--23 BY MR. MacFALL:
24
Q. Mr. Sidle, you were just handed a
25 document that has been marked as Sidle Exhibit 3
0093
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 for identification. You'll see the first page
3 is an e-mail involving the two individuals we've
4 just discussed. It may help, in terms of
5 whether or not you recognize the document, to
6 turn to the second page and you'll see that
7 there's an e-mail on which you were cc'd.
8
A. Okay.
9
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10
A. Can I have a moment to read it,
11 please?
12
Q. Yes. I was just going to say, just
13 take a look at the document and let me know when
14 you're ready to discuss it.
15
A. Thank you very much.
16
(Witness reviewing document.)
17
A. Okay. I've read it.
18
Q. Do you recall the issues
19 described -- or discussed in these e-mails, sir,
20 coming up in or about March 2000?
21
A. I remember the issues. I don't
22 remember exact timing. This seems about right.
23
Q. Okay. And the issues involve well
24 count for indeterminate wells, is what
25 Mr. Denning describes it as in one e-mail.
0094
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
My understanding, and this is a
3 gross generalization, it had to do with the
4 difference between group treatment of certain
5 wells and SEPCO's treatment of certain kinds of
6 wells. Is that correct, sir?
7
A. In a broad sense it really relates
8 to whether you want the data capture that you
9 use internally to benchmark your performance to
10 be the same as or separate from other
11 requirements for reporting similar data. And
12 the issue that's described in here is one where,
13 as Phil's explaining it, he would prefer to keep
14 those as two separate sets of data so that you
15 preserve the individual elements and
16 distinctions of each, whereas for ease of
17 reporting, the group asked if it would be
18 possible to have just one set of data.
19
Q. If I could direct your attention now
20 to the first page of that document, sir.
21
A. All right.
22
Q. It is an e-mail from Mr. Denning to
23 Mr. Deere. In that e-mail Mr. Denning refers to
24 the group wanting a one-size-fits-all ability to
25 deal with this.
0095
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1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
If I could specifically direct your
3 attention, sir, to the middle of the very last
4 paragraph on that first page. Do you see
5 there's a sentence that begins, "If I read
6 between the lines of Remco's e-mail."
7
Do you see that, sir?
8
A. I see that.
9
Q. Okay. If you could just read from
10 that line to the bottom of the paragraph to
11 yourself, and let me know when you're ready.
12
(Witness reviewing document.)
13
A. Okay. I've read it.
14
Q. Mr. Denning appears to suggest that
15 there is a -- that reporting in the manner that
16 the group suggests would -- could be misleading
17 to investors, or at least he seems to suggest
18 that here.
19
Do you recall ever discussing that
20 with Mr. Denning?
21
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
22
foundation.
23
A. Well, I'm not sure I agree with the
24 preface that you've outlined. But your question
25 is do I recall discussing it. No, I don't.
0096
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Without characterizing what's said
3 here, do you recall discussing what's stated
4 here in the last paragraph of that exhibit, on
5 the first page, with anyone at any point?
6
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
7
foundation.
8
A. Not the specific items here, in
9 terms of that exploration well count. No.
10
Q. Do you recall ever discussing -11 withdrawn.
12
In or about 2000, April of 2000, do
13 you recall if SEPCO or the group had drawn any
14 criticism from investors with respect to its
15 past exploration performance?
16
A. No.
17
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
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18
Q. No, you don't recall or no, they
19 hadn't drawn any criticism?
20
A. No, I don't recall.
21
Q. Were you aware if there was any
22 analyst commentary on SEPCO's past exploration
23 performance in or about March of -- April of
24 2000? I'm sorry.
25
A. That's not an area of my expertise.
0097
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 I just didn't study those things. I don't
3 recall.
4
Q. Okay. I take it that your response
5 would be the same with respect to analyst
6 commentary about group exploration efforts?
7
A. You take that correctly.
8
Q. Thank you.
9
--10
(Sidle Exhibit 4, e-mail and
11
attachment, Bates number RJW00113489
12
through RJW0013496, was marked for
13
identification.)
14
--15 BY MR. MacFALL:
16
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
17 document that has been marked for identification
18 as Sidle Exhibit 4. I would ask you to take a
19 look at it, sir, and tell me if you recognize
20 it. I would note that it is a short e-mail
21 followed by a fairly lengthy attachment. But
22 please take your time and just let me know when
23 you're done.
24
(Witness reviewing document.)
25
Q. Do you recognize this document, sir?
0098
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes, I do.
3
Q. And just for the record, the first
4 page of the document is an e-mail from
5 Mr. Aalbers to you cc'ing Aidan McKay and
6 Mr. Van Nues, and it concerns a document
7 prepared by the SEC and received by KPMG.
8
Just directing your attention to the
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9 long paragraph there in the e-mail. It says:
10 "Production of natural gas should include only
11 marketable production of gas on an 'as sold'
12 basis," and then it continues.
13
Do you recall if this requirement -14 withdrawn.
15
Do you recall if the "as sold basis"
16 was a requirement of the SEC regarding -- I'm
17 going to withdraw that again.
18
With respect to booking of proved
19 reserves, do you recall if the SEC required that
20 gas be the subject to sales contracts or
21 actually sold prior to such bookings being
22 permitted?
23
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
24
A. I think the question you're asking,
25 it always required the gas be sold because it
0099
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 had to be sold to create the revenue that made
3 it economic. The topic I believe you're
4 addressing is, is the volume to be calculated
5 and classified as reserves for proved reserves
6 purposes, the volume that is sold, as opposed to
7 another representation of volume, for example,
8 the amount of gas that actually came out of the
9 well, rather than just that portion that
10 ultimately made it through the sales meter.
11
The SEC rules were and remain, for
12 proved reserves reporting, that it could be
13 either, as long as the treatment was consistent
14 within the description of the reserve and the
15 calculation of the economic basis of that
16 reserve, called the standardized measure.
17
Q. Thank you. Now, you had mentioned
18 the Gorgon project a little bit ago. Do you
19 recall that, sir?
20
A. Yes, I do.
21
Q. Okay. The Gorgon project, was that
22 a natural gas project?
23
A. I believe so. Yes.
24
Q. I believe you had indicated that you
25 were aware, or became aware at some point, that
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0100
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 proved reserves were booked in connection with
3 that project prior to it reaching FID. Is that
4 correct?
5
A. That's correct.
6
Q. Are you aware if proved reserves
7 were booked in connection with Gorgon prior to
8 any sales contracts being in place?
9
MR. SMITH: Objection to form. Lack
10
of foundation.
11
A. At what time? At any time?
12
Q. During the period 2000 to 2004?
13
A. Yes, by late 2003 and 2004 I became
14 aware of some information about the Gorgon
15 project, and became aware that the volumes were
16 booked in the absence of a sales contract.
17
Q. That booking would therefore -- and
18 by that booking, I mean the booking of Gorgon -19 would then therefore fail to satisfy the SEC's
20 requirements concerning the booking of proved
21 reserves for gas. Correct?
22
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
23
Objection; lack of foundation. Objection;
24
lack of qualification.
25
A. (No response.)
0101
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Before you answer, maybe this will
3 address some of Mr. Smith's concerns.
4
A. Okay.
5
Q. As part of your duties and
6 responsibilities at Shell, were you called upon
7 to opine as to whether the booking of various
8 proved reserves would comply with the SEC's
9 requirements concerning the booking of proved
10 reserves?
11
A. That was asking me for all the US
12 projects that -- all of the projects SEPCO had,
13 because that was my responsibility as reserves
14 manager. On a unique and one-off basis,
15 occasionally I was asked for such guidance
16 relative to the Shell standard, which were at
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17 that time thought to align with the SEC, and on
18 those one or two or three occasions when I was
19 so asked, I did give guidance.
20
Q. Based on your experience as reserve
21 manager and your experiences within Shell, is
22 the booking of proved reserves in connection
23 with a natural gas project prior to the
24 execution of a final sales contract, or a sales
25 contract with respect to that gas, in violation
0102
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 of the SEC requirements concerning the booking
3 of proved reserves?
4
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form,
5
it's hypothetical. Objection; lack of
6
foundation.
7
A. I can relate to the situation that
8 you asked, because that's the one I'm familiar
9 with.
10
Q. Okay.
11
A. And at the time I was looking after
12 the US operations, our typical process would be
13 to make sure that we had a market for the gas,
14 in other words, a connection to a point of sale.
15 Within the US there are many places in the
16 distribution system where you can have that
17 access, so as we were booking gas reserves in
18 the US, we would say well, where will it be sold
19 and then what is the price that you will receive
20 there, as a standard part of assuring that we
21 had all the information necessary to determine
22 if you could meet proved reserves requirements.
23
Q. Okay. Fair enough. Let me ask you
24 this: During the course of your comparison of
25 your review of the group guidelines and SEPCO's
0103
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 guidelines, or at any other point -- withdrawn.
3
Did the SEC rules apply to projects
4 outside of the United States?
5
A. Yes.
6
Q. During those times that you were
7 asked to review the booking of proved reserves
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8 in connection with projects outside of the
9 United States, did you ascertain, as part of
10 that process, whether the booking of proved
11 reserves would comply with SEC requirements?
12
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
13
lack of foundation.
14
A. When I was looking at projects
15 outside of the US, I used the group guidelines
16 as my basis for determining what could be called
17 proved or expectation reserves. The information
18 that I had at that time, and the knowledge that
19 I had at that time about the group guidelines,
20 was that the instructions that were there were
21 consistent with how the SEC saw things to be
22 applied outside of the U.S.
23
Q. Did you ever become aware -24 withdrawn.
25
Were you aware of any specific
0104
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 instances in which the Shell guidelines -- the
3 group guidelines -- were inconsistent with the
4 SEC requirements concerning the booking of
5 proved reserves?
6
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
7
A. Well, one example was the royalty
8 situation, certain of the circumstances of
9 ownership of minerals in the US were different
10 from the international situations that the group
11 guidelines were broadly written to address. So
12 that's an example. Yes.
13
Q. Were you aware of any other
14 examples? And I'll direct your attention to the
15 time period of 2000 to 2004.
16
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
17
A. There were things that I saw in the
18 document that as I relate them to the US
19 experience, I found it difficult to understand
20 because I didn't have a parallel US experience
21 to say whether they were or were not consistent
22 with that understanding.
23
My attempt in looking at the group
24 guidelines was not to ascertain how the SEC
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25 applied internationally, because I simply had no
0105
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 basis for knowing that. It was to ensure that
3 the way I saw the SEC rules being applied within
4 the US, that the group guidelines allowed me to
5 do that, and so I could continue to follow the
6 rules that we had established within SEPCO and
7 had maintained for some time.
8
Q. Were you ever called upon to review
9 the group guidelines to assess their compliance
10 with the SEC requirements?
11
A. Again, the focus of my work was on
12 US operations. I personally did, through SPE
13 and others, you know, get information from time
14 to time that I passed on to the group so that
15 they would be aware of that, and then could
16 consider that within the pool of information
17 they had when they prepared the guidelines.
18 Whether or not that was better guidance or not
19 of what the SEC meant, I didn't know. But I
20 wanted them to share at least the things I was
21 hearing so they could make a proper judgment of
22 what the rules should be.
23
Q. Okay. But I guess my question was:
24 Were you ever personally requested to review the
25 group guidelines to assess whether or not they
0106
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 were complying with the SEC requirements?
3
MR. SMITH: Still in this 2000-2004
4
time frame?
5
MR. MacFALL: Yes. Thank you.
6
A. It was a service that I provided. I
7 don't remember the exact request, but I did get
8 draft copies of the guidelines, as I believe
9 other reserve managers around the world did, to
10 provide feedback to things that are
11 clarifications, questions as to should we say it
12 this way, should we say it that way, things like
13 that. And yes, I did provide feedback like
14 that.
15
Q. Do you recall the time period -- do
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16 you recall the specific year when you first did
17 that?
18
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
19
A. It was probably around 2000, 2001,
20 to the best of my knowledge.
21
Q. Do you recall any specific instances
22 when you reviewed the group guidelines, or a
23 draft of any changes, proposed changes to the
24 group guidelines, when you found that either an
25 existing guideline or proposed change failed to
0107
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 comply with the SEC requirements concerning the
3 booking of proved reserves?
4
A. Well, again, my experience at that
5 time didn't really give me clear guidance as to
6 how the things I was used to applying in the US
7 would apply internationally. So my comments
8 were typically here's something I see that as I
9 apply it to the US, I may not do it that way for
10 the US, like royalties, for example, but here's
11 my guidance as to the things that I see within
12 the US have that information so you now can
13 consider that in an international setting and
14 whether or not that is an appropriate way to go
15 internationally, as well as within the US, or
16 there's some reason, guidance information,
17 whatever others may have, that would suggest,
18 no, the way that the statement is made in the
19 guidance document is indeed correct.
20
Q. I'm sorry. I sort of wandered
21 afield from Exhibit 4. We talked about the
22 e-mail. The attachment begins on page 2 of the
23 document, sir.
24
A. Yes.
25
Q. And it's from the Division of
0108
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 Corporation Finance: Current Accounting and
3 Disclosure Issues, dated June 30, 2000.
4
A. Mm-hmm.
5
Q. Do you recall reviewing this
6 document, or the information contained in this
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7 document, in or about June of 2000?
8
A. Yes. Yes, that's when it was
9 published on the website as a draft for comment,
10 so it would have been after that. Yes.
11
Q. Okay. I would like to specifically
12 direct your attention to page 3 of the document,
13 which is the first page of text in the actual
14 attachment.
15
Do you have that, sir? Beginning at
16 the top it says "Issues in the Extractive
17 Industry"?
18
A. I have that.
19
Q. The second full paragraph bears a
20 caption "Definition of Proved Reserves."
21
There are two paragraphs that are
22 unnumbered followed by a numbered paragraph that
23 says No. 1, Proved Oil and Gas Reserves. Do you
24 see that, sir?
25
A. Yes, I see those.
0109
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. It's about a third of the way from
3 the bottom of the page.
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. Okay. This gets a little tricky,
6 but in that paragraph, seven lines from the
7 bottom of that paragraph, about halfway through,
8 there's a sentence that begins with the words,
9 "If the area in question is new."
10
Do you see that, sir?
11
A. I do.
12
Q. And then it continues. If you could
13 just read that to yourself, and I would like
14 specifically to discuss the last sentence in
15 that paragraph.
16
(Witness reviewing document.)
17
A. Yes.
18
Q. The last sentence in the paragraph
19 discusses the concept of reasonable certainty,
20 and the likelihood of an upward revision being
21 greater than a downward revision in that regard.
22
My question is: Were you aware,
23 prior to the time that this material was issued
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24 for comment, of a similar requirement in
25 connection with proved reserves from the SEC?
0110
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
3
A. I believe I answered a prior
4 question of yours earlier today that I was
5 certainly aware of the concept of reasonable
6 certainty, and that it required a high
7 confidence that the volume you produced that was
8 reasonably certain would have high likelihood of
9 being produced, or better. This was the first
10 time I saw a clear explanation that that meant a
11 much more likely positive or upward revision
12 than downward with future information. The
13 concept was the same. But this was a more
14 succinct and direct way to explain it.
15
Q. Do you recall if you discussed that
16 particular concept, as embodied in the sentence
17 we just read, with Mr. Aalbers at any point?
18
A. I don't remember a discussion about
19 specifically that.
20
Q. Do you remember if you discussed
21 this material with Mr. Aalbers? And by this
22 material, I mean the attachment to the e-mail,
23 which is Exhibit 4.
24
A. Yes. This was a draft that was
25 posted by the SEC prior to the issuance of a
0111
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 final guidance document, and I recall providing
3 it to, I don't remember if it was Remco, or
4 Anton, or both, but providing to people that I
5 spoke to about reserves issues in the group so
6 that they could be aware of it.
7
Q. Do you remember if you had any
8 discussions with them subsequent to your
9 forwarding it to them?
10
A. I don't remember any specific
11 discussions, no.
12
Q. If I could direct your attention now
13 to the next page of the document, ending in
14 Bates number 3492. Do you have that, sir?
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15
A. Yes.
16
Q. You'll see at the bottom fifth of
17 the page there is a numbered paragraph 3. I
18 would actually like to direct your attention to
19 the fifth line in the paragraph -- or from the
20 bottom of the paragraph that precedes that,
21 which I guess is numbered 2, beginning with the
22 words, "In the absence of a fluid contact."
23
Do you see that, sir?
24
A. Just a moment.
25
Q. I'm sorry. Take your time.
0112
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. I see a paragraph that begins, "In
3 the absence of information on fluid contacts."
4
MR. FERRARA: Sorry. You're in
5
paragraph 2 or 3?
6
MR. MacFALL: I'm sorry. Let me
7
start again. I am in paragraph 2. It is
8
the penultimate sentence in that paragraph.
9
A. Yes, I have that.
10
Q. Okay. That sentence, and the
11 balance of the paragraph, actually references
12 LKH. Are you familiar with the term LKH, sir?
13
A. Yes, I am.
14
Q. Okay. Could you please describe for
15 me what that is?
16
A. LKH is an acronym that refers to the
17 lowest known hydrocarbon. In other words, the
18 indication that you would have as to the
19 presence of hydrocarbon at a structural position
20 in a subsurface accumulation.
21
Q. Did the SEC, at this time, in or
22 about 2000, June of 2000, have requirements
23 concerning the booking of proved reserves from
24 reservoirs below the lowest known hydrocarbon?
25
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
0113
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. The -- if you go up to the, let's
3 see, first, second -- third sentence in the
4 paragraph labeled 2, you find the sentence,
5 quote, "In the absence of information on fluid
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6 contacts, the lowest known structural occurrence
7 of hydrocarbons controls the lower proved limits
8 of the reservoir," end quotes. That statement
9 comes directly out of rule 4-10(a), and was the
10 basis for guidance until further clarification
11 in this document came out.
12
Q. As a practical effect of that -13 withdrawn.
14
Under the SEC rules, was it
15 permissible to recognize proved reserves below
16 the LKH based on seismic data where there had
17 been no actual fluid contact?
18
MR. SMITH: Objection to form. Is
19
there a time frame?
20
MR. MacFALL: During this time
21
period. I'm sorry.
22
MR. SMITH: Before or after this
23
came out?
24
MR. MacFALL: Let's make it 2000 to
25
2002.
0114
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Okay. There's another sentence in
3 here that's relevant to that question. If
4 you'll give me a moment to find that -5
Q. Yes, sure.
6
A. -- I'll point it out to you.
7
MR. FERRARA: While he's looking.
8
Is your question whether before this
9
interpretive language was put out, that
10
whether the SEC would permit use of seismic
11
technique?
12
MR. MacFALL: It actually related to
13
the period after, but, you know what, I can
14
break it down, because it's probably
15
clearer that way. But I'll let Mr. Sidle
16
finish, sure.
17
MR. FERRARA: Let him finish looking
18
at the document.
19
(Witness reviewing document.)
20
A. All right. Since we've now
21 qualified time periods, I would like you to
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23
Q. Sure.
24
A. -- and the time period that applies
25 to the question.
0115
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Okay. With respect to the period
3 prior to the issuance of this draft guidance,
4 okay, which would be pre-June 2000. Are you
5 aware if the SEC permitted the booking of proved
6 reserves for hydrocarbons below the LKH based on
7 the use of seismic data where there had been no
8 physical contact with the fluids?
9
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
10
A. There was no written instruction in
11 place beyond the phrase "In the absence of
12 information on fluid contacts," which, taken in
13 the context of rule 4-10(a), and the concept of
14 reasonable certainty, meant that the information
15 you needed should be highly reliable to be able
16 to provide information on fluid contacts.
17
So it's conjecture as to whether the
18 SEC agreed or not. There simply is -- I have no
19 data as to their exact position.
20
Q. Did there come a time when you
21 understood that the SEC actually required
22 physical contact, physical fluid contact in
23 order to book proved reserves below the LKH?
24
A. Yes, there did.
25
Q. And when was that, sir?
0116
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Let's see. It would probably have
3 been about August of -- August or September of
4 2003.
5
Q. And what was the event that gave
6 rise to that understanding?
7
A. Okay. After the publication of this
8 document in its final form, which was 2001, and
9 experience that I had within SEPCO in the
10 deepwater, where we found seismic data was
11 remarkably consistent and indicative, SEPCO
12 developed a technique that demonstrated
13 reasonable certainty in the application of
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14 seismic data for identifying fluid contacts,
15 hydrocarbon fluid contacts in wells. We looked
16 to this document, which I don't have its final
17 form, but the language didn't change for this
18 portion, at least, and I'm now on page that ends
19 in 495, the portion of the paragraph that
20 starts, the page ends a sentence, and then the
21 first full sentence on the page reads as
22 follows: "The use of high-quality, well
23 calibrated seismic data can improve the
24 reservoir description for performing volumetrics
25 (e.g., fluid contacts.)"
0117
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
That information suggested that in
3 certain well calibrated, high-quality seismic
4 situations, a validity of that data would be
5 considered. About that same time documents
6 published by the SPE included a reference of how
7 to use seismic for proved reserves, which to the
8 SPE, of course, meant their definition of proved
9 reserves, and so we looked at the situation we
10 had of very highly reliable seismic and a
11 screening technique that qualified when the
12 seismic data were of a high caliber that would
13 meet a standard of reasonable certainty, and
14 when it was not, developed a technique that
15 within SEPCO allowed us to book some additional
16 reserves below the lowest penetrated point, but
17 not below the lowest known point, because to us
18 we knew where that point was, and then discussed
19 that with the SEC.
20
That occurred initially in an SPEE,
21 Society of Petroleum Evaluation Engineers
22 meeting that the SEC engineers annually
23 attended, when I demonstrated the basis for the
24 technique to him, in an off-the-record, let's
25 just share ideas type of format, and the
0118
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 response that was given to the presentation I
3 made by the SEC, again, off the record personal
4 opinion, no binding nature to it, was that it
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5 looked interesting, but they would have to
6 review it on a case-by-case basis.
7
Later, a variety of questions arose
8 that allowed -- well, that were best dealt with
9 by John Pay, who was then group reserves
10 coordinator, and I visiting the SEC's office in
11 Washington and speaking with each of the
12 engineers, Jim Murphy and Ron Winfrey, as well
13 as for a portion of the meeting Roger Schwall,
14 who was their supervisor in corporate finance,
15 about the technique and a variety of other
16 issues.
17
At that time we were able to go into
18 considerably more detail as to the technique.
19 The fact that we had 100 percent success rate in
20 our hind casting, in other words, testing the
21 technique against known situations to see if you
22 had used it before you knew the answer, would
23 you get the right answer. In 100 percent of the
24 cases we tried it, the answer was yes. Some
25 cases to prove that seismic was good; in some
0119
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 cases to prove that seismic was bad. But our
3 method gave us exactly the right answer in each
4 case.
5
The SEC looked at the data and I
6 believe were impressed by the work we had done,
7 but at that point made it very clear that they
8 were not ready to accept that for general use.
9 While they may feel comfortable with it by
10 having Shell use it, the question they
11 specifically asked was, is this technology
12 something that a, quote, "mom-and-pop" oil
13 company would be able to use, and it was
14 difficult to say that that would be something
15 they could use. And for whatever reason, after
16 asking that question and getting that answer,
17 they then said don't use it, go to penetration.
18
Q. At that time do you recall if Shell
19 had booked any proved reserves based on the use
20 of seismic, where there had been no penetration,
21 using the process you just described?
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22
A. The only thing I was familiar with
23 at that time was the practices of SEPCO in the
24 Gulf of Mexico where we did have some volumes
25 that were so booked.
0120
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Was the SEC aware of those volumes
3 during the course of those discussions?
4
A. Yes. In fact, they asked me why I
5 even bothered to come and talk to them because
6 the volumes that were booked were so trivial.
7
Q. And this was during this -- was this
8 during the same meeting that you previously
9 described?
10
A. Yes, it was.
11
MR. MacFALL: Why don't we go off
12
the record.
13
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is
14
12:58 p.m. We're going off the record.
15
(Lunch recess taken at 1:00 p.m. )
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
0121
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
AFTERNOON SESSION
3
(1:56 p.m.)
4
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 1:56 p.m.
5
Back on the record
6 R O D N E Y S I D L E,
7
resumed as a witness, having been
8
previously sworn by the Notary Public,
9
was examined and testified further as
10
follows:
11 EXAMINATION (cont'd)
12 BY MR. MacFALL:
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13
Q. Good afternoon, Mr. Sidle.
14
A. Good afternoon.
15
Q. Before the lunch break we were
16 discussing Sidle Exhibit 4, which is the SEC
17 materials, which have been circulated for
18 comment. I would like now, sir, to ask you to
19 go back to page ending in Bates number 3491,
20 which is the first full page of text.
21
A. 3491. Okay.
22
Q. And again, with regard to the
23 material that we discussed previously concerning
24 technical data establishing that an upward
25 revision is more likely than a downward, or
0122
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 negative revision, which appears at the bottom
3 of the last full paragraph that appears on that
4 page.
5
Do you have that, sir?
6
A. Yes, I do.
7
Q. Do you recall if the group's
8 guidelines for the booking of proved reserves
9 was consistent with the material contained here,
10 during this time period?
11
A. It certainly referenced the same
12 concepts that the proved volumes for Shell's
13 guidelines needed to meet a standard of
14 reasonable certainty, and that that standard was
15 one of high likelihood. I don't believe at that
16 time the language that was here of "much more
17 likely" was used, because it wasn't in common
18 use at the time. But the concept was the same.
19
Q. Do you recall if that concept was
20 embodied within SEPCO's guidelines concerning
21 the booking of proved reserves at about that
22 time?
23
A. Yes. Yes, they also had the same
24 basic concept. Yeah.
25
Q. Do you recall if the group guideline
0123
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 embodied the concept that revision was more
3 likely to be positive or upward as technical
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4 data became available?
5
A. Well, it's the same basic concept of
6 reasonable certainty, it's just a different way
7 to say it. And as I said, that particular
8 language didn't show up, wasn't actually in
9 common use until it came out in this document,
10 first in draft form, which this is, although
11 it's important to note that this draft had the
12 disclaimer at the front, that these were only
13 views of the staff and not official commission
14 guidance -- which actually -- actually showed up
15 in the final draft also, the website guidance.
16 So this represented their thoughts, and I think
17 it was useful to help clarify what they were
18 thinking.
19
Q. Do you recall if there was any
20 discussion at SEPCO of any need to revise or
21 amend SEPCO's guidelines regarding the booking
22 of proved reserves, based on the SEC's
23 dissemination of these materials in June of
24 2000?
25
MR. SMITH: Just so the record is
0124
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
clear, are you asking him about the
3
specific portion of this that you were just
4
talking about, or are you asking him
5
generally about the whole document?
6
MR. MacFALL: I'm asking him more
7
generally.
8
MR. SMITH: Okay.
9
A. We did, actually as an annual event,
10 look at the result of the SEPCO reserves
11 determination to make sure that we were seeing a
12 consistent positive trend. Now, the concept of
13 "much more likely," rather than simply "more
14 likely," was an element of it that may not have
15 been clear, but the concept that it was more
16 likely that you would have a positive, and
17 therefore a conservative number booked, was
18 clearly in the books. Yes.
19
Q. Do you recall if there was any
20 discussion within the group, as opposed to
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21 SEPCO, of revising the group's guidelines based
22 on anything that was disseminated by the SEC in
23 this particular document?
24
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
25
lack of foundation.
0125
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Well, the entirety of the document,
3 of course, covers a lot of topics, and there
4 remained ongoing dialogue before, during and
5 after this, as to on some of those topics what
6 the proper approach was.
7
I entered into these dialogues at
8 times when it was consistent with my role of
9 ensuring that SEPCO's rules were allowed to be
10 followed, so long as we were consistent with the
11 group's, so certain of these topics would come
12 up from time to time as they applied to SEPCO,
13 and we talked through the issue of LKH as one
14 example.
15
Beyond that I provided the
16 information so that the group could use it in
17 considering international operations as they
18 understood the guidance should be used.
19
Q. When you say there was a dialogue,
20 do you recall specifically who it was that you
21 communicated with in the group concerning these
22 issues? And by "these," I mean the concepts
23 embodied in this document relative to proved
24 reserves.
25
A. Not trying to point to specific
0126
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 discussions, I'm not sure I remember each
3 specific discussion, but broad when I had those
4 types of discussions, it would either be with
5 the reserves coordinator, who several people
6 were in that role during the time period that
7 we've been discussing from 2000 to 2004, or with
8 the auditor, Anton.
9
Q. And by Anton you're referring to
10 Mr. Barendregt?
11
A. Anton Barendregt. Yes.
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12
Q. Thank you. My pronunciation is not
13 good.
14
With regard to the actual process by
15 which proved reserves were reported at SEPCO
16 during the 2000-2004 time period, were reserves
17 reported on an annual or a quarterly basis?
18
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
19
A. (No response.)
20
Q. Let me rephrase the question just to
21 make it a little easier.
22
A. Okay.
23
Q. Were proved reserves reported
24 internally within SEPCO on a quarterly basis?
25
A. Internally SEPCO looked at and noted
0127
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 potential changes to be realized with the
3 official year-end reporting on a quarterly basis
4 during the year.
5
Q. Were changes in reserves -6 withdrawn.
7
Could you describe for me the
8 reporting process with regard to changes in
9 proved reserves throughout the year at SEPCO?
10
A. Okay. Within SEPCO we had each
11 quarter an update of our estimate, because they
12 weren't official yet, an estimate of proved
13 reserves changes that would occur at the end of
14 each quarter. Those were initially validated by
15 the review of an internal SEPCO team that I
16 typically led, talking with the technical staff
17 to ascertain the basis for those, and validate
18 that they indeed satisfied our requirements. At
19 that point during the year, assuming they did
20 satisfy the requirements, we would log them in
21 as changes that then we would communicate to the
22 group for official reporting with our
23 disclosures at year-end.
24
We also would have, in typically the
25 October, late October/early November time frame,
0128
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 an annual review that went back and looked at
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3 old items, whether we had reviewed them or not,
4 if there had been changes made. If there had
5 been no changes, then the prior reviews were
6 satisfactory. But to make sure that at least in
7 that November -- typically early November
8 review, we had looked in detail at each of the
9 proposed changes, above some size materiality
10 limit, to validate that they were -- they were
11 appropriate.
12
We then -- when that was done, we
13 entered them into our database that kept track
14 of the proved reserve changes, then at year-end
15 we essentially reran the database to include all
16 of those changes and calculated all the numbers
17 that were submitted to the group as our proved
18 reserves at year-end of that year.
19
Q. The reporting at year-end, was that
20 part of the group's ARPR process?
21
A. Yes, it was.
22
Q. Now, I believe you indicated that
23 you were involved in the quarterly review. Were
24 you also involved in the annual review at SEPCO?
25
A. Yes. Yeah, I typically led both the
0129
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 quarterly reviews and the annual reviews while I
3 was the reserves manager.
4
Q. Did anybody assist you in those
5 reviews?
6
A. Yes. We had a technical team that
7 included typically a geologist, and where
8 appropriate, a geophysicist, and another
9 reservoir engineer that comprised the team
10 within SEPCO that looked at the reserves.
11
Q. Can you identify, by name, any of
12 the individuals that you worked with during the
13 time period of 1999 through 2004?
14
A. Yes. Yes. The team typically
15 consisted of John Bickley, who is a geologist.
16 Rich Moen, M-O-E-N, who is a geophysicist. And
17 A.J. Durrani, D-U-R-R-A-N-I, who is a reservoir
18 engineer, and also the manager of reserves
19 data -- reserves administration. He was the
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20 person that brought both reservoir engineering
21 expertise as well as managed the collection of
22 the data in our databases.
23
Q. Those three individuals, were they
24 all -- withdrawn.
25
Can you identify what organizations
0130
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 within Shell -- SEPCO -- those individuals
3 worked?
4
A. Organizations?
5
(Pause.) A.J. was always part of
6 SEPCO, and he was part of the reserves
7 management group that I led. For a portion of
8 that time, each of John Bickley and Rich Moen I
9 believe were part of SEPTAR. And then later
10 John Bickley was part of SEPCO. He transferred
11 in from SEPTAR to SEPCO.
12
I think through that entire period
13 Rich was part of SEPTAR.
14
Q. Thank you.
15
A. Mm-hmm.
16
Q. During this same period, 1999 until
17 2004, were you familiar with the reserves
18 reporting process utilized by the group?
19
A. The reporting process being the
20 ARPR, meaning that database by which data are
21 entered and transmitted to the group for their
22 calculation of overall group reserves, yes, I
23 believe I was first introduced to it in late -24 well, in 1999, when I came in, the data at that
25 time were provided from finance directly into
0131
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 the ARPR, because my group hadn't existed long
3 enough to have taken on those responsibilities.
4
Then from 2000 on, my group took
5 over the responsibilities for filling out the
6 ARPR. I think that's -- I might be off on one
7 of those years, but that's about right.
8
Q. Okay. Thank you.
9
Do you know if any of the operating
10 units within the group besides SEPCO performed
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11 quarterly reviews of changes in their reserves?
12 Proved reserves?
13
A. I don't know.
14
--15
(Sidle Exhibit 5, e-mail string, two
16
pages, was marked for identification.)
17
--18 BY MR. MacFALL:
19
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
20 document that has been marked as Sidle Exhibit 5
21 for identification. I would ask you to take a
22 look at that, sir, and tell me if you recognize
23 it.
24
(Witness reviewing document.)
25
A. Okay. I've reviewed it.
0132
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Do you recognize this document, sir,
3 or recall this document?
4
A. I basically recall the discussions
5 at the time. But the details of this document,
6 I didn't exactly know -- remember until I had
7 read it here.
8
Q. Okay. For the record, the document
9 is an e-mail string between yourself and
10 Mr. Barendregt. The most recent e-mail being
11 dated December 20, 2001. The subject line reads
12 re: Comparison SEC and Shell Interpretations.
13
The document is laid out so that the
14 earlier of the e-mails appears at the end of the
15 document. The author and recipient are
16 indicated on the bottom of the first page, and
17 the text of the e-mail follows on the second
18 page. That e-mail is -- I'm sorry -- from
19 Mr. Barendregt to you dated December 10, 2001.
20
Sir, directing your attention
21 specifically to the second page of the document,
22 the paragraph -- the single paragraph that
23 appears there, Mr. Barendregt indicates that the
24 e-mail covers what he describes as a first
25 attempt at a more complete and up-to-date
0133
1
RODNEY SIDLE
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2 overview of our current interpretation of the
3 SEC guidelines and those by the SEC themselves.
4
Do you recall seeing such a
5 document, sir?
6
A. Yes, I do.
7
Q. Do you know why Mr. Barendregt had
8 prepared that document?
9
A. Other than the fact that the
10 guidelines were typically revised once a year to
11 bring in whatever information was necessary -12 better explanations, other guidance -- I assume
13 that that -- that that was part of that ongoing
14 process.
15
Q. The signature line appearing at the
16 bottom of the second page is Anton A.
17 Barendregt, Shell Group Reserves Auditor.
18
Are you familiar with the role of
19 the group reserves auditor?
20
A. Now or then?
21
Q. Then.
22
A. Then. Only generally. I knew that
23 the person in that position was the person that
24 typically would come around to the businesses
25 from time to time and check the processes to see
0134
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 if they were following the standards that Shell
3 had.
4
Q. Does your understanding of the
5 duties and responsibilities of a group reserves
6 auditor now differ from what you just expressed?
7
A. Well, the character of the job as it
8 is today in the current organization is
9 different from what it was then, because the
10 organization has changed quite considerably from
11 what it was then.
12
Q. When did that change occur?
13
A. 2004.
14
Q. Prior to that change occurring in
15 2004, did your understanding of the role of the
16 group reserves auditor differ from your
17 understanding at the time of this document,
18 which was December of 2001?
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19
A. No. Not really.
20
Q. Was it part of the group auditor's
21 function to assist in the revision of the
22 group's guidelines in or about 2001?
23
A. I don't know.
24
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
25
Q. Do you know why Mr. Barendregt had
0135
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 forwarded that draft document to you?
3
A. I believe, as it says here, he
4 simply wanted comments from myself and three
5 others.
6
Q. Do you know why Mr. Barendregt was
7 soliciting your comments with respect to that
8 document?
9
A. Well, again, as it says here, it
10 appears he was trying to update the guidelines.
11
Q. Do you believe Mr. Barendregt
12 reached out to you because of his belief that
13 you had expertise with respect to the SEC
14 requirements concerning the booking of proved
15 reserves?
16
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
17
A. I'm not sure about whether he -18 expertise. We certainly had discussions about
19 it, and I think he was trying to tap into people
20 that had -- he had had meaningful discussions
21 with before.
22
Q. Do you recall if you had discussions
23 with Mr. Barendregt about differences between
24 the Shell -- I'm sorry -- between the group
25 guidelines regarding the booking of proved
0136
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 reserves and the SEC requirements, prior to the
3 time of this e-mail?
4
A. I -- I can't think of specifics, no.
5 I don't recall any specific discussions. That
6 was just a normal part of when we spoke to each
7 other to talk about a variety of things that
8 related to reserves. That may or may not have
9 been part of them.
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10
Q. Directing your attention to the last
11 of the e-mails in the string, which appears at
12 the top of the first page, from Mr. Barendregt
13 to you.
14
A. Okay.
15
Q. The second full paragraph appearing
16 underneath your name, Rod -17
A. Yes.
18
Q. -- Mr. Barendregt writes: "The
19 original reason for putting out my first draft
20 at this stage was to show people here that our
21 Shell guidelines are in some respects already a
22 little more relaxed than the SEC
23 interpretations."
24
Do you recall ever discussing with
25 Mr. Barendregt that, I take it he means the
0137
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 group guidelines, the possibility that the group
3 guidelines were more relaxed than the SEC's
4 requirements?
5
A. I don't recall a discussion of that.
6
Q. Do you recall discussing that with
7 Mr. Barendregt subsequent to the receipt of this
8 e-mail?
9
A. Subsequent to this, of course, he
10 had a table that, as the caption indicates,
11 looked at comparing the SEC and Shell
12 interpretations, so that made it clear to me
13 that there were some potential differences. But
14 at this time, as I've mentioned before, my
15 interest was to make sure that SEPCO was allowed
16 to use the guidance they had, and that
17 interpretations of how Shell's or SEC's or
18 others definitions of reserves, including proved
19 reserves, applied internationally was simply not
20 part of my remit, and not where I focused my
21 time.
22
Q. Did you focus your attention,
23 however, on whether or not the group's -24
(Interruption.)
25
MR. MacFALL: Why don't we go off
0138
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1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
the record until this is over.
3
MR. SMITH: Weren't you required to
4
take all of that down?
5
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
6
2:20 p.m. This is the end of tape number 2
7
of the deposition of Rodney Sidle.
8
--9
(Recess.)
10
--11
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
12
2:24 p.m. This is the beginning of tape
13
number 3 of the deposition of Rodney Sidle.
14
Back on the record.
15 BY MR. MacFALL:
16
Q. Mr. Sidle, we were discussing the
17 e-mail exchange between you and Mr. Barendregt
18 dated December 2001 before the break.
19
With respect to Mr. Barendregt's
20 statement concerning the group guidelines in
21 some respects being a little more relaxed than
22 the SEC, as he puts it, interpretation, do you
23 recall if you ever reviewed the group guidelines
24 to ascertain whether or not they were more
25 relaxed or -- more relaxed than the SEC
0139
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 requirements?
3
A. I did review the group guidelines.
4 I offered my personal view. Knowing how that
5 they should be applied -- how the SEC meant they
6 should be applied in international situation was
7 not an area of my background or experience. So
8 what I did was look for where there were SEPCO
9 issues and tried to provide specific instruction
10 there, to make sure that SEPCO's practices that
11 had been well established were able to fit
12 within the framework of the group guidelines,
13 and then beyond that simply provide whatever
14 information I had, because I was on SPE
15 committees and had access to other industry
16 information, to help the group, whoever was
17 preparing the document, have that as information
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18 that they should -- they could use when they put
19 the rules together. As long as I had given them
20 all the information I had, I relied on them to
21 make the judgments as to how Shell's
22 interpretation of those rules to be used
23 internationally fit with the requirements.
24
Q. Do you recall if you formed an
25 opinion, whether or not you expressed it to
0140
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 Mr. Barendregt, as to whether or not the group's
3 guidelines with respect to the booking of proved
4 reserves were in some respect -- some respects
5 more relaxed than the SEC requirements?
6
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form
7
and foundation. And is it possible to get
8
a time frame for that question?
9
MR. MacFALL: During 2001.
10
MR. SMITH: Okay.
11
MR. MacFALL: 2002.
12
A. Again, what I could see, and what I
13 had knowledge of, in 2001, was dominated by the
14 application of the rules within the U.S.
15 Clearly there were some differences between what
16 the group had for guidance internationally than
17 what we had for use in the US, I could see that,
18 however, I didn't have a basis for instruction
19 to know exactly how to interpret some of the SEC
20 guidance when it was applied to a US -- or
21 outside of a US situation, because the parallels
22 were simply not clear to me.
23
Let me give you an example. One of
24 the SEC statements in Rule 4-10(a) relates to
25 drilling units and productive units, which is
0141
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 built around US state regulation -- oil and gas
3 regulation laws and spacing units for drilling
4 wells. There is no parallel internationally, it
5 doesn't exist. So internationally someone would
6 have to interpret that instruction based on US
7 requirements in a manner that related to how
8 things were done in the many different countries
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9 around the world where that rule would need to
10 be applied.
11
That's an expertise I didn't have.
12 That's a background I didn't have. So I didn't
13 really know how to take that text that was
14 written around a uniquely US situation and apply
15 it in other places. That's an example.
16
Q. Directing your attention again to
17 the 2001-2002 time frame. Were you aware of any
18 specific provision of the group guidelines that
19 was non-compliant with SEC requirements
20 concerning the booking of proved reserves?
21
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form
22
and foundation.
23
A. There were elements of the text that
24 seemed a different explanation than the way the
25 SEC explained things, but the fundamental basis
0142
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 remained exactly the same: reasonable
3 certainty. So to simply look at the text and be
4 able to judge if it was being used in a
5 compliant manner or not was, frankly,
6 impossible. You needed to be able to see how
7 people were interpreting that text, what actions
8 they were taken -- were taking, and then be able
9 to make a judgment.
10
Now, I didn't have access to any of
11 that information, so it was impossible for me to
12 know, just looking at the text, whether or not
13 it was being interpreted and acted on in a way
14 that may or may not have been compliant. That
15 wasn't the focus of my assignment and that
16 wasn't information that I had access to.
17
Q. Again, directing your attention to
18 Exhibit 5. The following sentence
19 Mr. Barendregt writes: "Hence, any pressure to
20 move the limits even further should be
21 resisted."
22
Do you recall if you ever discussed
23 with Mr. Barendregt the existence of any
24 pressure to revise the guidelines with respect
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0143
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 with respect to the booking of proved reserves?
3
A. I don't remember any specific
4 discussions, no.
5
Q. Were you generally aware of any
6 pressure within the group to relax the
7 guidelines concerning the booking of proved
8 reserves?
9
MR. SMITH: Objection to form. At
10
this time frame?
11
MR. MacFALL: Yes.
12
A. No, I was not.
13
Q. Were you ever aware of any pressure
14 within the group to relax the group's guidelines
15 concerning the booking of proved reserves?
16
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
17
A. No. During the time period of this,
18 and subsequent changes to the guidelines,
19 actually things went the other way, they
20 gradually made more strict the requirements in a
21 number of places. So the actions taken were
22 actually opposite of that.
23
Q. Could you identify for me any
24 examples where the group guidelines were made
25 stricter with respect to the booking of proved
0144
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 reserves?
3
A. Well, we talked about one earlier
4 today, and we talked about the commercial
5 maturity being tied to VAR 3, and then later to
6 VAR 4, and FID. That's a perfect example.
7
Q. Do you know why those changes were
8 made? Specifically with regard to the VAR and
9 FID requirements.
10
A. Well, again, as I said, two things
11 were happening. The new process called VARs was
12 being implemented, and so as it was first coming
13 in, it took a while to go through the inventory
14 of all Shell projects to reach maturity
15 milestones and then to progress from one
16 milestone to the next, so that that process was
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17 being implemented.
18
At the same time Shell was looking
19 at its projects and judging, as I gave you an
20 example before, also that really for very large
21 projects the right sequence of events was to be
22 able to announce to the various interested
23 outside parties when you officially approved a
24 project that there was a certain amount of
25 proved reserves that then qualified to be so
0145
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 recognized.
3
--4
(Sidle Exhibit 6, e-mail exchange,
5
Bates number PAY 0149 through PAY 0150, was
6
marked for identification.)
7
--8 BY MR. MacFALL:
9
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
10 document that has been marked as Sidle Exhibit 6
11 for identification. I would ask you to review
12 that document, sir, and tell me if you recognize
13 it.
14
A. Okay.
15
(Witness reviewing document.)
16
A. All right. I've reviewed it.
17
Q. Do you recognize the document, sir?
18
A. Yes, I do.
19
Q. Okay. And what is it that you
20 recognize it to be?
21
A. This is an e-mail interchange
22 between myself and Jan Willem Roosch.
23
Q. Do you recall the substance of the
24 communication as embodied in the e-mail?
25
A. Yes, I do.
0146
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. For the record, the most recent of
3 the e-mails is from you to Mr. Roosch dated
4 March 12, 2002. There are various e-mails
5 shown, the first of which is an e-mail from you
6 to Mr. Roosch dated March 8, 2002. The body of
7 that e-mail, the text of that e-mail appears on
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8 the second page of the document, and I would ask
9 you, Mr. Sidle, if you could turn to that page.
10
Directing your attention to the
11 second full paragraph that appears under the
12 words Jan -- or Jan Willem -- there is a
13 reference there -- you make reference to your
14 belief, or seeming to you that Anton B. was part
15 of the team. I take it by Anton B, you're
16 referring to Mr. Barendregt. Correct?
17
A. That is correct.
18
Q. The second sentence in that
19 paragraph indicates that you have recently noted
20 that this may have changed.
21
Do you recall what it is that you
22 meant by that?
23
A. Yes. Yes. As I mentioned here, I
24 would engage in discussions around reserves
25 knowledge, learnings, questions, just to have
0147
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 dialogues on, both with Anton and with the
3 person that was the reserves coordinator, Remco,
4 and then Lee, to simply share ideas.
5
At the time I wrote this, I found
6 that I was not having the dialogues with Anton
7 that I had previously, and I don't remember
8 whether he suggested or I just took the
9 initiative to contact Jan Willem about that, but
10 that absence of the historic dialogue prompted
11 this e-mail.
12
Q. And just for purposes of
13 clarification, when you say Lee, are you
14 referring to Lee Yaxley?
15
A. That's correct.
16
Q. You indicated in the following
17 sentence that it seemed to you then, at the time
18 of this e-mail, that you should not be doing
19 this.
20
Do you recall why it was that
21 that -- why it was it seemed to you that you
22 should not be consulting Mr. Barendregt?
23
A. Well, that's my assumption, based on
24 his lack of response, that there was some
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25 communication line there that had been opened
0148
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 previously that now was deemed to be not
3 appropriate to continue, and so I was seeking -4 I mean I couldn't ask Anton to talk to me when
5 Anton couldn't talk to me, so I asked Jan
6 Willem.
7
Q. And if I could direct your attention
8 now to the first page of the document, sir.
9 About halfway down the page appears an e-mail
10 from Mr. Roosch dated March 11, 2002 to you. In
11 the first full paragraph Mr. Roosch describes
12 Mr. Barendregt's role as the group reserves
13 auditor.
14
Directing your attention
15 specifically to the third line from the bottom
16 of that first paragraph, beginning with: "He
17 even reworked ..."
18
Do you see that, sir?
19
A. Yes, I see that.
20
Q. And then it goes on, "the Shell
21 guidelines single handed."
22
Do you recall Mr. Barendregt doing
23 so; specifically reworking the group guidelines?
24
A. Again, I had dialogues on and off
25 between the reserves coordinator and with Anton
0149
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 on topics and then a document was written. I
3 wasn't -- it wasn't clear to me exactly who or
4 how many people wrote that.
5
Q. I would like to direct your
6 attention now to the second paragraph in that
7 e-mail, the one immediately following. The
8 second sentence states: "Anton B. will be
9 invited to comment and debate from an SEC
10 perspective."
11
It then continues: "We at Shell aim
12 for compliance with the spirit of SEC rule."
13
For purposes of completion, it then
14 continues: "Compliance audits by the group's
15 reserves auditor are against Shell guidelines
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16 and not against the letter of SEC (FASB)."
17
Did you have an understanding of
18 what Mr. Roosch meant when he said that Shell
19 aimed for compliance with the spirit of the SEC
20 rule?
21
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
22
A. It was unclear to me what he meant
23 by "spirit."
24
As I read the 1100 document, the
25 guideline document from the first time I saw it,
0150
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 it began with a paragraph that indicated that
3 the instructions provided therein had been
4 reviewed and were compliant with SEC
5 requirements. So when I read this, it left me a
6 little unsure of what was being meant, because
7 the document was portrayed to me, in the text
8 that was written there, that it was compliant.
9
Additionally, at that time it was
10 general knowledge among reservoir engineers that
11 a number of Shell's practices that didn't
12 exactly show up in SEC text, for example, the
13 use of probabilistics, had actually been
14 discussed with the SEC, and that guidance was
15 given that the Shell practices were acceptable.
16
So there was that element that was
17 in the pool of knowledge at that time, that
18 while what we were doing may not look like it
19 meant the, quote, "letter of the SEC" as he
20 states here, that indeed we had guidance, and
21 were told that what we were doing was SEC
22 compliant.
23
Q. Mr. Roosch was the group reserves
24 coordinator at this time, at the time of the
25 e-mail. Is that correct?
0151
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. That's correct.
3
Q. Do you know what Mr. Roosch's
4 responsibilities were generally at -- withdrawn.
5
Do you have an understanding of the
6 group reserves coordinator role with respect to
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7 the booking of proved reserves in or about 2002?
8
A. My understanding about 2002 was that
9 the reserves coordinator for the group was the
10 focal point for ARPR capture of data, it's a
11 database, so there was an element of that
12 capture, and then calculations done on it to
13 come up with the exact data that were reported
14 in our disclosures. It was the -- that
15 coordinator was the owner, custodian, of the
16 guideline document, and so it was under that
17 custody that it was published. It wasn't clear
18 to me exactly who the author was or what
19 expertise was tapped into to create it, but they
20 at least were the custodian of it.
21
Q. Did you have an understanding as to
22 whether or not the group reserves coordinator
23 had any role in assessing the propriety of
24 proved reserves booked under the group
25 guidelines in or about 2002?
0152
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
3
A. About that time I believe the
4 guideline document contained a statement that
5 said any significant new bookings should be
6 brought to the attention of the reserves
7 coordinator so they can then assure, through
8 whatever process there might be -- it was
9 undefined in the text -- so that they can then
10 assure a proper response to review the proposed
11 booking.
12
Q. Was that function similar to the
13 function that you served at SEPCO with respect
14 to review of changes in reserves on a quarterly
15 and annual basis?
16
A. The responsibilities I had in SEPCO
17 were similar to the auditor in that we audited,
18 reviewed, more accurately, the changes through
19 the process I've already described, quarterly
20 and annually. They were similar to the reserves
21 coordinator in that my organization captured the
22 data and prepared the instructional document and
23 did training.
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24
Q. By instructional document, are you
25 referring to the SEPCO guidelines?
0153
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes.
3
Q. When you say that that function was
4 similar to the group reserves coordinator, do
5 you mean that it's your understanding that the
6 GRC, or group reserves coordinator, was
7 responsible for revisions to the group
8 guidelines?
9
A. They were the custodian of the
10 document. What resources they tapped into to
11 actually do the authoring, or how they captured
12 information that was ultimately created into
13 that document, I mean I made some submittals of
14 information to the coordinator, but the exact
15 process of who did that, I don't know.
16
Q. Was there anybody at SEPCO who is
17 responsible for ensuring that the SEPCO
18 guidelines regarding the booking of proved
19 reserves complied with the SEC requirements?
20
A. Yes. Me.
21
Q. Do you know if anyone at the group
22 level had a similar responsibility with respect
23 to the group guidelines concerning the booking
24 of proved reserves?
25
A. As I mentioned, the statement in the
0154
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 guidelines suggested that there was a review and
3 validation, approval, assurance, whatever you
4 want to call it, a process that enabled the
5 statement to be made that they had been reviewed
6 and were judged compliant with SEC requirements.
7 Exactly how that was done, I did not know.
8
Q. Did you ever discuss with Mr. Roosch
9 his statement that compliance audits by the
10 group reserves auditor are against Shell
11 guidelines and not against the letter of the SEC
12 rules?
13
A. I did not discuss that with him, no.
14
Q. And I believe you stated, but
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15 correct me if I'm wrong -- I may have
16 misrecalled -- did that statement strike you as
17 being inconsistent with the language in the
18 group guidelines themselves, at the time that
19 you read this e-mail?
20
MR. SMITH: Objection; lack of
21
foundation.
22
A. It involved one person's
23 interpretation as to what was the spirit and
24 what was the letter. I looked at the document
25 and it said that it had been reviewed and it was
0155
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 SEC compliant. I was aware like most reservoir
3 engineers that there had been this legend of a
4 meeting, where SEC validation of the Shell
5 practices were accepted, and so I just looked at
6 it as one person's interpretation.
7
Q. Did it take on any special
8 significance for you that the one person who had
9 that interpretation was the group reserves
10 coordinator, who was the custodian of the group
11 guidelines concerning the booking of group
12 reserves?
13
A. Again, in writing, I read that it's
14 SEC compliant, and I'm not aware of what's going
15 on behind all of this, other than I just don't
16 get to talk to Anton anymore.
17
Q. You can put that aside, sir.
18
Mr. Sidle, I just want to follow up,
19 I forgot to do so before, with respect to
20 Exhibit 4. There are -- I'm sorry. I'll wait
21 until you get that in front of you.
22
There are various handwritten
23 notations on that document. Do you recognize
24 the handwriting, sir?
25
(Witness reviewing document.)
0156
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. No, I don't.
3
Q. I take it then that that's not your
4 handwriting?
5
A. It is not my handwriting.
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6
Q. Okay. Thank you.
7
--8
(Sidle Exhibit 7, e-mail string,
9
Bates number TT 000310 through TT 000311,
10
was marked for identification.)
11
--12 BY MR. MacFALL:
13
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
14 document marked for identification as Sidle
15 Exhibit 7. I would ask you to take a look at
16 that, sir, and tell me when you're done
17 reviewing it. I would note for the record that
18 there is no indication on the document that you
19 are either the author or recipient of it.
20
(Witness reviewing document.)
21
Q. I stand corrected. Actually, there
22 is a part of the e-mail string which indicates
23 that there is an e-mail from Mr. Roosch to you,
24 sir, and that appears in the bottom third of the
25 last page. My apologies.
0157
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
(Witness reviewing document.)
3
A. All right. I've reviewed the
4 document.
5
Q. Directing your attention
6 specifically to the first e-mail, which is the
7 last e-mail that appears physically on the
8 document, from Mr. Roosch to you dated March 19,
9 2002.
10
Do you recall this e-mail, sir?
11
A. Not specifically, but again it's
12 part of the ongoing dialogue that I had with the
13 coordinator, and for a while, with the auditor.
14
Q. There are several other individuals
15 shown in the -- as recipients of this e-mail,
16 one of whom is Stuart Evans. Do you know
17 Mr. Evans?
18
A. Yes, I do.
19
Q. And could you please tell me who
20 Mr. Evans is?
21
A. Stuart is one of the more senior
22 reservoir engineers in the group. At this time
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23 he was assigned to a partnership operation which
24 the group had interest in, Oman, PDO is
25 Petroleum Development Oman, an operating company
0158
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 in that country.
3
Q. The cc's include Mark Wharton and
4 Jaap Nauta. Do you know Mr. Wharton?
5
A. The name doesn't ring a bell. No.
6
Q. How about Mr. Nauta, or Nauta? If
7 I'm mispronouncing it.
8
A. Yes, I've met Jaap, and I know who
9 he is.
10
Q. Okay. What position did Mr. Nauta
11 hold within Shell at that time?
12
A. I don't know.
13
Q. The text of the e-mail indicates
14 that Mr. Roosch is forwarding to you, and
15 Mr. Evans, draft guidelines. Backing up a
16 little bit, the subject of the e-mail is New PR
17 Volume Guidelines. Do you know what the PR
18 refers to there?
19
A. It would seem to mean proved
20 reserves.
21
Q. Do you recall receiving draft
22 guidelines from Mr. Roosch in or about March of
23 2002?
24
A. Not specifically, no.
25
Q. The text of the e-mail from
0159
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 Mr. Roosch to you and Mr. Evans indicates that
3 the draft guidelines strive to align better with
4 the SEC rule. Do you know what Mr. Roosch meant
5 by that?
6
A. I'm sorry. Could you ask the
7 question again, please?
8
Q. Sure. Do you know what Mr. Roosch
9 meant when he wrote that the attached draft
10 guidelines strive to align better with the SEC
11 rule?
12
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
13
A. Other than just what is implied by
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14 the language, no. Just trying to align better
15 with the SEC rules.
16
Q. At this time, March 2002, were you
17 aware of any provisions of the group guidelines
18 that were inconsistent with the SEC requirements
19 concerning the booking of proved reserves?
20
MR. SMITH: Object to the form.
21
A. I think we've discussed this before.
22 My focus was on the US, and so I -- I kept my
23 focus on the U.S. I provided information where
24 I had it that could apply internationally. It
25 was obvious in the reading of the group
0160
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 guidelines and the SEC document that there were
3 some places where the text did not seem to
4 perfectly align.
5
However, the document that was the
6 guidelines stated that it was -- had been judged
7 by others to be SEC compliant, and the technical
8 staff at the time were aware of other meetings
9 for which there wasn't established text by the
10 SEC, it was a result of that meeting where
11 Shell's practices were believed to have been, by
12 what we understood about that meeting, validated
13 by the SEC.
14
Q. Breaking it down first with respect
15 to this meeting. Do you recall who attended
16 this meeting?
17
A. No.
18
Q. Do you know when the meeting
19 occurred?
20
A. No.
21
Q. How is it that you heard about this
22 meeting?
23
A. As I said, it was just information
24 that was passed along to the staff in
25 communications, discussions. I could never find
0161
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 it in writing. It was just general knowledge
3 that, you know, why are we using probabilistics.
4 Well, we got the guidance that that was okay.
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5 And that's the kind of answer you got. So that
6 was passed on from one to the other.
7
Q. Am I correct that you don't recall
8 specifically who you heard about the meeting
9 from?
10
A. I don't recall.
11
Q. Separate and apart from the use of
12 probabilistics, do you recall any other specific
13 provision of the Shell guidelines relating to
14 proved reserves that were reportedly discussed
15 during this meeting?
16
A. No, I don't. That's the example
17 that's always been given me.
18
Q. Did you ever discuss this meeting
19 with Mr. Roosch?
20
A. I don't recall that I did. No.
21
Q. Do you recall if you discussed the
22 meeting with Mr. Barendregt?
23
A. Yes, I do believe I discussed it
24 with Anton, but I don't remember the time frame.
25 I don't know if it was this time frame or later.
0162
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Do you recall the substance of your
3 conversations with Mr. Barendregt -- or
4 conversation with Mr. Barendregt concerning that
5 meeting?
6
A. Yes. Yes. It was I had heard this
7 meeting occurred. I couldn't find any reference
8 to it in any of the documents that I saw in the
9 guidelines. Do we have anything in our files
10 that actually shows, just what you asked, who
11 was there, what had happened, what did they say.
12
And after searching the files, which
13 was done pretty thoroughly in 2004, the answer
14 that came back was there was no written record
15 of that meeting occurring.
16
Q. Did the conversation that you had
17 with Mr. Barendregt -- I'm sorry. Withdrawn.
18
You referenced the search in 2004.
19 With respect to your conversation with
20 Mr. Barendregt, however, do you recall the
21 substance of that discussion?
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22
A. Again, I don't remember the time
23 frame, but it was Anton, do you have anything
24 that came out of that meeting that could help us
25 better understand exactly what was said and what
0163
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 was agreed to, and the answer that I got was no,
3 at that time he didn't have it.
4
Q. Do you recall if Mr. Barendregt
5 indicated that he was aware that the meeting had
6 occurred?
7
A. No, I don't remember how he
8 responded to my question. Other than that he
9 didn't have any evidence of it.
10
Q. Do you recall if Mr. Barendregt had
11 indicated that he had additional detail or
12 information concerning the meeting?
13
A. No.
14
Q. And by "no," you mean no, you don't
15 recall or no, he did not have?
16
A. No, I don't recall him saying
17 anything like that.
18
Q. Thank you. Directing your attention
19 now to the e-mail that immediately followed the
20 March 19, 2002 e-mail from Mr. Roosch to you and
21 Mr. Evans, there is an e-mail dated March 21,
22 2002 from Mr. Evans to Mr. Roosch.
23
Do you recall if you've ever seen
24 this e-mail before?
25
A. No, I have not.
0164
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Mr. Evans, in the first paragraph of
3 that e-mail, talks about the 2001 ARPR, and then
4 follows an identification of the underlying
5 causes for the situation we find ourselves in
6 today.
7
Do you know what Mr. Evans is
8 talking about there?
9
MR. SMITH: Objection; lack of
10
foundation.
11
A. No, I don't.
12
Q. What follows are several points, the
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13 first of which is ambiguous guidelines, the
14 parenthetical indicates that Mr. Evans assumes
15 that Mr. Roosch's, or the new guidelines,
16 address that.
17
Do you recall if the group
18 guidelines were ambiguous with respect to the
19 booking of proved reserves back in or about
20 March of 2002?
21
MR. SMITH: Objection; lack of
22
foundation.
23
A. It wasn't -- I didn't have an
24 opinion as to whether or not they were ambiguous
25 for use in international settings. It simply
0165
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 wasn't an area of my experience or expertise.
3
I did find that the guidelines gave
4 me, broadly, the ability, within their
5 flexibility, to do what SEPCO felt were the
6 proper things within our guidelines, which did
7 add a little bit more instruction specific to US
8 operations beyond what the group guidelines
9 provided.
10
So that flexibility that gave me the
11 opportunity to use Shell's guidelines was what I
12 wanted to maintain so we could use the
13 guidelines we had.
14
Whether or not that meant they were
15 ambiguous, I don't know.
16
Q. Did you ever have any discussions
17 with anyone concerning whether or not the group
18 guidelines, in effect in March 2002, were
19 ambiguous with regard to the booking of proved
20 reserves?
21
A. No, I don't recall any discussions
22 about that.
23
Q. Do you recall if anybody ever
24 expressed that sentiment to you?
25
A. The question of ambiguous guidelines
0166
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 is one that all reserves auditors and reviewers
3 deal with, including the SEC themselves. If you
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4 want to go back to one of the prior exhibits,
5 the statement that is made in the SEC draft
6 website is that it's impossible to issue
7 standards that are so specifically clear that
8 all people in all situations know exactly what
9 they're supposed to do.
10
So yes, it's not unusual for people
11 to say well, these are ambiguous, but it's
12 largely because they want such exacting and
13 perfect information for their situation, and not
14 to be put in a situation where they're required
15 to use judgment that, frankly, there's -- you
16 can't write guidelines that are so exacting they
17 cover everything.
18
I hear that -- I hear even today
19 that there's some ambiguity. But frankly, as I
20 read them, they're very clear.
21
Q. Do you specifically recall, however,
22 anyone expressing to you specifically that the
23 group guidelines with regard to the booking of
24 proved reserves were ambiguous?
25
A. I don't recall a specific individual
0167
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 making that comment at this time. No.
3
Q. You used the term flexibility in
4 connection with the group guidelines, and I
5 believe you indicated that the SEPCO guidelines
6 were more specific. Is that a fair statement?
7
A. That's what I said. Yes.
8
Q. Okay. Could you describe for me
9 what you mean by -- withdrawn.
10
How were the SEPCO guidelines more
11 specific, as compared to the group guidelines,
12 in connection with the booking of proved
13 reserves?
14
A. Okay. There are two dominant
15 processes that are often used to determine
16 reserves, little R. One is a deterministic
17 method, where a specific representation of an
18 opportunity is done on maps with wells, in
19 calculating volumes; another is a probabilistic
20 method, or a range of outcomes are considered,
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21 and then that range is used, with statistical
22 representations, to come up with volumes
23 associated with either a higher case, a middle
24 case, or a lower case.
25
So within the Shell group
0168
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 guidelines, either of probabilistic methods,
3 then selecting a conservative or low-end case,
4 or deterministic methods, by building that
5 deterministic case around a conservative
6 representation of the resource, were
7 permissible. That was fine with me, because all
8 I wanted was deterministic. That was the way US
9 SEPCO had always done its books, and even though
10 probabilistics were something that the group had
11 used for years, the fact that they allowed
12 deterministics left me the leeway to continue to
13 use the process that we felt most comfortable
14 with, because it's the one we had always used.
15
Q. You just described the difference
16 between the group and the SEPCO guidelines. My
17 question really has to do with the level of
18 specificity.
19
Leaving aside the issue of
20 probabilistic versus deterministic, can you
21 think of any other way in which the SEPCO
22 guidelines concerning the booking of proved
23 reserves were more specific than the group
24 guidelines?
25
A. Yes. Another example would be
0169
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 references to SEPCO's budgeting process, which
3 was specific to the way the processes that SEPCO
4 used, in determining which projects they would
5 fund. There were references made to elements of
6 that that were simply tied to the work process
7 we had in SEPCO, that was different in different
8 businesses around Shell. So we tied it to
9 things that were specific for the way we ran the
10 business in the US, because it applied to only
11 our country as opposed to the group guidelines
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12 that would need to provide a framework for all
13 countries.
14
Q. Did those budgetary references
15 involve commercial maturity of various projects?
16
A. Yes. Budgetary references would
17 have been a part of the determination of
18 commercial maturity. Yes.
19
Q. Can you think of any other instances
20 where the SEPCO guidelines -- and I realize, I
21 don't want you to necessarily go through all
22 provisions -- but to the extent that you can
23 think of any other areas where the SEPCO
24 guidelines were more specific than the group
25 guidelines at that time?
0170
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Well, another place was in
3 ownership, because the typical ways of the
4 ownership of reserves in the ground involved
5 private owners, and it involved things like base
6 royalties, overriding royalties, back-ins, a
7 variety of ownership agreements that were
8 specific to the types of ownership in the US; we
9 had more detail on that.
10
Those are the ones that come to
11 mind. As you say, you lay the two down and we
12 can walk through and look for as many as you
13 would like. But those are examples.
14
Q. That's fine. Thank you.
15
I would like to direct your
16 attention again back to the document, Mr. Evans'
17 response to Mr. Roosch. Beneath ambiguous
18 guidelines, he lists behaviors driven by
19 scorecard compliance. My question is in or
20 about this time period, March of 2002, were you
21 aware of any instance where proved reserves were
22 booked in order to achieve a certain result on
23 an OU scorecard?
24
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
25
A. My experience within SEPCO was that
0171
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 that wasn't an issue, so I didn't know what
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3 happened in other OUs around the world.
4
Q. Item C, Mr. Evans lists as problems
5 only becoming apparent years down the road from
6 the original booking. Did you have any
7 experience with that in SEPCO?
8
A. Yes. That's part of the reason that
9 you classify reserves as estimates. I believe I
10 made reference to the fact that you had to have
11 some situations in SEPCO where we had data that
12 allowed us to properly book reserves, and then
13 changes in circumstances, and later information
14 caused us to need to remove those lines.
15
Q. Let me ask you. With respect to
16 those circumstances where proved reserves had
17 been booked by SEPCO and a change in
18 circumstance arose which impacted those
19 reserves, did SEPCO de-book those reserves?
20
A. Yes, they did.
21
Q. Could you please describe for me the
22 process -- withdrawn.
23
Was there a process in place to
24 ascertain whether or not reserves, proved
25 reserves, should be de-booked?
0172
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes.
3
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form.
4
Do you mean in SEPCO?
5
MR. MacFALL: Within SEPCO. Yes,
6
please.
7
A. Yes, within SEPCO there was.
8
Q. Okay. Could you just briefly
9 describe for me that process?
10
A. Yes. I mentioned to you the process
11 by which reserve volumes changes were reviewed,
12 a quarterly process, supplemented by an annual
13 process. One element of that annual process was
14 to look at not only new bookings, but to look at
15 any changes, positive or negative, that would
16 have occurred because of new data being
17 available.
18
We had a quality control process
19 that in addition to instructing the staff to
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20 bring those forward, we also selected on our -21 as the reviewers, on our own account, fields
22 where we thought there would be useful to
23 continuously validate that even if no changes
24 were being brought forward, that that was the
25 right answer.
0173
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
So either through things the staff
3 brought forward, which could have included
4 de-booking volumes, or places where we, as
5 reviewers, said we need to see the project to
6 make sure we're still comfortable with the
7 volumes on the books, those things came forward,
8 the circumstances where de-bookings were
9 required were identified, and those were done.
10
Q. Within SEPCO who made the decision
11 to -- the final decision to de-book proved
12 reserves?
13
A. The -- I and my predecessors, as the
14 focal points for the reviews, would make a
15 recommendation, and then that went to, at least
16 in the time that I was in the position, a board
17 of the EP leadership, who reviewed the
18 recommendation and the documentation behind it,
19 and then made the decision.
20
Q. Can you think of any circumstance,
21 or any incident, where SEPCO determined that
22 reserves should be de-booked -- proved
23 reserves -- but they were maintained on SEPCO's
24 books for longer than a year?
25
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
0174
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Time frame?
3
Q. 1999 to 2004.
4
A. No. There were none that I'm aware
5 of.
6
Q. Did SEPCO endeavor to de-book proved
7 reserves that had been identified as having
8 developed some problem in the same year in which
9 that problem was identified? Do you understand
10 the question? It was awkward. I can rephrase,
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11 if you like.
12
A. I think I understand it. Let me
13 rephrase what I think you meant and answer that
14 question.
15
Q. Sure.
16
A. The SEPCO process was to do
17 technical evaluations to ascertain what the
18 proper reserve level was, proved reserves. The
19 staff then would have their technical work
20 reviewed by the reviewers at that time, the team
21 that I led, and then a recommendation to make a
22 de-booking would be made, if that study indeed
23 showed that the proper compliant thing to do was
24 to de-book it. And that was done in the year
25 that the study was done.
0175
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Thank you. The process you just
3 described, do you know if the group had a
4 similar process with regard to the de-booking of
5 reserves during the same time period, 1999-2004?
6
A. I'm sorry. The time frame again?
7
Q. I'm sorry. 1999 until 2004.
8
A. During the early part of the period
9 I had very limited contact with their audit
10 function. Actually prior to Anton's visit of
11 SEPCO in, I believe it was 2000, we had actually
12 never had the group auditor visit us, so that I
13 had no background to know what their process
14 was.
15
After he visited, I at least had
16 some knowledge of what the process was, based on
17 what I saw in SEPCO. It was then my belief that
18 the process that the group had was essentially
19 the businesses reporting when a de-booking
20 situation arose, and then audit -- the group
21 reserves auditor periodically would come around
22 to assure that that was done.
23
Q. Your understanding of the group
24 process concerning de-booking of proved
25 reserves, was that based on your conversations
0176
1
RODNEY SIDLE
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2 with Mr. Barendregt?
3
A. It was based more on inference and
4 reference from what I saw him do to us. He had
5 no ability to discuss with me the results of his
6 studies or his actions with any other business.
7 That's one of the system -- one of the legal and
8 structural conditions within Shell, is that if
9 you're in an OU, you don't really have rights to
10 the data from other OUs. And so it was
11 impossible for me to know that or for him to
12 tell me that.
13
But what I observed from his
14 processes was that that seemed to be the way the
15 process worked.
16
Q. Now, with respect to the quarterly
17 reviews done within SEPCO, you at some point had
18 used the term review and audit interchangeably.
19 Were the quarterly reviews quarterly audits?
20
A. As I've better come to know what
21 audit actually means, the things that were done
22 within SEPCO are correctly called reviews rather
23 than audits. Because the depth of study that's
24 done at the time of that review is more
25 consistent with the term review than audit.
0177
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
However, the depth that is done in
3 an audit does have a parallel in that the
4 involvement of the reserves group at getting the
5 work done, providing guidance as the
6 calculations are being done, does occur so you
7 do get a chance to get deep into the data and
8 make sure people are doing it right.
9
Q. How about the annual review at
10 SEPCO, was that an audit versus a review?
11
A. No, it actually was a review.
12
Q. Okay. I believe you indicated that
13 prior to 2000 Mr. Barendregt had not come to
14 SEPCO. Is that correct?
15
A. That's correct. SEPCO had not
16 integrated itself into the group practice of
17 allowing the group reserves auditor to visit.
18
Q. Mr. Barendregt's visit in 2000, was
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19 that an audit of SEPCO?
20
A. That was the word that was used by
21 the group. Yes.
22
Q. Were you involved in that audit by
23 Mr. Barendregt?
24
A. Yes, I was.
25
Q. Could you please describe for me
0178
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 your role in that audit?
3
A. Yes. As the reserves manager for
4 SEPCO I was the host, so I communicated with him
5 to set up the arrangements for what locations he
6 would visit, when he would visit, communicated
7 with him the schedule of what fields we were
8 going to review. He also gave me requirements
9 for other parties he wished to talk to other
10 than just the technical staff; people that
11 handled data, people in finance, things like
12 that. People in tax.
13
So myself, or through my staff, we
14 arranged all the logistics for his visit.
15
Q. Do you recall how long that audit
16 lasted?
17
A. I believe he was there for
18 essentially a complete week.
19
Q. Did you have occasion to observe
20 Mr. Barendregt actually performing his work as
21 auditor during that audit?
22
A. For a portion of it, yes. Because a
23 portion of it he conducted while he was
24 physically in the meetings that I, as a
25 reviewer, and the review team, were conducting
0179
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 to look at the projects.
3
A portion of it he conducted with
4 private interviews with others that were not
5 part of my review process, people like in
6 finance and in tax.
7
Q. That portion of the audit process to
8 which you were privy -9
A. Yes.
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10
Q. -- that you had an opportunity to
11 observe, did it involve a level of detail of
12 review that was greater or more in depth than
13 the reviews you conducted at SEPCO?
14
A. No. It was identical.
15
Q. Do you know how often the group
16 performs audits of the various OUs?
17
A. During -18
Q. During the 1999-2004 time frame.
19
A. In the earlier part of that -- I
20 don't remember exactly -- well, 2004 was an
21 unusual year, and so prior to 2004 there was a
22 general schedule that said the very large OUs
23 would be visited every four years, and smaller
24 ones could be up to seven years. Or, if there
25 was a special need identified for a business to
0180
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 be visited outside of that schedule, then that
3 would be added to the schedule also.
4
Q. Separate and apart from the audits
5 by the group reserve auditor, were you aware of
6 any review process, with respect to group OUs,
7 that were similar to the review process that
8 your group performed within SEPCO?
9
A. No, I was not aware of it.
10
MR. MacFALL: I want to go off the
11
record.
12
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 3:24 p.m.
13
We're off the record.
14
--15
(Recess.)
16
--17
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
18
3:44 p.m. Back on the record.
19 BY MR. MacFALL:
20
Q. Mr. Sidle, before the break we were
21 discussing the audit process, both within SEPCO
22 and the group. You had described the general
23 schedule, the timing of audits within the group
24 by Mr. Barendregt.
25
Do you recall if the group also
0181
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1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 conducted audits based on need by various OUs?
3
A. Yes, I believe I added that to my
4 response, that the standard of four years to
5 seven years could also be supplemented outside
6 of that schedule, when a specific need was
7 identified.
8
Q. Now, going back to your testimony
9 concerning de-booking of proved reserves that
10 became problematic within SEPCO. I'm sorry.
11 You described the process, and I believe you
12 indicated that after your group had reviewed and
13 issued a report, it then was reviewed, I believe
14 you said, by the EP leadership, but I'm not
15 sure. And I just wanted to clarify. After that
16 left you, where did it go?
17
A. Yes. My -- the reserves group, I
18 made a recommendation to the SEPCO EP leadership
19 team, which is chaired by the head of SEPCO's
20 operation, and had, for example, the chief
21 financial officer, the chief technical officer,
22 key members of the CEOs -- of SEPCO's staff on
23 the team. They then reviewed it and made the
24 final decision.
25
Q. Prior to the time that
0182
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 Mr. Barendregt -- well, prior to 2000 did the
3 group have any role in approving the de-booking
4 of proved reserves at SEPCO?
5
A. I'm not aware of that. No.
6
Q. I would like you to turn your
7 attention back to Exhibit 7, sir, and
8 specifically direct your attention to the second
9 page of that document.
10
A. I'm sorry. To which page?
11
Q. I'm sorry. The second page of the
12 document we were looking at a little bit
13 earlier.
14
Directing your attention
15 specifically to the next-to-last paragraph in
16 the e-mail from Mr. Evans to Mr. Roosch
17 beginning with the words "There is probably the
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18 need ..."
19
Do you see that, sir?
20
A. I see that.
21
Q. Okay. And he continues discussing a
22 hydrocarbon resource volume/value peer-review
23 process.
24
Do you recall if such a process was
25 put in place prior to -- well, put in place
0183
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 ever, within the group?
3
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
4
foundation.
5
A. This makes specific reference to the
6 conditions in PDO, and that adds to the
7 complication of it being actually owned by a
8 foreign government, with Shell as a partner.
9 Exactly what happened there was not my -- I did
10 not have the ability to know.
11
Q. Okay. Thank you. And if I could
12 ask you to turn your attention to the first page
13 of that document, sir. At the top of the first
14 page is the last e-mail in this string from
15 Mr. Roosch dated March 22, 2002 to Stuart Evans
16 responding to his e-mail. Directing your
17 attention specifically to the, I guess it's the
18 third line down that says, "On the scorecard
19 pressure issue:"
20
Do you see that, sir? It's the
21 first big paragraph beneath "Stuart."
22
A. I see the first big paragraph. Yes.
23 I see that paragraph.
24
Q. Okay. Mr. Roosch writes: "RRR is
25 now such an important external KPI."
0184
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
And then it continues. Are you
3 familiar with the term RRR?
4
A. Yes, I am.
5
Q. Okay. Could you tell me what that
6 means, sir?
7
A. That is reserves replacement ratio.
8
Q. Do you know what KPI refers to?
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9
A. Yes, I do.
10
Q. Okay. And can you -11
A. That's key performance index. Or
12 indicator.
13
Q. Do you recall if the reserves
14 replacement ratio was a key performance
15 indicator in or about March of 2002?
16
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form
17
and foundation.
18
A. The references are being made here
19 to group policies and group scorecards, which I
20 had no knowledge of.
21
Q. Was RRR a component of -- withdrawn.
22
Did SEPCO utilize scorecards?
23
MR. SMITH: At this time, in 2002?
24
MR. MacFALL: Yes. I'm sorry. Yes.
25
A. I don't recall any specific
0185
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 information around scorecards. There were
3 certain business measures we looked at for our
4 performance, but the specific items that were
5 scorecards, I don't recall.
6
Q. Do you remember one of the measures
7 that was looked at by SEPCO was RRR?
8
A. RRR was a historic indicator that
9 had been used for some time of reserve
10 replacement, as the name implies, and it was a
11 measure that we looked at. Yes.
12
Q. Do you recall approximately what
13 SEPCO's RRR was during the period -- well, let's
14 start with 2000?
15
A. No, I don't.
16
Q. Okay.
17
A. I don't recall.
18
Q. Do you recall for any specific year
19 during that period, 2000-2004?
20
A. I don't remember specific values, no
21
Q. Okay. Thank you. I would like now
22 to direct your attention to the paragraph
23 beneath that, specifically the second sentence
24 in that paragraph beginning "one fatal flaw."
25
Do you see that, sir?
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0186
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. I see the sentence, yes.
3
Q. Do you know what Mr. Roosch is
4 talking about when he references notional
5 project definition?
6
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
7
(Witness reviewing document.)
8
A. I don't specifically know what he's
9 referring to. No.
10
Q. Do you know what NPV stands for,
11 which is a little bit later in that sentence?
12
A. Yes. Net present value.
13
Q. Directing your attention to the
14 following sentence, Mr. Roosch wrote: "The SEC
15 notion, that proved reserves disclosures should
16 only be in relation to projects that are
17 'reasonably certain' to go ahead, was pushed to
18 the background," and then the sentence
19 continues.
20
Do you recall if you ever discussed
21 that thought or concept with Mr. Roosch?
22
A. I have never seen this e-mail
23 before, and I don't recall ever discussing that
24 with him.
25
Q. Mr. Roosch then writes, "Valuable
0187
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 time and effort has been spent on a 'parallel
3 industry' of virtual project definition with the
4 sole purpose of underpinning volumes to be
5 'booked.'"
6
Do you recall if you ever discussed
7 that idea or notion with Mr. Roosch?
8
A. No, I don't recall.
9
Q. Do you recall if Mr. Roosch's
10 observation in the sentence that we just
11 discussed was accurate in or about March of
12 2002?
13
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
14
lack of foundation.
15
A. I don't know what he's referring to.
16
Q. Directing your attention to the
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17 following paragraph, the last sentence in that
18 paragraph beginning with the words "It is clear
19 to all."
20
Do you see that sentence, sir? The
21 next paragraph down, last sentence.
22
A. Okay. The last sentence of the
23 next -- it is clear -- oh, yes. Okay. I'm with
24 you.
25
Q. Okay. Mr. Roosch discusses being
0188
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 liberal with the implementation of guidelines,
3 and propping up numbers temporarily. Do you
4 recall if you ever had -- if you ever discussed
5 the group's implementation of the guidelines
6 being liberal with Mr. Roosch?
7
A. I don't recall.
8
Q. Do you have any knowledge of whether
9 or not the group's implementation of its
10 guidelines with respect to proved reserves was
11 liberal in or about March of 2002?
12
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form.
13
A. I'm not familiar with its
14 application outside of the US, which was where I
15 focused my efforts.
16
Q. Directing your attention to the next
17 paragraph, the first sentence references an
18 observation made by the external auditors to the
19 effect that Shell was then more aggressive than
20 its competitives -- competitors, I'm sorry -- in
21 booking of new discoveries. Do you see that
22 sentence, sir?
23
A. I see it.
24
Q. Do you have any knowledge of whether
25 Shell was more aggressive than its competitors
0189
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 in or about March of 2002 with respect to the
3 booking of proved reserves in connection with
4 new discoveries?
5
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form.
6
A. I'm familiar with Shell's practices
7 in SEPCO. I was not aware of that occurring in
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8 SEPCO. I did not believe it did occur in SEPCO.
9 I don't know what happened outside of the US.
10
Q. During the time that you -11 withdrawn.
12
Prior to 2000, did you have any
13 interaction with Shell's external auditors?
14
A. I may have had some interactions
15 with PricewaterhouseCoopers, or they might have
16 been Price Waterhouse then, I don't recall
17 when -- when it changed -- because they were the
18 Shell Oil Company external auditors, and part of
19 the SEPCO reserves process was to engage Price
20 Waterhouse at a review of our reserves after we
21 had agreed internally as to what our reserves
22 changes would be. They would solicit
23 information from us on a representation letter
24 of the training of staff, the activities that
25 underpinned our reserves. They would look at
0190
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 the practices that were used by the people that
3 captured the data. And then they used that to
4 report back to the Shell Oil Corporation.
5
So any interaction, and I'm not
6 absolutely sure when I first was involved in
7 that, it could have been prior to 2000, would
8 have been in that way.
9
Q. Do you recall the individual from
10 Price Waterhouse that you dealt with?
11
A. No, I don't.
12
Q. Do you recall if it was more than
13 one individual?
14
A. No, I don't.
15
Q. With respect to the review done by
16 Price Waterhouse, was that an annual review?
17
A. Yes, it was.
18
Q. Do you recall approximately what
19 time of year that occurred?
20
A. It was year-end, but I don't
21 remember if it was December or January. But it
22 was proximal to year-end.
23
Q. Do you recall approximately how long
24 the review by Price Waterhouse lasted?
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25
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
0191
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
foundation. Are you talking about the
3
review of -- the part of the review that he
4
described, or their audit?
5
MR. MacFALL: I'm talking about the
6
part of the review that he described.
7
A. The process of review that they used
8 primarily engaged them spending time with the
9 person who administered our database and
10 capturing data from the database to summarize
11 different categorizations of the changes. They
12 did not do any form of technical review, which
13 was the principal participation that I had in
14 the process. How long they talked with the
15 person that collected the data to provide it to
16 them, I don't know. I just don't know.
17
Q. Do you recall if as part of that
18 review Price Waterhouse reviewed your technical
19 work or your technical review?
20
A. No. No, they had no engagement in
21 the technical review.
22
Q. Did Price Waterhouse conduct those
23 reviews throughout the period of 1999 to 2004?
24 And by "those reviews," I'm speaking
25 specifically at SEPCO.
0192
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form
3
and foundation.
4
A. For SEPCO, yes, they continued to do
5 that.
6
Q. And just so I have a sense of the
7 timing, you said you thought it was
8 approximately year-end. Was that prior to the
9 time when SEPCO reported its proved reserves to
10 the group as part of the ARPR process?
11
A. I can't remember the exact timing.
12
--13
(Sidle Exhibit 8, e-mail exchange,
14
two pages, was marked for identification.)
15
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16 BY MR. MacFALL:
17
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
18 document marked for identification as Sidle
19 Exhibit 8. I would ask you to take a look at
20 that, sir, and tell me when you're done
21 reviewing it and if you recognize it.
22
(Witness reviewing document.)
23
A. I reviewed the document.
24
Q. Do you recall this document, sir?
25
A. Yes, I do.
0193
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. For the record, the document is an
3 e-mail exchange between Mr. Sidle and John Pay,
4 the last of which is dated September 19, 2002.
5 The subject is the SPEE Forum on SEC Reserve
6 Definitions - Houston, October 22.
7
Do you recall if you attended that
8 forum, sir?
9
A. Yes, I did.
10
Q. And I believe you had previously
11 indicated that SPEE is Society of Petroleum
12 Evaluating Engineers. Is that correct?
13
A. Evaluation Engineers. Yes.
14
Q. Thank you. Were you a member of the
15 SPEE?
16
A. Not at that time.
17
Q. Do you recall attending this forum?
18
A. Yes, I do.
19
Q. Now, it's a little difficult to
20 follow because in the last -- or the most recent
21 of the e-mails you indicate that you replied to
22 Mr. Pay's comments below in red, and obviously
23 this is not a color reproduction. But having
24 had an opportunity to look at the document,
25 there is material that appears in brackets.
0194
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Are you able to identify the
3 bracketed material as your comments to Mr. Pay's
4 e-mail?
5
A. I believe the bracketed comments are
6 mine.
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7
Q. Now, specifically directing your
8 attention to the second paragraph -- I'm
9 sorry -- of the e-mail from Mr. Pay to you dated
10 September 19, 2002 that appears in the second
11 half of the first page. The second paragraph,
12 second sentence -- I'm sorry -- first sentence
13 indicates that one of Mr. Pay's objectives would
14 be to "see how the land lies with the
15 competition on their actual practice in
16 interpreting the SEC rules. There seems to be
17 the possibility for quite a gulf to persist
18 between the SEC intent and the actual practice
19 of producers."
20
And then you comment with respect
21 to, I believe it's British Petroleum and
22 ExxonMobile. Is that correct, sir?
23
A. That is correct.
24
Q. Separate and apart from your
25 response in the bracketed material, do you
0195
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 recall discussing with Mr. Pay Shell's
3 competitors' interpretation of the SEC rules?
4
A. It was a standing topic for
5 discussion, as with many issues related to
6 reserves, as to what we knew and how we were
7 able to discern it, about how our competitors,
8 or others, for example, consultants, interpreted
9 the SEC criteria.
10
Q. Now, your response that references
11 British Petroleum and ExxonMobile, was that
12 response limited to the United States, or were
13 you referring to British Petroleum and
14 ExxonMobile worldwide?
15
A. If I could put this discussion in a
16 framework -17
Q. Sure.
18
A. -- it's easier for me to answer.
19
Q. Sure.
20
A. The SPEE forum was an event that had
21 been held for several years in a row about
22 October, where at least one, or more recently at
23 this meeting both of the SEC petroleum
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24 engineers, Jim Murphy and Ron Winfrey, would
25 attend at an informal setting, offer their
0196
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 personal observations on hypothetical cases.
3
It was a very instructive session,
4 even though unofficial, to gauge the thinking
5 from the SEC about how to address particular
6 issues.
7
Industry had the opportunity to
8 bring case histories, examples, hypothetical
9 situations to them for their hypothetical
10 responses as to interpretation. That gave the
11 opportunity to see what people were interested
12 in, and to get guidance from the SEC as to how
13 best to understand their directions. So it was
14 a highly beneficial educational event.
15
The intent of this e-mail was to
16 encourage John Pay to attend. I had attended
17 two prior meetings, and I found them most
18 beneficial, and I thought that were he able to
19 attend, he would find it educational also.
20
The intent of that education was
21 simply to have more data upon which to base our
22 foundation of interpretation for the SEC rules,
23 whether it be US or anyplace else.
24
Q. Was Mr. Pay the group reserves
25 coordinator at the time?
0197
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes, he was.
3
Q. Do you recall if you provided -4 withdrawn.
5
Did you ask any questions of the
6 SEC's engineers at that particular forum?
7
A. Not at this one, no.
8
Q. Do you recall -- withdrawn.
9
Did you present them with any
10 hypotheticals at that particular forum?
11
A. Not at this one, no.
12
Q. Do you recall having done so at any
13 other SPEE forums?
14
A. Yes. The prior one was when I made
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15 the presentation regarding seismic
16 qualifications for being used to determine
17 lowest known hydrocarbon.
18
Q. Did you receive feedback from the
19 SEC engineers at that forum?
20
A. Yes, I did. I believe I mentioned
21 that the feedback that I was given, for a
22 hypothetical case, their guidance being personal
23 opinion in a hypothetical setting, was that the
24 case that I was making for a qualified use of
25 seismic was interesting and would be considered
0198
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 on a case-by-case basis.
3
Q. Do you recall any other circumstance
4 in which you posed hypothetical questions to the
5 SEC engineers at a SPEE -- SPE forum?
6
A. No, I don't.
7
Q. I would like now to direct your
8 attention to the second page of the document.
9 Specifically the last paragraph in that e-mail,
10 Mr. Pay states: "I think there is a real danger
11 that by a strict and dogmatic interpretation of
12 the rules in Shell, we let the competition steal
13 a day's march on us," and then it continues.
14
Do you have any understanding of the
15 rules to which Mr. Pay is referring there? And
16 by that I mean, is he referring -- do you know
17 if he's referring to the SEC rules or the group
18 guidelines?
19
A. I'm not entirely sure, but in the
20 context of the sentence, if it was a rule that
21 would apply to our competition as well as to
22 Shell, it would imply that it was something that
23 was a general industry rule, like the SEC rules.
24
Q. Do you recall ever having a
25 discussion with Mr. Pay about a competitive
0199
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 disadvantage being inflicted upon Shell by
3 virtue of a strict compliance with the SEC rules
4 concerning booked reserves?
5
A. Yes, I believe we discussed that.
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6
Q. Okay. Could you please describe for
7 me the substance of the conversation that you
8 had with Mr. Pay?
9
A. All right. There was a strong
10 desire for Shell's interpretation application of
11 the SEC rules to be exactly the same as our
12 competitors; to achieve the comparability that
13 was intended as the basis for rules that all SEC
14 registrants would use. The discussion I had
15 with John was around how do we assure that that
16 comparability is present in our report.
17
Q. Do you recall approximately when
18 that conversation occurred?
19
A. No, I don't.
20
Q. Was there any discussion of engaging
21 in comparable -- withdrawn.
22
Was there any discussion of engaging
23 in practices comparable to those of your
24 competitors -- and by yours, I mean Shell's -25 where such practices were not in compliance with
0200
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 the SEC rules concerning the booking of proved
3 reserves?
4
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
5
A. No, there were not. In all cases we
6 wished to be compliant, but interpreting what
7 was and was not compliant was the intent of
8 looking at others who were interpreting those
9 and achieving compliance to assure again that
10 comparability was a feature in what our
11 reporting achieved.
12
Q. Do you recall what specifically was
13 looked at or discussed between you and Mr. Pay
14 in that regard? And by that I mean what were
15 you looking at that was being dealt with -16
A. I don't remember specific details.
17 No.
18
MR. FERRARA: I'm sorry. Is this 9?
19
MR. MacFALL: It is.
20
--21
(Sidle Exhibit 9, e-mail with
22
attached draft document, Bates number PAY
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23
1761 through PAY 0782, was marked for
24
identification.)
25
--0201
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 BY MR. MacFALL:
3
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed
4 what has been marked as Sidle Exhibit 9 for
5 identification. I would ask you to take a look
6 at that document, sir, and tell me if you
7 recognize it.
8
(Witness reviewing document.)
9
MR. SMITH: Do you need him to look
10
at the whole thing or is there someplace
11
you can direct his attention?
12
MR. MacFALL: I can specifically
13
direct his attention to various portions of
14
the document that I would like to discuss.
15
Unless Mr. Sidle would rather look at the
16
entire document.
17
MR. SMITH: It's up to you.
18
A. I recall the document, but I'll need
19 to refresh myself on any particular portion of
20 it you want to discuss. So if you want to ask
21 about a particular portion, then I'll focus on
22 that.
23
Q. Okay. That's fine. Let's discuss
24 the document generally. I would note for the
25 record that the first page of that is an e-mail
0202
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 from you to Mr. Pay. The subject is "Reviewed
3 Document."
4
Along with that e-mail is a draft of
5 a document. It says "Note For Discussion," in
6 parens -- I'm sorry, this is on the second page
7 of the document -- it says "with comments as
8 shown using 'track changes' by Rod Sidle." The
9 document is captioned "EP Proved Reserves
10 Management."
11
Did Mr. Pay provide you with this
12 draft document?
13
A. Yes, he did.
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14
Q. Do you know why?
15
A. He wanted my views on what he was
16 proposing.
17
Q. Does this document relate to
18 reserves management within SEPCO or the group?
19
A. It's a group-wide, which would
20 include SEPCO, but is beyond just SEPCO.
21
Q. Do you know who the intended
22 recipient -- excuse me -- the intended recipient
23 of this document was, in final form?
24
A. In general, it was senior EP group
25 leadership. Exactly what -- which team or
0203
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 organization or committee, I don't know.
3
Q. Are you familiar with the term
4 ExCom?
5
A. Yes, I am.
6
Q. And can you tell me what ExCom is?
7
A. It means the executive committee of
8 Shell. The group.
9
Q. Is that within the EP -- group EP?
10
A. It includes members from EP, but I
11 believe it's actually at the corporate -- the
12 corporate structure of what was then Shell's
13 Transport & Trading and Royal Dutch.
14
Q. Do you know if this document was to
15 be disseminated to members of the ExCom?
16
A. I don't remember. Well, let's see.
17 No, I don't remember where the document was
18 going. Reference is made to ExCom, but I don't
19 know if this was going to them or not. Okay.
20
Q. Do you recall if Mr. Pay asked you
21 to comment, or make comments on the document at
22 the time that he forwarded it to you?
23
A. I don't specifically recall, but it
24 would make no sense for him to send it to me
25 unless he wanted my comments, because it was in
0204
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 draft form.
3
Q. Do you recall having any discussions
4 with Mr. Pay concerning this draft document?
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5
A. I remember we had discussions. I
6 don't remember exact topics.
7
Q. When you say you had discussions,
8 were those discussions about this document, or
9 just discussions generally?
10
A. Yes. About this document.
11
Q. Did Mr. Pay ever indicate to you
12 what the purpose of this document was?
13
A. Yes. He was attempting to institute
14 a procedure within the group that better looked
15 after the practices of reserves determination,
16 data capture, staff involved in that, management
17 involved in that -- the whole process.
18
Q. I believe you had previously
19 testified that you were involved primarily with
20 the practices -- with the proved reserves
21 booking practices at SEPCO as opposed to of the
22 group. Is that correct?
23
A. That's -24
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form.
25
A. That's correct.
0205
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. This document relates to practices
3 within the group, or on a group-wide basis.
4 Correct?
5
A. That is correct. This is the first
6 instance in which I had access to any more than
7 just the guidelines to know what was going on
8 within the group.
9
Q. Did Mr. Pay ever indicate to you why
10 he was forwarding this to you, if your
11 experience had been previously limited to the
12 proved reserves booking practices at SEPCO as
13 opposed to the group?
14
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
15
A. Yes. SEPCO had an organization that
16 had looked after reserves, instruction,
17 determination, validation to review, and so an
18 instituted organization that helped with the
19 management of processes related to those in
20 reserves was part of what we had been doing for
21 some time. I was the reserves manager, so I had
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22 the experience to know how within SEPCO the
23 organization of all of those things were done,
24 and then to be able to relate SEPCO's experience
25 for an organization and those practices done
0206
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 within SEPCO could be an analog for what the
3 group might see as they tried to implement
4 something similar group-wide.
5
Q. Did Mr. Pay actually indicate that
6 to you, that the SEPCO processes could be used
7 as an analog for processes that might be applied
8 group-wide?
9
A. I believe we discussed it. Yes.
10
Q. Did Mr. Pay reach out to you with
11 regard to these processes? Do you understand -12 I'll rephrase the question.
13
Do you recall if Mr. Pay first
14 contacted you with regard to assisting him in
15 the preparation of group-wide processes?
16
A. I don't recall.
17
Q. I would like specifically to direct
18 your attention to the page ending in Bates
19 number 767 in this document, sir. Do you have
20 that page?
21
A. I have the page.
22
Q. At the very bottom of the page there
23 is an item 1(e), Potential Reserves Exposure
24 Catalog. Do you see that, sir?
25
A. I see it.
0207
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. The first sentence discusses
3 maintenance of an inventory of all proved
4 reserves that are under threat of de-booking,
5 and then it continues.
6
Are you aware if such a catalog was
7 actually prepared?
8
A. There is a table that is a part of
9 this document, I believe.
10
Q. I believe that's correct, sir, and I
11 might save you some time. There is -- the page
12 ending in Bates number 774, Appendix B.
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13
A. Ah yes.
14
Q. Is that what you're referring to?
15
A. Yes. Yes, this was an entry that
16 represented what that catalog would look like,
17 as I understood it, at that time.
18
Q. Do you know if Appendix B, this
19 catalog, was forwarded to you along with the
20 draft for comment?
21
A. Yes, it was.
22
Q. Okay. And if I could ask you to
23 turn back to the original page we were
24 discussing.
25
A. All right.
0208
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Actually, if I could ask you to go
3 to the next page, ending in Bates number 768.
4
A. Okay.
5
Q. After the first short paragraph at
6 the top of the page, there appears materials in
7 a parenthetical, which is underscored, with a
8 line next to it. Is that material your comment
9 to this draft?
10
A. I believe so. Yes.
11
Q. Directing your attention to the
12 first sentence in that underscored material, it
13 says: "This proposal seems logical but may have
14 legal problems either internally or with our
15 external auditors."
16
Do you recall what it is that you
17 meant by that in connection with the preceding
18 proposal?
19
MR. SMITH: Before he answers that
20
question, because it raises an issue of
21
law, it may be prudent for me to step in
22
the hall with him and understand the basis
23
for that understanding so that he wouldn't
24
inadvertently reveal advice of counsel. So
25
if we may do that before he answers?
0209
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
MR. MacFALL: That's fine.
3
MR. SMITH: Thank you.
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4
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
5
4:28 p.m. This is the end of tape number 3
6
in the deposition of Rodney Sidle. Off the
7
record.
8
--9
(Recess.)
10
--11
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
12
4:35 p.m. This is the beginning of tape
13
number 4 of the deposition of Rodney Sidle.
14
Back on the record.
15
MR. SMITH: We've had a chance to
16
confer off the record about this passage,
17
and I think, Tim, if you can focus on his
18
understanding as reflected in this
19
document, there shouldn't be a privilege
20
issue that arises, so ...
21
MR. MacFALL: Okay.
22 BY MR. MacFALL:
23
Q. Mr. Sidle, in light of what your
24 counsel has just stated, did you have an
25 understanding -- well, what did you mean by,
0210
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 let's first just focus on problems, either
3 internally or externally -- I'm going to try
4 that again.
5
Problems either internally or with
6 external auditors, what kind of problem did you
7 mean when you referenced the internal problems?
8
A. Well, certainly I'm not a lawyer and
9 I had no legal advice at the time I wrote this.
10 I recognized that such a list could have a
11 potential for misinterpretation, and among the
12 potential misinterpretations was that that
13 table, and the fields listed on it, had reached
14 some point of conclusion, instead of simply
15 being identified and needing more study.
16
Q. How is it that you believe that that
17 would cause a problem internally?
18
A. We would like clarity -- any time
19 you put the list together, you want clarity as
20 to what actions are needed, and you want
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21 commitment to follow up on those actions. So
22 the concern was that that list would then not be
23 understood, and the proper responses would not
24 occur.
25
Q. I don't mean to belabor the point,
0211
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 but when you say not properly understood, by
3 whom?
4
A. Well, if you look at the title of
5 the category, the title of the section, the
6 title of the table that is Appendix B refers to
7 potential exposures. All right? The text
8 described that to be proved reserves that could
9 be under threat of de-booking, in the event of
10 some future failure of the projects.
11
So you want to be clear to all who
12 read this that what you're attempting to do is
13 identify a list of things that need further
14 scrutiny, further study, and that it's clear
15 that the items on this list have not been so
16 conclusively determined to be exposures, that
17 the action of de-booking is necessary.
18 Otherwise they shouldn't be on the list, they
19 should be immediately de-booked.
20
Q. You mentioned that that list is
21 susceptible of misinterpretation by, for
22 example, here specifically you cite to the
23 external auditors. Let me ask, that reference
24 to external auditors, are you referring to Price
25 Waterhouse and KPMG, or are you referring to
0212
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 Anton Barendregt?
3
A. Probably the -- I don't remember
4 exactly what I meant at the time, but I think in
5 the context it's being used, it would be the
6 financial external auditors.
7
Q. Which would be Price Waterhouse and
8 KPMG?
9
A. Price Waterhouse and KPMG.
10
Q. Thank you. Let me try it one last
11 time. The sentence, however, discusses problem,
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12 and you phrase it alternatively, either
13 internally or with the external auditors. Were
14 you concerned that within the group, that the
15 proposal that you're commenting upon might cause
16 some problems?
17
A. The problem would only be with
18 misinterpretation. The act of identifying
19 places where you want knowledge and focus and
20 study to identify that you continued to meet the
21 requirements of reasonable certainty is a proper
22 process. You need to look carefully at your
23 inventory to make sure each year end you can say
24 that they are all reasonably certain.
25
So if there are places where you
0213
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 start to -- and I use the euphemism as a
3 reviewer, even smell a concern before you know
4 it's really there, those are the ones where you
5 need to spend your time and focus.
6
So you have to have some way of
7 identifying things where it's not at all
8 conclusive, but those are the things you need to
9 look at.
10
And my concern was that in creating
11 such a list, if it wasn't carefully explained,
12 it would be misunderstood. And my caution to
13 John was simply be clear that what you mean is
14 that these have -- they need that scrutiny, and
15 not that we would have things on the list that
16 actually have gotten to the point where it's
17 clear they need to be removed -- de-booked -18 because they no longer meet the standard of
19 reasonable certainty.
20
Q. I would like to direct your
21 attention to the next sentence in your comment
22 on page 768, which states: "One could ask if
23 you have such concerns about the likelihood of a
24 booked project realizing reserve estimates, then
25 it by definition does not meet the reasonable
0214
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 certainty standard and should be de-booked
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3 immediately from proved."
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. The concerns that you're referencing
6 in this sentence, were those the concerns that
7 are summarized in Appendix B?
8
A. The information that's provided in
9 the column in Appendix B that is labeled Comment
10 is an indication that there's something that
11 needs further study. As I told you before, the
12 process that I was used to in SEPCO is that when
13 you identified places that needed further study,
14 you conducted the study, and then you determined
15 where you were, and if at year-end you needed to
16 de-book them, you did that.
17
It's impossible for me to conclude,
18 in all cases from what's here, that -- all of
19 the details and the circumstances that could
20 determine whether they are or are not properly
21 on the books.
22
Q. But doesn't the second sentence in
23 your comment, beginning with "One could" suggest
24 that if these concerns are extant, then the
25 reasonable certainty standard is not satisfied
0215
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 and those reserves should be de-booked?
3
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
4
A. It says one could ask, because
5 that's a concern you need to have if you're
6 going to put this into a document. One could
7 note that these are -- could be under threat of
8 de-booking. And I think the intent, as I
9 understood it at the time, of the document was
10 to create a list of places where focus was
11 needed to ensure that the SEC standards were
12 being met. And if we found with that further
13 capture of data they were not, then the guidance
14 that I give is then we would need to de-book
15 them.
16
Q. Directing your attention to the
17 following sentence, beginning with the word
18 "however," you reference the possibility of
19 including a rule concerning a percentage that
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20 would establish the level of de-booking as being
21 material as a way of avoiding what's discussed
22 in the prior sentence, which is de-booking.
23
A. I wouldn't use the word avoiding.
24 Recognize that there's limited resources at any
25 company. The things that you have the resources
0216
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 to do, especially if you have a long list, is to
3 start with the big things that are the most
4 material and work your way down until you get to
5 the smaller things.
6
The intent of that was simply to say
7 we need to make sure that the very big things
8 are addressed first. If we have the time, we go
9 through all of them, but if not, then make the
10 things that should be left that you don't have
11 time to get to should only be very small things
12 that would not be material. Hopefully you can
13 get to them all.
14
Q. I would like now to direct your
15 attention to Appendix B on page 774, and that's
16 the actual Potential Reserves Exposure Catalog.
17 Do you have that, sir?
18
A. Appendix B?
19
Q. Yes.
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. Now, do you recall if you actually
22 reviewed Appendix B at the time that you
23 reviewed the draft -- the document in draft
24 form?
25
A. I believe that table was present in
0217
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 it. Yes.
3
Q. Do you recall if you reviewed it?
4
A. If it was there I looked at it.
5 Yes. I don't see any comments there, so I
6 offered no comments on it.
7
Q. In the context of the title,
8 "Potential Reserves Exposure Catalog," could you
9 tell me what exposure means?
10
A. Well, I believe it was explained in
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11 the sentence that I read before. Let me go back
12 to 1(e) that says, quote, "inventory of all
13 proved reserves that could be under threat of
14 de-booking in the event of failure to execute
15 projects or failure of projects to deliver as
16 expected." End quote.
17
Q. Going back now to the appendix, the
18 column on the right-hand side is captioned
19 "Comment (reason not to de-book.)"
20
Now, you had previously mentioned
21 this project generally, the first entry is
22 Australia Gorgon. Do you see that, sir?
23
A. I see it.
24
Q. And in the parenthetical it says
25 1997. Is it your understanding that that refers
0218
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 to the year that proved reserves were booked in
3 connection with Gorgon?
4
A. As I look at -5
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form
6
and foundation.
7
A. As I look at the title block that's
8 at the top of that first column, it shows
9 "Asset," and then in parenthesis "year booked."
10 So I would assume that that's what that means.
11
Q. And in fact in the comment it states
12 booked in 1997.
13
A. It does.
14
Q. It goes on to state that it was
15 booked in anticipation of imminent FID,
16 subsequently deferred indefinitely, and then it
17 continues and states, "It is inevitable that a
18 resource of this magnitude will be developed
19 eventually."
20
Let me ask. Apparently, as I
21 understand it, the booking occurred in
22 anticipation of FID, which did not occur. Is
23 that also your understanding with respect to
24 Gorgon?
25
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
0219
1
RODNEY SIDLE
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2
foundation. His understanding at the time
3
he received this document? Or his
4
understanding today?
5
MR. MacFALL: Let's start with the
6
time you received this document.
7
A. At the time I received this
8 document, I knew essentially nothing about
9 anything on the page with the exception of
10 Angola Block 18. I think Angola Block 18 was
11 the only place that I had had a detailed review
12 of the basis for reserves.
13
Q. Again, specifically with respect to
14 Gorgon. Looking at the comment section that
15 appears in this appendix, utilizing the
16 standards applicable in SEPCO, under the SEPCO
17 standards, or guidelines, should those proved
18 reserves have been debooked?
19
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
20
foundation. You want him to make that
21
evaluation based on the few words in this
22
column of this document?
23
MR. MacFALL: If he can't do it, he
24
can tell me he can't.
25
MR. SMITH: Tell him if you can do
0220
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
it or not.
3
A. I'm unable to make that
4 determination, based on the words that are in
5 this column.
6
Q. Hardly surprised.
7
Did you discuss with Mr. Pay, or
8 anyone else, whether or not the maintenance of
9 proved reserves in connection with the project
10 specified here complied with the SEC rules?
11
A. I don't recall that discussion at
12 the time of this document.
13
Q. Do you recall that discussion
14 occurring at some other time?
15
A. Yes, I recall seeing lists similar
16 to this in late 2003, early 2004.
17
Q. Was that in connection with Project
18 Rockford?
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19
A. Yes, it was.
20
Q. Do you recall if proved reserves, in
21 connection with any of these -- and by these I'm
22 referencing the projects specified in Appendix
23 B -- do you recall if any proved reserves in
24 connection with those projects were actually
25 de-booked as a consequence of Project Rockford?
0221
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. I'm aware that certain of them were.
3 I don't know about every one.
4
Q. Which ones are you aware of having
5 been debooked?
6
A. The ones that I'm certain of are
7 Gorgon, Ormen Lange, and Waddenzee.
8
Q. Do you know why the proved reserves
9 booked in connection with Gorgon were debooked?
10
A. At this time, or today?
11
Q. Well, do you know today why those
12 reserves were debooked?
13
A. Yes, I do.
14
Q. Okay. And why was that?
15
A. There was not FID, and there was no
16 gas sales contract.
17
Q. Is that different from what's shown
18 in the comment section next to Australia Gorgon
19 on Appendix -- or in Appendix B?
20
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
21
A. Yes, it is.
22
Q. Okay. How so?
23
A. There's no reference to gas sales
24 contract. Shell's rules allow booking before
25 FID if the volumes are committed to a gas sales
0222
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 contract and therefore the commitment to execute
3 the project has the foundation in a contractual
4 agreement to deliver the reserves. There's no
5 reference in this to whether there was or was
6 not a gas sales contract.
7
Q. Do you recall if you ever inquired
8 with respect to -- withdrawn.
9
You had previously stated that you
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10 did not utilize scorecards at SEPCO. Is that
11 correct?
12
A. I believe you asked if we had RRR on
13 our scorecards at SEPCO, and what I said is I
14 don't recall about that particular measure.
15
Q. Did SEPCO utilize scorecards?
16
A. Most of the groups they used did, so
17 I believe they did, yes.
18
Q. Do you believe the existence of
19 scorecard criteria relating to proved reserves
20 had an adverse impact on the booking of marginal
21 proved reserves?
22
A. I'm not aware of specific examples,
23 but I'm familiar with that in SEPCO, that that
24 occurred. I don't know about elsewhere in the
25 group.
0223
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Were you aware whether or not
3 Mr. Barendregt held a view with regard to the
4 possible impact of OU scorecards and the booking
5 of proved reserves?
6
A. Yes. Very aware.
7
Q. How is it that you are aware of
8 Mr. Barendregt's view?
9
A. We, several times, had the
10 philosophical discussion around including proved
11 reserves on scorecards. Anton was categorically
12 opposed to it in any way, shape or form. I -13 my position was that it wasn't bad, because it
14 caused focus on a key business indicator, but
15 should only be done so if there was a proper,
16 thorough and independent audit process to assure
17 that the volumes that were booked as proved were
18 indeed fully and correctly qualified.
19
Q. You said that Mr. Barendregt was
20 opposed to the inclusion of proved reserves as a
21 metric or a criteria on the scorecards. Did he
22 express to you that he believed that the
23 inclusion of proved reserves on the scorecard
24 acted as improper incentive to book proved
25 reserves for the OUs?
0224
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1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
3
A. I believe in our discussions he
4 mentioned that risk concerned him, but details
5 as to whether it was or was not occurring he
6 didn't share.
7
Q. Did Mr. Barendregt ever express to
8 you his belief, or a belief that proved reserves
9 had been improperly booked by any OUs within the
10 group? And I'll give it a time period. Between
11 1999 and 2004.
12
MR. SMITH: Just to be clear about
13
the time period. Did he have that
14
conversation with Mr. Barendregt during
15
that time period, or were the bookings in
16
that time period? Sorry. Just to be
17
clear.
18 BY MR. MacFALL:
19
Q. At any point during -20
MR. MacFALL: I'll rephrase the
21
question.
22 BY MR. MacFALL:
23
Q. At any point during the period of
24 1999 to 2004, did you have conversations with
25 Mr. Barendregt in which he indicated that any OU
0225
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 had booked proved reserves improperly?
3
MR. SMITH: Thank you. Objection to
4
form.
5
MR. MacFALL: No good deed goes
6
unpunished.
7
A. Yes.
8
Q. Do you recall -- or could you
9 describe for me what it was that Mr. Barendregt
10 said?
11
A. Yes. I spoke with Anton in late
12 2003 and early 2004 as part of Rockford, and it
13 was at that time that he mentioned there may
14 have been some improper booking.
15
Q. Did he indicate the projects, or the
16 OUs involved in what he believed to be improper
17 bookings?
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18
A. No, not specifically.
19
Q. Did he indicate why he believed
20 certain proved reserves had been booked
21 improperly?
22
A. Why? Well, in creating the lists
23 that were part of Rockford, we had identified
24 what. But I don't remember the specifics as to
25 why, other than a misinterpretation of the
0226
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 rules.
3
Q. Did Mr. Barendregt ever express to
4 you how it was that reserves -- withdrawn.
5
Did Mr. Barendregt ever express to
6 you the means by which he believed those proved
7 reserves to have been improperly booked?
8
A. I'm not sure I understand your
9 question.
10
Q. I'll try rephrasing again. Did he
11 ever explain to you why it was that the booking
12 of certain proved reserves was improper?
13
MR. SMITH: Object to form.
14
A. Well, why it was improper was it
15 either violated one or both of the Shell
16 criteria, or the SEC criteria.
17
Q. Did Mr. Barendregt offer any greater
18 detail with respect to his belief that proved
19 reserves had been booked improperly in or about
20 the end of 2003, 2004?
21
A. He offered detail in that we were
22 working on a list of those volumes for the
23 Rockford study that then needed review to
24 determine if they were non-compliant and should
25 be removed, so in terms of statements of
0227
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 condition, what was going on at Waddenzee, for
3 example, or the technical details behind Ormen
4 Lange, we had discussions around that.
5
Q. And those discussions occurred, I'm
6 sorry. At the end of 2003, 2004?
7
A. Yeah. End of 2003, early 2004. It
8 was project Rockford-related.
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9
Q. Okay?
10
MR. MacFALL: Why don't we go off
11
the record.
12
MR. SMITH: Sure.
13
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
14
4:58 p.m. Off the record.
15
--16
(Recess.)
17
--18
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
19
5:10 p.m. Back on the record.
20 BY MR. MacFALL:
21
Q. Mr. Barendregt -- Mr. Barendregt,
22 I'm sorry. Mr. Sidle, I just have a couple of
23 more questions with respect to the scorecard
24 issue, and the views expressed by
25 Mr. Barendregt, which is where that comes from.
0228
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
I would like now to direct your
3 attention to page 769 of the exhibit before you.
4 Do you have that, sir?
5
A. I do.
6
Q. And I would like specifically to
7 direct your attention to the parenthetical in
8 the underscored portion of that page.
9
A. Yes.
10
Q. The preceding material references OU
11 scorecard, which is what we were discussing, and
12 their impact on the booking of proved reserves.
13 As you had indicated here, in this material you
14 indicated mixed feelings, and you indicate that
15 you agree with Anton's observations about the
16 influence of reserve scorecards on OU staff
17 objectivity, but you like that they focus
18 attention on reserves addition.
19
My question is directing your
20 attention specifically to the last couple of
21 sentences in the underscored material, it talks
22 about the communication of standards required
23 for reserves addition at SEPCO, and frequent
24 audits, and then goes on to discuss that that's
25 hard to duplicate at the group-wide level
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0229
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 because audits are less frequent, and then you
3 state "allowing 'room'" quote-unquote "for
4 aggressive non-objective bookings to possibly
5 sneak by."
6
Were you aware of such aggressive
7 and non-objective bookings?
8
A. I was pointing out a hypothetical
9 objection.
10
Q. You had also previously testified,
11 in connection with the scorecards, that
12 consistent with the underscored comments here,
13 that they were a key business indicator, and you
14 stated, "but should only be done so if there was
15 a proper, thorough and independent audit process
16 to assure that the volumes that were booked as
17 proved were indeed fully and correctly
18 qualified."
19
My question is: Did you believe
20 that the audit process that was in place at the
21 group met those standards? And by "those
22 standards," I mean thorough, independent and
23 assured that the volumes were indeed fully and
24 correctly qualified?
25
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
0230
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
lack of foundation.
3
A. Certainly my understanding of the
4 group audit practices was as I've described
5 before. The frequency wasn't annual, which as I
6 note here is important. As to thoroughness, I
7 only had one example at the time I read this,
8 that the one example, the first time that Anton
9 Barendregt visited SEPCO, to really have an
10 understanding of the depth and breadth of what
11 was reviewed.
12
So while I had a sampling of what
13 that process was, it would be difficult for me
14 to conclude how that was done in every other OU,
15 how it was done after seeing it over multiple
16 occasions. It would be hard for me to be able
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17 to conclude whether it was or was not adequate
18 when it occurred. I would observe that it
19 didn't occur annually, and that was something
20 that, as I pointed out here, left some room for
21 potential concern.
22
Q. Did you ever talk about that with
23 Mr. Barendregt?
24
A. Talk about exactly which part?
25
Q. I'm sorry. Talk about the fact that
0231
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 the audits were conducted on -- were not
3 conducted on an annual basis, left room for the
4 possibility of aggressive non-objective bookings
5 with respect to booked reserves?
6
A. Not with respect to that category.
7 We did talk about the fact they were not annual
8 audits, and I noted that what SEPCO always had
9 was an annual audit, and Anton noted that it had
10 been group practice not to review every year,
11 but because of the resources they had, and the
12 number of OUs to be visited, it wasn't practical
13 to do it annually. They did it at a frequency
14 that they thought was appropriate.
15
Q. Did Mr. Barendregt ever indicate to
16 you that he had endeavored to increase the
17 resources utilized by the audit function within
18 the group?
19
A. Not before Rockford, no.
20
MR. MacFALL: Why don't we go off
21
the record.
22
(Continued on next page to allow for
23
signature line and jurat.)
24
25
0232
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
3
5:15 p.m. This is the end of tape number 4
4
of the deposition of Rodney Sidle. Off the
5
record.
6
(Time Noted: 5:15 p.m.)
7
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8
____________________
9
RODNEY SIDLE
10
11 Subscribed and sworn to before me
12 this _____ day of _________, 2006.
13
14 _______________________
15
16
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18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
0233
1
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3
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EXAMINATION BY
PAGE
5 RODNEY SIDLE
MR. MacFALL
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6
7
8
9
EXHIBITS
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PAGE
11 Sidle Exhibit 1...............................46
12 Document, three pages
13
14 Sidle Exhibit 2...............................56
15 E-mail exchange, two pages
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25 E-mail string, two pages
0234
1
2 Sidle Exhibit 6..............................145
3 E-mail exchange
4 Bates number PAY 0149 through PAY 0150
5
6 Sidle Exhibit 7..............................156
7 E-mail string
8 Bates number TT 000310 through TT 000311
9
10 Sidle Exhibit 8..............................192
11 E-mail exchange, two pages
12
13 Sidle Exhibit 9..............................200
14 E-mail with attached draft document,
15 Bates number PAY 1761 through PAY 0782
16
17
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20
21
22
23
24
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0235
1
2
CERTIFICATE
3 STATE OF NEW YORK )
4
: ss.
5 COUNTY OF NEW YORK )
6
7
I, FRANK J. BAS, a Notary Public
8
within and for the State of New York, do
9
hereby certify:
10
That RODNEY SIDLE, the witness whose
11
deposition is hereinbefore set forth, was
12
duly sworn by me and that such deposition
13
is a true record of the testimony given by
14
the witness.
15
I further certify that I am not
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16
related to any of the parties to this
17
action by blood or marriage, and that I am
18
in no way interested in the outcome of this
19
matter.
20
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto
21
set my hand this 30th day of October, 2006.
22
23
____________________
24
FRANK J. BAS, RPR
25
0236
1
2
ERRATA SHEET
3 NAME OF CASE: In Re: ROYAL DUTCH/SHELL TRANSPORT
SECURITIES LITIGATION
4 DATE OF DEPOSITION: OCTOBER 30, 2006
NAME OF DEPONENT: RODNEY SIDLE
5
6 PAGE LINE(S) CHANGE
REASON
7 ____|_________|________________|_______________
8 ____|_________|________________|_______________
9 ____|_________|________________|_______________
10 ____|_________|________________|_______________
11 ____|_________|________________|_______________
12 ____|_________|________________|_______________
13 ____|_________|________________|_______________
14 ____|_________|________________|_______________
15 ____|_________|________________|_______________
16 ____|_________|________________|_______________
17 ____|_________|________________|_______________
18 ____|_________|________________|_______________
19 ____|_________|________________|_______________
20
________________________
RODNEY SIDLE
21
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME
22 THIS___DAY OF _____________, 20__.
23 ______________________ _____________________
(NOTARY PUBLIC)
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES:
24
25
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0237
1
2 IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
3 DISTRICT OF NEW JERSEY
4 --------------------------------------x
5 In Re: ROYAL DUTCH/SHELL TRANSPORT Civil Action No.
6 SECURITIES LITIGATION.
04-3749 (JAP)
7
Consolidated Case
8 --------------------------------------x
9
10
October 31, 2006
10:05 a.m.
11
12
VOLUME II
13
14
Continued Videotaped Deposition of
15 RODNEY SIDLE, held at the offices of LeBoeuf
16 Lamb Greene & MacRae LLP, 125 West 55th Street,
17 New York, New York, before Frank J. Bas, a
18 Registered Professional Reporter and Notary
19 Public of the State of New York.
20
21
22
23
24
25
0238
1
2 A P P E A R A N C E S:
3
4 BERNSTEIN LIEBHARD & LIFSHITZ LLP
5 Attorneys for Lead Class Plaintiff
6
10 East 40th Street
7
New York, New York 10016
8 BY:
TIMOTHY J. MacFALL, ESQ.
LAURA HUGHES, ESQ.
9
JEFFREY HABER, ESQ.
10
11
12 DEBEVOISE & PLIMPTON LLP
13 Attorneys for Royal Dutch/Shell Transport
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and The Witness
555 13th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004
BY:
COLBY SMITH, ESQ.
DAVID C. WARE, ESQ.

18
19
20 EARL D. WEED, ESQUIRE
21 Senior Litigation Counsel
22 Shell Oil Company, Litigation Department
23
910 Louisiana, OSP 4836
24
Houston, Texas 7701
25
0239
1
2 A P P E A R A N C E S (Cont'd):
3
4 LeBOEUF LAMB GREENE & MacRAE LLP
5 Attorneys for Royal Dutch/Shell Transport and
6 The Witness
7
1875 Connecticut Avenue, Northwest
8
Washington, D.C. 20009
9 BY:
RALPH C. FERRARA, ESQ.
10
11 HUGHES HUBBARD & REED LLP
12 Attorneys for PriceWaterhouseCoopers
13
One Battery Park Plaza
14
New York, New York 10004-1482
15 BY:
SAVVAS A. FOUKAS, ESQ.
16
17
18 HOGAN & HARTSON, LLP
19 Attorneys for KPMG Accountants NV
20
875 Third Avenue
21
New York, New York 10022
22 BY:
NICHOLAS W.C. CORSON, ESQ.
23
24
25
0240
1
2 A P P E A R A N C E S (Cont'd):
3
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4 FOLEY & LARDNER LLP
5 Attorneys for Judith Boynton
6
777 East Wisconsin Avenue
7
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202-5306
8 BY:
REBECCA E. WICKHEM, ESQ.
9
10
11 MAYER BROWN ROWE & MAW LLP
12 Attorneys for Sir Philip Watts
13
1909 K Street, N.W.
14
Washington, D.C. 20006-1101
15 BY:
AKRIVI MAZARAKIS, ESQ.
16
17
18
19 ALSO PRESENT:
20
NICO MINERVA, Grant & Eisenhofer
21
LESLIE DAVID, Paralegal,
22
Bernstein Liebhard
23
MICHAEL DRENKALO, Videographer
24
25
0241
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
VIDEOGRAPHER: We're now recording
3
and on the record. Today is October 31,
4
2006. The time is approximately 10:05 a.m.
5
This is the beginning of tape number
6
5 in the continued deposition of Rodney
7
Sidle in the matter of Royal Dutch/Shell
8
Transport Securities Litigation. All
9
attorneys present will be noted by our
10
court reporter, and we also remind the
11
witness that you're still under oath.
12 R O D N E Y S I D L E,
13
resumed as a witness, having been
14
previously sworn by the Notary Public,
15
was examined and testified further as
16
follows:
17 EXAMINATION (Cont'd)
18 BY MR. MacFALL:
19
Q. Good morning, Mr. Sidle.
20
A. Good morning.
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21
Q. Yesterday before we broke, we were
22 discussing Exhibit 9, which was a draft that you
23 commented upon concerning certain reserves
24 within the group. I would like you to get
25 Exhibit 9 in front of you again, if you could.
0242
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 I just want to ask some follow-up questions and
3 then we'll finish that off.
4
A. Of course.
5
Q. Thank you. If I could ask you, sir,
6 to turn to page 7881. Do you have it, sir?
7
A. I have it.
8
Q. I would note that at the top of the
9 page it reads General Comments From Rod Sidle on
10 EP Proved Reserves Management Topics.
11
I take it, sir, that you drafted
12 this portion of this document?
13
A. I believe so. Yes.
14
Q. What was the purpose of your
15 drafting this material?
16
A. I had been given the preceding
17 document as a draft by John Pay for comment. I
18 provided comments both specific within the
19 document that we reviewed yesterday, some of
20 those, as well as I also provided some general
21 thoughts that weren't specific to any particular
22 section, and therefore they were collected as a
23 separate document at the end. This is the first
24 page of that series of general comments.
25
Q. Thank you. Directing your attention
0243
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 on that same page specifically to the first
3 bullet point. It references something called
4 T&OE. Can you identify that for me, sir?
5
A. Yes. An organization within Shell
6 EP's technical community was called Technical &
7 Operating Excellence. It was a group of
8 specialists, chief reservoir engineers, chief
9 geologists, people like that, who were put into
10 a separate organization within the technology
11 department to try to advance Shell's
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12 capabilities in their various technical arenas.
13
Q. Were you a member of that
14 organization, sir?
15
A. At that time, no, I was not.
16
Q. Did you subsequently become a member
17 of that organization?
18
A. Yes. Yes, in the position I'm in
19 now, I'm part of T&OE.
20
Q. Okay. Did that change -- or did
21 membership in that organization occur sometime
22 in the beginning of 2004?
23
A. It was when I moved into my current
24 position, it was about the middle of 2004.
25
Q. Thank you. Your reference to T&OE
0244
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 here was with regard to improving the reserve
3 booking process, according to the document. Do
4 you recall if you had specific recommendations
5 with regard to their involvement in the reserve
6 booking process?
7
A. Yes. Yes. Among them, if you go
8 down two bullets, to the OU reserves focal
9 points, was to engage the community that
10 provided the service of capturing the data at
11 the OU and sub OU levels to get that group
12 together, which had never actually assembled as
13 an entity and talk about issues, efficiencies,
14 understandings. We already referenced the ARPR,
15 a large database that required population and
16 collection every year. A number of process
17 issues of how to ensure full understanding and
18 make the overall processes as efficient as
19 possible.
20
We also looked at things like
21 training; how could we improve the materials
22 that were available to provide people better
23 understanding of what the Shell guidelines
24 actually meant, in addition to just publishing a
25 document.
0245
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
So those are two examples.
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3
Q. And actually in the second bullet
4 point, you reference certain OU's and proved
5 reserve management practices, you specifically
6 cite SEPCO in connection with such practices.
7
Could you please, briefly, describe
8 for me the reserve management practices that
9 were employed by SEPCO? And I know you touched
10 on that yesterday, but if you could expand upon
11 that.
12
A. Certainly. Certainly. Among the
13 things that were done in SEPCO, first in terms
14 of education, because that's the place you need
15 to start with the staff, we provided them with
16 the documents that they needed to understand the
17 rules, not just the 1100, but as I've mentioned
18 several times, an adaption of that, and an
19 expansion of that, that was specific to US
20 operations, to the SEPCO business practices, so
21 that they had a good understanding in the way
22 they worked in that business, how that related.
23 So that's a document.
24
We also did annual training. We
25 went to the various places within SEPCO where
0246
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 reservoir engineers did their work and provided
3 a training session at least once a year to give
4 them guidance, just generally, okay, now here's
5 a set of written rules, what do those mean; how
6 do you apply them. That was an important part
7 of it.
8
We also had consultation, so in
9 addition to the review process where we looked
10 at completed work, was it right or was it not,
11 we provided hands -- you know, one-on-one
12 training, so when they had some specific
13 questions -- and many times reserve rules
14 applied to unique situations, you can't always
15 generalize and anticipate everything -- then we
16 would work with them to help understand how the
17 rules would apply to their situation. So that's
18 all part of the education process.
19
Then we had the assurance validation
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20 process, and we've been through that -- the
21 quarterly reviews and the annual review.
22
We also had the data capture
23 process. So once you train them, they've
24 generated numbers, you reviewed them, you've got
25 the numbers that are the proper numbers, then
0247
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 you have to capture them in some way. So you
3 fill out data forms. They're sent in, there's a
4 QC process of that data. Then there's the
5 assimilation of that data totalling an analysis.
6
All of those are elements of just
7 managing the processes that get you to the
8 proper reserves.
9
Q. With respect to the training aspect
10 of that, were you involved in the training
11 portion of that program, or reserves management
12 practices process?
13
A. Within SEPCO, yes, I was.
14
Q. Was there anyone else involved in
15 that portion of those processes?
16
A. The training typically was delivered
17 by me on what the rules meant, and delivered by
18 A.J. Durrani on the data capture and reporting
19 rules, so how to fill out the spreadsheets and
20 things like that.
21
Q. When you say what the rules meant,
22 are you referencing the Shell guidelines, the
23 group guidelines?
24
A. The SEPCO -25
Q. The SEPCO guidelines?
0248
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes. The group guidelines were the
3 framework in which the SEPCO guidelines fit, and
4 so we typically would talk about the things that
5 specifically applied to the US, because that was
6 my focus, that was their interest, and that's
7 what we talked about.
8
Q. Do you recall if during that
9 training process you also discussed SEC Rule
10 4-10?
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11
A. Yes. Yes. I've got a famous slide
12 that I used at every single one of them where we
13 showed 4-10 and showed the foundation for the
14 SEPCO rules.
15
Q. Your recommendation that reserve
16 booking and management practices be adopted in
17 the group, can I take it from that that no such
18 process, that you are aware of, existed in the
19 group at that time?
20
A. I wouldn't say -- I didn't know
21 exactly what the process was. I was certainly
22 aware of the part that touched me, but that
23 wasn't necessarily everything.
24
My intent, in general responses to
25 this document, was just as in that second
0249
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 bullet, to share what we were doing, and
3 actually to encourage everyone else around the
4 world to share what they were doing, so that as
5 a collective, with that dialogue, we could look
6 for some combination or extension of that that
7 would fit the international needs.
8
Q. Were you aware if the group had a
9 group-wide training process in place at this
10 time?
11
A. At that point I had never
12 participated in any training, but I wasn't
13 specifically aware that there was or was not.
14
Q. I would like now to direct your
15 attention to the last bullet point that appears
16 on that same page, underneath the caption "Other
17 Thoughts." Do you see that, sir?
18
A. Yes.
19
Q. Next to the bullet point you wrote:
20 "Control of 'low quality' proved reserves often
21 requires active enforcement of booking rules by
22 a frequent (at least near year end) audit of
23 reserves bookings before they are accepted."
24
My first question is with respect to
25 your reference to "low quality proved reserve,"
0250
1
RODNEY SIDLE
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2 what did you mean by that?
3
A. Well, you may remember my reference
4 yesterday to reserve reviewers simply being able
5 to smell when there were situations -- not hard
6 evidence, so you couldn't make a judgment -7 just the situations that existed, where you just
8 felt you need to dig deeper to understand. That
9 was the sort of thing.
10
Places where -- actually, I don't
11 like using sports analogies, because
12 internationally, because every time I say
13 football outside of the US, they don't know what
14 I mean, but in the sense of a football game, the
15 quarterback has to be able to sense that there's
16 a lineman in his blind side about to hit him.
17 You don't see it, you don't have hard evidence,
18 but you have to sense that that's the case.
19
So that's exactly the case here.
20 You have to sense that there are things out
21 there that you need to investigate to get hard
22 data on to be able to make a good decision.
23
Q. Am I correct that you were
24 recommending an audit of reserves bookings on an
25 annual basis in that bullet point?
0251
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. What I noted here was, as I did
3 throughout the document, offer my observations
4 and suggestions, and I noted that what I was
5 familiar with within SEPCO, what I was familiar
6 with with other companies, was an annual
7 process.
8
Q. Did you receive feedback with
9 respect to that recommendation, specifically the
10 annual -- or the possibility of an annual audit?
11
A. I don't remember if it was to the
12 reference of this written text or just other
13 conversations, but I think, mas I mentioned
14 yesterday, I spoke with Anton about that idea,
15 and he mentioned that resource limitations made
16 it very difficult for a single auditor to visit
17 every OU every year.
18
Q. How about with respect to the prior
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19 bullet points, the three that precede that which
20 talk about the, or implementing a training
21 process.
22
Do you recall having -- withdrawn.
23
Do you recall if you received any
24 feedback with regard to those suggestions or
25 comments?
0252
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
3
A. I'm not remembering -- I don't
4 remember exactly the feedback. I know that it
5 happened. The T&OE organization that was
6 responsible for this got together with
7 discipline leads for reservoir engineering, and
8 I was one of the discipline leads -- outside of
9 T&OE, but a disciplined lead -- and we organized
10 a meeting of the reserve focal points and other
11 key reserve staff around the world when we had
12 one of our global reservoir engineering
13 meetings, and at that time we talked about
14 sharing best practices, and we did that,
15 including SEPCO, and we talked about training
16 needs and putting together a training set of
17 slides that could be used by all OUs around the
18 world so they would have a standard resource to
19 build on, and we got together the focal points
20 to talk about efficiencies that they found and
21 how they did the work, and shared those with
22 others.
23
Q. Do you recall approximately when
24 that meeting occurred?
25
A. That was 2003. I think it was the
0253
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 spring of 2003.
3
Q. If I could ask you to turn to the
4 next page, sir, Bates number 782. And
5 specifically direct your attention to the first
6 bullet point that appears on that page. The
7 first sentence there states: "Any staff
8 interpretation that ExCom may unhappily view
9 technically valid downward reserve revisions
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10 will only worsen the problem."
11
Could you please explain for me what
12 you were attempting to convey in that sentence?
13
(Witness reviewing document.)
14
A. Okay. The concept that I'm
15 advancing here is one of perception, so when the
16 people who make reserves determinations and
17 bring forward numbers that are fully supportable
18 by a technical case, they would bring forward
19 numbers that, by the instructions, by the rules,
20 are reasonably certain, not absolutely certain.
21 And so although there's a -- the guidance is
22 much more likely to have an upward revision than
23 a downward, it doesn't say there should never be
24 a downward revision. So it's anticipated,
25 because of the uncertainties, and the nature of
0254
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 just determinations such as this, this will, on
3 occasion, although those occasions will be rare,
4 but there still are occasions when there will be
5 downward revisions. When the message is sent
6 that whenever those downward revisions may
7 occur, that is not viewed upon as just part of
8 the normal job, just recognizing that some
9 things are uncertain and sometimes they will go
10 down, then the staff will react in a way of
11 making sure there's never even a possibility of
12 it ever going down, absolutely certain. Which,
13 frankly, results in a reserves understatement.
14
And that paragraph is intended to
15 convey that we should avoid creating a situation
16 where that misinterpretation could be conveyed
17 to staff, such that they would react in a way
18 that deliberately understated reserves.
19
Q. Was that something, in your
20 experience, that was currently happening within
21 the group?
22
A. I was not aware of it within the
23 group. I had seen individual instances, on rare
24 occasions, in the past where there were
25 supervisors that simply didn't understand the
0255
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1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 nature of the uncertainties in booking reserves.
3
Q. When you write here "will only
4 worsen the problem," do you know what it is that
5 you were talking about there?
6
A. Actually I don't remember exactly
7 what that meant.
8
Q. Okay.
9
--10
(Sidle Exhibit 10, e-mail string,
11
Bates number DB 01376 through DB 01378, was
12
marked for identification.)
13
--14 BY MR. MacFALL:
15
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
16 document that has been marked as Sidle Exhibit
17 10 for identification. I would ask you to take
18 a look at it, sir, and tell me if you recognize
19 it.
20
(Witness reviewing document.)
21
A. This is a sequence of e-mails that
22 is -- that primarily is a response from Chris
23 Kennett on the document that we just reviewed in
24 Exhibit 9, the EP proved reserves management
25 draft, through the T&OE organization that we had
0256
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 mentioned, where we had a T&OE leader, who is
3 Min-Teong Lim. In the originating e-mail of
4 this sequence, he asked that I coordinate
5 comments from other reservoir engineering
6 leaders who were part of that leadership group
7 on that draft document.
8
Chris's is his response.
9
Q. Do you know what Mr. Kennett's
10 position in the group was at that time?
11
A. At that time I believe Chris was in
12 Shell Brunei -- Brunei Shell Petroleum, BSP, and
13 I believe he was either the chief reservoir
14 engineer or chief petroleum engineer.
15
Q. I would like specifically to direct
16 your attention to the second page of the
17 document, which is a continuation of
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18 Mr. Kennett's various comments. With respect to
19 number 4, "OU scorecards that appears at the top
20 of the page." Do you see that, sir?
21
A. I see that.
22
Q. Mr. Kennett discusses the
23 possibility of removing preserved reserves from
24 OU scorecards and replacing it with appropriate
25 milestones and comments that it would remove
0257
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 pressure to find offsets for unexpected reserve
3 disappointments.
4
Were you aware of the practice of
5 using offsets -- or using reserves to offset
6 reserve disappointments, or other reserves which
7 were no longer properly classified as proved?
8
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
9
A. I was at that time the reserves
10 manager for SEPCO, I was certainly aware of the
11 practices and processes in SEPCO. The intent of
12 this group of reservoir engineering leaders was
13 to share practices elsewhere. Those practices
14 were unknown to me, and I was not familiar with
15 what had or was occurring in Brunei at that
16 time.
17
Q. Directing your attention now with -18 I'm sorry -- to number 5, Proved Reserve
19 Replacement Performance. Do you see that, sir?
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. Mr. Kennett writes about the effort
22 to reduce what he calls historic conservatism in
23 Shell reporting for mature assets, and then it
24 continues. He notes, and this is in about the
25 middle of the paragraph, "This is, however, a
0258
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 'once off' gain now largely realized," and then
3 continues.
4
Were you aware of an initiative or
5 an effort to remove conservatism in Shell's
6 reporting practices that resulted in a reserve
7 increase?
8
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
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9
A. Again, I wasn't aware of most of the
10 international operation, and I wasn't aware of
11 the general practice internationally. There was
12 one example of this that I was aware of, and I
13 had seen data from Shell's UK operation called
14 EXPRO, where Shell and Exxon together owned
15 assets. That study, as I recall seeing it,
16 showed that for similar very mature fields
17 within EXPRO -- 50/50 ownership, so
18 theoretically the numbers should be exactly the
19 same -- Shell's probabilistic methods led to a
20 reporting significantly less than the
21 deterministic methods that Exxon had used, and
22 that then when Shell went back and looked at
23 using a deterministic method for very mature
24 assets, they were able to see why the
25 probabilistic method really didn't work well for
0259
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 very mature assets. And they did make a, as
3 mentioned here, one time correction by moving
4 from probabilistic in their very mature assets,
5 to deterministic, and then remained
6 deterministic after that.
7
Q. Was that change a group-wide change
8 or did it just relate to EXPRO?
9
A. That was specific -- the example
10 that I saw -- I don't know what was done
11 group-wide -- the example that I saw related to
12 EXPRO, the UK assets.
13
Q. Do you recall approximately when
14 that change occurred?
15
A. I believe it was in the late '90s.
16
Q. Going down to the next paragraph in
17 number 5, the second sentence Mr. Kennett
18 writes, "With respect to undeveloped assets,
19 Shell appears to have been very aggressive in
20 the past, both by booking before FID and also in
21 many cases using probabilistic methodology for
22 booking new discoveries," and then it continues.
23
At this time do you recall if the
24 group guidelines specified a particular economic
25 status, such as FID or VAR, that needed to be
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0260
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 reached before proved reserves could be booked?
3
A. Let's see. This is 2002. In 2002,
4 and in fact throughout the period where I had
5 the opportunity to see the group guidelines,
6 some form of technical and commercial maturity
7 was required. We discussed that yesterday.
8
The VARs actually are a technical
9 maturity method rather than a commercial
10 maturity method. Although when you get to
11 VAR 4, that's essentially the same timing as
12 FID, and FID is a commercial measure.
13
So some form of requirement of
14 technical and commercial maturity would have
15 been in effect at this time. As I said, as we
16 discussed yesterday, the benchmark, the
17 milestone that was used to define that maturity
18 did progress through the years, but at all times
19 there was some requirement for technical and
20 commercial maturity.
21
Q. Did you believe that booking proved
22 reserves prior to FID was aggressive?
23
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
24
A. The requirement for booking reserves
25 was commercial and technical maturity. FID was
0261
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 a measure that would have been an indicator, but
3 it wasn't the only method. There were other
4 elements that could be looked at to fully
5 establish technical and commercial maturity.
6
Q. Do you know what Mr. Kennett meant
7 here, then, when he talks about Shell appears to
8 have been aggressive in the past by booking
9 before FID?
10
A. I don't know.
11
Q. Did you ever discuss it with him?
12
A. No, I didn't.
13
Q. You can put that aside, sir.
14
A. Okay.
15
--16
(Sidle Exhibit 11, document, Bates
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17
number LON00142065 through LON00142086, was
18
marked for identification.)
19
--20 BY MR. MacFALL:
21
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
22 document marked as Sidle Exhibit 11 for
23 identification. I would ask you to take a look
24 at that, sir, and tell me if you recognize it.
25
(Witness reviewing document.)
0262
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. I reviewed the document.
3
Q. Have you ever seen this document
4 before, sir?
5
A. I have seen documents like this
6 during the Rockford period. I don't recall
7 having seen this specific one. I may have seen
8 it during that period.
9
Q. With that caveat, I would like to go
10 through some of the information in the document
11 and see whether or not you were aware of it at
12 the time, or subsequently became aware of it
13 during your review as part of the Rockford
14 project.
15
A. Well, I could categorically state
16 that the things in here that are not SEPCO, I
17 was not aware of at the time. But we can talk
18 about subsequent, if you wish.
19
Q. Okay. That's fine. If that's all
20 we can do, that will be appropriate. We might
21 as well do that now, since you have it in front
22 of you.
23
I would like first to direct your
24 attention to the first page of the actual
25 review, which is page 067.
0263
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Page 067. Yes.
3
Q. There's a chart that appears toward
4 the middle of the page. I would like now to
5 direct your attention to the second paragraph
6 beneath that chart that starts with the words
7 "the most significant."
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8
Do you see that, sir?
9
A. I see it.
10
Q. Mr. Barendregt wrote: "The most
11 significant comment is that serious efforts have
12 been made during 2002 towards further alignment
13 of Group Proved reserves with SEC and Group
14 reserves guidelines."
15
Now, I take it from what you said
16 before, at the time -- and this is January
17 2003 -- you didn't have any personal knowledge,
18 I take it, of any misalignment between the SEC
19 requirements and the proved reserves that were
20 booked at various OUs within the group?
21
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
22
A. So you're talking about the
23 application of the rules to the volumes, rather
24 than the rules themselves. Is that correct?
25
Q. At -- yes.
0264
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. At that time.
3
Q. Yes.
4
A. That's correct, yes.
5
Q. Were you aware of any misalignment
6 between the group guidelines, at this time, and
7 the SEC requirements?
8
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
9
A. I think we discussed this yesterday,
10 and as I had mentioned, as I laid down 4-10 and
11 the group guidelines, there were certain textual
12 difference, but within the group guidelines
13 there was a statement made that these did adhere
14 to the SEC requirements, and so again my focus
15 being on US things, which where we had rules we
16 knew were in alignment, I felt -- I believed
17 what was in the guidelines that they met the
18 requirements.
19
Q. Directing your attention to the
20 paragraph beneath that beginning with the words
21 "In spite of."
22
Do you see that, sir?
23
A. I see it.
24
Q. It says: "In spite of these
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25 significant efforts there are a number of
0265
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 smaller items in the group proved reserves
3 portfolio that are not (or not fully) supported
4 by the present SEC or group reserves
5 guidelines."
6
And then Mr. Barendregt lists a few
7 projects. Again, I believe I know the answer to
8 this based on your prior statement, but at the
9 time of this document, or in or about the time
10 of this document, January 2003, were you aware
11 of any group proved reserves specifically
12 relating to the project shown as not being
13 supported or fully supported by SEC rules or
14 group guidelines?
15
A. At this time I was not even aware of
16 the existence of those projects.
17
Q. Did there come a time when you did
18 become aware of any of those projects and the
19 sentiment -- or the thought expressed by
20 Mr. Barendregt in that sentence?
21
A. As we got to the Rockford effort in
22 late 2003 and early 2004, yes, I did see some of
23 these names at that time.
24
Q. What was your role -- withdrawn.
25 Did you have a role in the Rockford project?
0266
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes.
3
Q. Could you please describe for me
4 briefly what your role was, sir?
5
A. Yes. Because of my familiarity with
6 the US application of the SEC rules, I was asked
7 to come to the group EP headquarters in Holland
8 and be part of a team that looked at certain of
9 these fields, and a variety of others, where
10 there were questions about whether or not there
11 was an exposure based on Shell requirements and
12 SEC requirements.
13
Q. As part of your efforts in
14 connection with project Rockford, did you review
15 the various audit reports prepared by
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16 Mr. Barendregt for the fields at issue?
17
A. Certainly not all of them. As I
18 said, I've seen forms like this before, but what
19 years it was, I don't recall. It could have
20 been this and it could have been others.
21
MR. SMITH: I thought his question
22
was about audit reports.
23
A. Oh.
24
MR. SMITH: Did I misunderstand your
25
question?
0267
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
MR. MacFALL: It was in fact about
3
audit reports.
4
A. I misunderstood your question. I
5 thought you were referring to this document.
6
Q. No.
7
A. No, I hadn't seen the audit reports.
8 With exception to the ones related to the US, of
9 course. I got those.
10
Q. Did you see a summary of the
11 conclusions reached by Mr. Barendregt in
12 connection with the audits of various OUs,
13 conducted between 1999 and 2004?
14
A. Only the US ones. I didn't have
15 access to any of the others.
16
Q. Did you have access to any documents
17 summarizing his conclusions?
18
A. No.
19
Q. Did you review, as part of your
20 efforts on Rockford, the proved reserve bookings
21 for various OUs in the group?
22
A. Yes.
23
Q. Generally, could you describe for me
24 what documents, if any, you reviewed as part of
25 your efforts in Project Rockford?
0268
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. In the early stages of Rockford, I'm
3 trying to remember, I don't remember very much
4 in terms of documents at all, there were staff
5 that were brought in from the reserves managers,
6 primarily, from certain of the more involved
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7 OUs -- Nigeria being one example -- that
8 explained the circumstances of their current
9 proved reserves situation and characteristics of
10 some of the fields that were part of those
11 reserves, especially those characteristics that
12 would cause questions as to whether or not they
13 met with Shell or SEC standards.
14
So most of that early discussions
15 were not really documents, as much as
16 descriptions and tables of data, things like
17 that.
18
Q. Did there come a time when you
19 actually reviewed documents in connection with
20 the proved reserves of various OUs?
21
A. Later in the project I had the
22 opportunity to read documents like this, perhaps
23 this one, perhaps others, I just don't recall.
24 But those were the things that I remember
25 seeing.
0269
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. As part of your efforts in Project
3 Rockford, were you called upon to opine as to
4 whether or not certain volumes of proved
5 reserves complied with the SEC requirements?
6
A. My opinions that I could express
7 then, of course, were only with the expertise
8 that I had developed within -- within the US.
9 Many of the things, as I've mentioned, in
10 international settings I simply had no
11 experience on, so all I could do was relate to
12 SEPCO's and US situations.
13
As, let's use Nigeria as another
14 example -- as the circumstances there were
15 brought forward, I could offer the view of,
16 well, were these situations present in the US,
17 you know, here are the things I would look at,
18 here are the questions I would ask to try to
19 determine whether or not I felt comfortable that
20 they did, or could conclude that they did not
21 meet SEC requirements, as I knew them applied in
22 the US.
23
So I would provide that type of
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24 commentary, and then there were others who were
25 on the team that would bring in international
0270
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 experience and their perspectives to try to
3 provide some suggestion, guidance,
4 recommendations back to management as to how to
5 deal with this inventory of volumes that looked
6 troublesome.
7
Q. As part of your role in Project
8 Rockford, were you ever asked whether or not
9 various -- certain volumes of proved reserves
10 should be de-booked?
11
A. Continuing on with that -- with that
12 discussion, yeah, I mean part of what I would
13 say is when they brought a set of circumstances
14 in front of me, I could apply -- I could say
15 well, were this in the US, this is how we would
16 treat it. And when they brought a set of
17 circumstances that was indeed complete and
18 conclusive, well, then my answer would have been
19 in the US we would have done this.
20
But again, that had to be put in the
21 context of an international setting, and others
22 had to assist with judgments of things I didn't
23 know about how international situation may be
24 different from my experiences in the US.
25
Q. Do you recall any of the specific
0271
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 OUs for which you recommended volumes of proved
3 reserves be de-booked?
4
MR. SMITH: Objection to form. Lack
5
of foundation.
6
A. The two that I remember are there
7 were -- and I don't remember individual field
8 names, just the circumstances -- there were some
9 circumstances in Nigeria where it appeared that
10 projects, once planned, were not then going to
11 be done, and in a situation like that in the US,
12 it wasn't in our plan, we weren't planning to do
13 it, we would have removed the volumes.
14
There were some situations in Oman
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15 where the volume estimates were based on very
16 immature project understandings, without really
17 a clear and specific plan for how those volumes
18 would be developed and produced.
19
And again, if that occurred in the
20 US, then I would feel uncomfortable with calling
21 those proved reserves. They wouldn't seem to
22 meet the criteria.
23
Q. Did you do any work in connection
24 with Gorgon as part of the efforts in Project
25 Rockford?
0272
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. No. Not actually. I had very
3 little contact with it.
4
Q. With respect to the reserves that
5 you looked at in Nigeria, was that in connection
6 with the SPDC OU?
7
A. Yes, it was.
8
Q. Do you recall the approximate volume
9 of proved reserves at issue?
10
A. I don't remember an exact number,
11 no.
12
Q. Do you recall if proved reserves
13 were actually de-booked in connection with SPDC,
14 at the conclusion of Project Rockford?
15
A. Yes, I believe they were.
16
Q. Do you recall the volume of -17
A. No, I don't.
18
Q. During the course of your efforts in
19 connection with Project Rockford, did you ever
20 consider whether the various issues that called
21 into question, in your mind, the viability of -22 or the propriety of the reserves bookings at
23 SPDC should have come to light in a group audit?
24
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
25
A. Could you ask the question again,
0273
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 please?
3
Q. I'll rephrase the question. Sure.
4
While you were looking or reviewing
5 the proved reserves bookings at SPDC, did it
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6 ever occur to you that some of the issues or
7 problems to those reserves should have come to
8 light in a group audit?
9
MR. SMITH: Objection to form. Lack
10
of foundation.
11
A. Given my relative inexperience with
12 the group audit structure, and how it was done,
13 other than the single example that I had in the
14 US, it was difficult for me to conclude what
15 should or should not have been done in that
16 audit structure.
17
Q. Were you ever asked whether the
18 problems with the proved reserves at SPDC should
19 have been picked up or caught during the group
20 audit?
21
A. I don't recall that being asked.
22 No.
23
Q. Did you ever indicate to anybody
24 that you thought there were issues that came
25 up -- withdrawn.
0274
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Did you ever indicate to anybody
3 that any of the problem issues connected to the
4 proved reserves at SPDC should have been brought
5 to light in a group audit?
6
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
7
A. I don't recall that I did. No.
8
Q. I would like now, sir, to direct
9 your attention to the page ending with Bates
10 number 069.
11
A. 069. I have it.
12
Q. Directing your attention to the
13 fourth paragraph from the bottom of the page,
14 beginning with the words "stricter application
15 of SEC guidelines."
16
Do you see that, sir?
17
A. I see it.
18
Q. Mr. Barendregt talks about stricter
19 application of the SEC guidelines and revision
20 of the group guidelines and the effect they had
21 on SNEPCO -- well, in connection with Bonga and
22 Erha.
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23
Do you know what Mr. Barendregt was
24 referring to there when he references stricter
25 application of SEC guidelines?
0275
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. He makes reference to stricter
3 application of SEC guidelines and consequent
4 revision of group guidelines. Exactly what he
5 was referring to, what sections or what change,
6 I don't know.
7
Q. If I could ask you now, sir, to turn
8 to page 071.
9
A. 071, okay. All right.
10
Q. A little bit from the top of the
11 page you'll see number 7, Reasonable Certainty
12 of Development. Do you see that, sir?
13
A. I see it.
14
Q. Mr. Barendregt writes, "During 2001
15 the SEC re-clarified their interpretation of the
16 FASB rules regarding the booking of proved
17 reserves" -- references -- or "(Refs 4.5)."
18
Do you know what Mr. Barendregt is
19 referring to when he talks about the
20 re-clarification of the interpretation of FASB
21 rules?
22
A. I'm not sure I know exactly what he
23 was referring to, but given the date of 2001,
24 and our discussions yesterday about the March
25 2001 guidance that the SEC has made available, I
0276
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 think it's logical to speculate that that's what
3 he meant.
4
Q. Are you referencing the -- we looked
5 at yesterday an exhibit that was the proposed,
6 or draft -7
A. Yes. Finalized with a March 2001
8 version that expanded the draft we saw
9 yesterday, and that's what the official guidance
10 was, that was prepared. Now, whether that's
11 exactly what he meant here or if he meant
12 something else, I don't know.
13
Q. The next sentence in that paragraph
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14 reads: "One of the stipulations was that proved
15 reserves could only be booked for projects whose
16 development was not subject to 'reasonable
17 doubt.'"
18
A. I see that.
19
Q. Okay. Based on your understanding
20 of the SEC rules, could proved reserves have
21 ever have been booked for projects that were
22 subject to a reasonable doubt?
23
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
24
A. Well, certainly it's clear from the
25 SEC rules, especially from my understanding of
0277
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 how they were applied within SEPCO, which is the
3 basis of my knowledge at that time, that
4 reasonable certainty was required. Exactly what
5 Anton means here by "reasonable doubt," he
6 doesn't define. So whether reasonable doubt is
7 enough to mean you're not reasonably certain, or
8 there's some doubt and you can still be
9 reasonably certain, is unclear. I'm not sure I
10 know exactly what he's meaning by the statement.
11
Q. If I could now direct your attention
12 to page 073 of that document, sir.
13
A. 073. All right. I have that.
14
Q. Number 11, it's toward the top of
15 the page, the second numeral down, reads Group
16 Guidelines - first time booking of new fields.
17 Do you see that, sir?
18
A. Yes, I do.
19
Q. If you look at that first paragraph,
20 and if you would just read that to yourself,
21 you'll see that Mr. Barendregt indicates that
22 all major projects of VAR 3 would need to be
23 passed before a -- before proved reserves could
24 be booked, and references FID in connection with
25 new gas markets.
0278
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
My question -- well, let me know
3 when you're done reading that paragraph. I'm
4 sorry.
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5
(Witness reviewing document.)
6
A. Okay. I've read the paragraph.
7
Q. Actually. The first sentence in the
8 next paragraph, if you could read that also,
9 where he opines on the VAR 3 review.
10
(Witness reviewing document.)
11
A. I've read it.
12
Q. Yesterday we talked a little about
13 the evolution of the standards under the group
14 guidelines. At some point you indicated that
15 you thought it was VAR 3 and then moved to
16 VAR 4.
17
But we had some trouble in terms of
18 the timing, I guess. Does this help refresh
19 your recollection as to when a VAR 3 was
20 appropriate as a milestone for the booking of
21 proved reserves?
22
A. The date of this document, I
23 believe, was early '03, so it would be looking
24 back at reviews done in '02. From that I would
25 conclude that the VAR 3 standard was in place
0279
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 with the 2002 guideline document, and that
3 subsequent changes to higher levels of VAR came
4 later.
5
Q. If you go back to the document, the
6 third paragraph under 11, Mr. Barendregt
7 recommends passage of -- I'm sorry -- yeah,
8 passage of FID, or another strong public
9 commitment by the OU concerning development as a
10 milestone.
11
My question is: Do you recall,
12 prior to 2004, whether or not the group
13 guidelines ever required passing of FID as a
14 milestone before proved reserves could be
15 booked?
16
A. Well, we know they didn't have it in
17 2002, so prior to 2004, it would only mean 2003,
18 and I would have to go look at the guidelines in
19 2003 and see whether it occurred there or later.
20
Q. Throughout this period SEPCO
21 required FID as a milestone prior to the booking
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22 of proved reserves on major projects. Correct?
23
A. That's what we discussed yesterday.
24 That is correct.
25
Q. Do you know why it was that SEPCO
0280
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 utilized FID as a milestone for major projects
3 in connection with proved reserves bookings?
4
A. Yes, I do. Yes, I do. Our
5 experiences in developing the deepwater Gulf of
6 Mexico were such that the projects were
7 extremely costly, literally a billion or
8 billions of dollars, and at the time that SEPCO
9 was entering into the developments in the
10 deepwater portion of the Gulf of Mexico, crude
11 oil prices and natural gas prices were at a
12 particularly weak state. So the economics of
13 those ventures were challenged, given the cost
14 that it -- that it would require.
15
Because of that, there was
16 considerable uncertainty with the new projects,
17 whether or not they really would be funded by
18 the corporation, because of the questions of
19 profitability. And so the leadership at the
20 time said well, we can't be certain that these
21 very costly projects with challenged economics
22 will be approved, just because we think there
23 are good technical opportunities, we must wait
24 until we're certain the corporation is going to
25 approve this massive expenditure before we say
0281
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 there is reasonable certainty and we go ahead.
3
And it was that experience in the
4 deepwater Gulf of Mexico that led to the rule
5 for very major projects, we need FID.
6
Q. Did SEPCO ever change that standard?
7
A. For the very large projects like TLP
8 deepwater development, no, they never did. We
9 recognize that there were smaller projects that
10 were more routine, where that particular level
11 of uncertainty wasn't the same, and so for
12 smaller projects, then, we still required
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13 reasonable certainty, but we didn't necessarily
14 require FID.
15
Q. Thank you.
16
--17
(Sidle Exhibit 12, series of
18
e-mails with attached booklet, EP Global
19
Processes - Hydrocarbon Resource Volume
20
Management, April 2003, was marked for
21
identification.)
22
--23 BY MR. MacFALL:
24
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
25 document that has been marked for identification
0282
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 as Sidle Exhibit 12. I would like you to take a
3 look at it, sir, and tell me if you recognize
4 it.
5
(Witness reviewing document.)
6
A. I reviewed the document.
7
Q. Do you recognize these series of
8 e-mails -- or this series of e-mails, sir?
9
A. Yes, I do.
10
Q. And for the record, the document is
11 an e-mail string with the last of which is an
12 e-mail from Mr. Sidle to John Pay dated April 4,
13 2003. The subject is Organization Option:
14 Reserves Manager.
15
Mr. Sidle, I would like specifically
16 to direct your attention to the second e-mail
17 that appears on the first page of the document,
18 which is an e-mail from you dated April 4, 2003
19 to Gaurdie Banister, John Haines, Aidan McKay,
20 Bob Jefferis, Rob Ryan and Charlie Williams. Do
21 you have that, sir?
22
A. I do.
23
Q. First, could you identify Mr., or
24 Ms. Banister?
25
A. Mr. Banister -0283
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Thank you.
3
A. -- at that time was the
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4 engineering -- the technical leader of the SEPCO
5 organization.
6
Q. Mr. Haines?
7
A. John Haines was the focal point for
8 the members of SEPCO that participated in the
9 T&OE discipline leads that were part of -- the
10 T&OE organization had dashed lines, if you will,
11 relationships to functional leads in each of -12 in the OUs. Within SEPCO John Haines was the
13 focal point within SEPCO functional leads who
14 related to an T&OE functional lead.
15
Q. How about Mr. McKay?
16
A. Both Aidan and Bob Jefferis were
17 development managers within SEPCO.
18
Q. Mr. Ryan?
19
A. Rob Ryan was the business support
20 manager within SEPCO.
21
Q. And finally, Mr. Williams?
22
A. Charlie Williams was my supervisor
23 at the time.
24
Q. What position did Mr. Williams hold?
25
A. Let's see. What was his title?
0284
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
(Pause.) Charlie was the manager of
3 a group that provided technical services to
4 SEPCO -- boy, I can't remember the name of it -5 but I was part of that group. The reserves
6 manager reported to Charlie, who had a
7 collection of other folks that did technical
8 administrative sorts of things to support the
9 business.
10
Q. I would like to direct your
11 attention to the first full paragraph in that
12 second e-mail. You describe a diagram
13 containing an organizational structure with
14 regard to HC resources. Does HC stand for
15 hydrocarbon?
16
A. Yes, it does.
17
Q. You describe the various reporting
18 under that diagram, and you conclude with the
19 sentence, "This has been fine when all we want
20 is reporting of volumes."
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21
What is it that you meant to convey
22 in that sentence, sir?
23
A. What this conveyed was my
24 observation that the staffing level and people
25 assigned to reserves, instruction, training,
0285
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 determination, review, capture, reporting -- all
3 of that was limited to such a few number of
4 people that the only effective thing you could
5 do was just capture and report the data; that
6 the other functions of training, consulting,
7 elements like that, the precursors to the
8 capture of data, accurate data, didn't really
9 have people assigned sufficient to fully engage
10 in those responsibilities.
11
Q. Was one of the responsibilities also
12 the assessment of the proved reserves proposed
13 for booking?
14
A. It was a part of that overall
15 process in that it looked at the example that I
16 was familiar with, the role that I had within
17 SEPCO, as a model, saying that there is work
18 that can be done at the local OU level to
19 provide kind of a first order screening, if you
20 will, that could be used in addition to a
21 corporate -- a global audit function, to just
22 provide additional assurance that we had people
23 looking at things and getting it right.
24
Q. In the next paragraph you write:
25 "However, there is evidence to suggest we may
0286
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 need to change our approach."
3
I'm sorry. I'm still on the first
4 page, sir.
5
A. Oh.
6
Q. It's the next paragraph in that same
7 e-mail.
8
A. Mine's on the next page.
9
Q. Oh, I'm sorry. I apologize. We
10 have slightly different versions of that same
11 document. Okay. Well, the second paragraph
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12 which appears on the second page of the document
13 in front of you states, "However" -- well, I've
14 already read it.
15
By that sentence, did you mean that
16 the approach described in the preceding
17 paragraph was the one that was currently in
18 place within the group?
19
A. What that approach in that sentence
20 refers to is the statement in the prior
21 paragraph that talks about current
22 organizational structure where you have John Pay
23 with links to OU staff, some of which are only
24 part-time resource coordinators. That was the
25 current structure, and that was the approach
0287
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 that I was referring to.
3
Q. You then write, "Consider RRR for
4 2002 impacted by major reserve reduction for
5 volumes booked incorrectly (outside Group and
6 SEC guidelines)," and then it continues.
7
Do you recall what reserve reduction
8 you were referring to in that sentence?
9
A. I don't remember specific ones.
10 This was written in the early part of 2003,
11 about the time that our annual results were
12 being made public for 2002, so I'm sure this
13 refers back to the disclosed values from 2002.
14
Q. Do you recall what the RRR impact
15 was that you reference here?
16
A. I don't recall a numeric value, no.
17
Q. Do you remember if it was an adverse
18 impact?
19
A. Yes. I believe it was an adverse
20 impact.
21
Q. I would like now to direct -- that
22 was the first bullet point that appeared under
23 the sentence "However."
24
I would like now to direct your
25 attention to the third paragraph, you'll see a
0288
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 star there, "A recent survey."
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3
A. Yes.
4
Q. You wrote: "A recent survey of 20
5 larger OUs on reserve reporting processes shows
6 some OUs do not understand the fundamental SEC
7 'proved area' concept (and one OU believes it
8 does not apply to them!)"
9
And then the sentence continues.
10
Now, with respect to that first
11 part, what survey were you referencing in that
12 sentence?
13
A. Okay. It was one that I did, as the
14 focal point for the reserves subgroup of the
15 T&OE reserves functional leads, we broke down
16 into subgroups to address a variety of topics,
17 one being reserves, and I was the chairman of
18 that subgroup -- we developed a list of, I don't
19 remember how many, of 20, 30 questions, just on
20 situations, practices, elements of reserves
21 determination, data capture reporting review,
22 all of those sorts of things, and then several
23 of us called the larger OUs, the people who were
24 the reserves focal points in those, and asked
25 those questions to get their responses.
0289
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Our intent was simply to compare
3 where people were in terms of their depth of
4 understanding, good practices, bad practices,
5 things that we could learn. We had to survey
6 the land -- the landscape for what people need
7 to be educated about before you decide how to
8 train them.
9
So that was an attempt to get
10 information on a variety of things, and one of
11 the questions related to an understanding of
12 proved area.
13
Q. Do you recall the OUs -- the
14 specific OUs that did not understand the SEC
15 proved area concept?
16
A. I don't remember the specific ones,
17 except the one that said it did not apply to
18 them, because I didn't understand that response
19 at that time, but later I came to understand it.
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20
Q. Could you identify the one OU that
21 indicated that it believed it did not apply to
22 them?
23
A. That was Abu Dhabi.
24
Q. Did the proved area concept in fact
25 apply to Abu Dhabi?
0290
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form
3
and foundation.
4
A. As I came to find out later, the
5 reason they responded the way they did was
6 because all of their reserves were determined
7 based on performance data. The proved area
8 concept relates to reserve determination using
9 volumetric methods. So actually what they
10 should have said, though they were correct in
11 saying it wasn't applying to them, it didn't
12 apply in the country, it was it didn't apply to
13 the method that they were using, which was an
14 SEC compliant method.
15
Q. Now, with respect to the other 20
16 OUs that did not understand the fundamental SEC
17 proved area concept, is the proved area concept
18 related to the booking of proved reserves?
19
MR. SMITH: Objection to form. You
20
mischaracterized the document.
21
MR. MacFALL: Withdrawn. Let me ask
22
you this.
23 BY MR. MacFALL:
24
Q. Is the proved area concept part of
25 the SEC rules concerning proved reserves?
0291
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. It is part of the rules. Yes.
3
Q. Is an understanding of the proved
4 area concept necessary for the booking of proved
5 reserves?
6
A. There are multiple SEC compliant
7 ways to calculate reserves. When a volumetric
8 method is being used, the proved area concept is
9 important. If other methods, like performance
10 methods, are being used, then proved area is not
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11 a part of that determination method.
12
Q. With respect to the 20 OUs that you
13 referenced in this e-mail, do you recall if they
14 used the volumetric method?
15
A. I don't recall the details of which
16 OUs or exactly what comments they made that led
17 me to this statement.
18
Q. Did you ever come to learn of any OU
19 besides Abu Dhabi that used the performance
20 metric as opposed to volumetric method?
21
A. Oh, yes, most of them did. In any
22 mature field you would typically, and in fact
23 you're instructed to typically use a
24 performance-based method.
25
Q. Did those OUs book proved reserves
0292
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 based on that method?
3
A. Yes.
4
Q. Can you identify any of them?
5
A. Well, any of our older OUs. Brunei
6 would be one. Oman would be another. I mean
7 most of our OUs had been around for quite some
8 time, and had mature fields, and in a mature
9 field it's appropriate to use performance-based
10 methods.
11
Q. Let me ask you: Do you recall if
12 SPDC used volumetric or performance-based
13 methods?
14
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
15
A. At the time of this document I would
16 not have had that knowledge.
17
Q. Did there come a time when you
18 learned whether or not SPDC used volumetric as
19 opposed to performance-based metrics to book
20 proved reserves?
21
MR. SMITH: Objection to form. I'm
22
just not sure it's an either/or
23
proposition. That's why I'm objecting.
24
MR. MacFALL: That's fine. Why
25
don't we clarify that.
0293
1
RODNEY SIDLE
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2 BY MR. MacFALL:
3
Q. Is it an either/or proposition?
4
A. It is certainly not.
5
Q. Can you use both?
6
A. Yes, you can use both and indeed are
7 encouraged to consider both in appropriate
8 considerations. You could use -- one is
9 adequate. You're always encouraged to use
10 multiple methods. For very new fields which are
11 in the process of being developed, where you
12 have very little performance issue, you would
13 typically use volumetric data. In very mature
14 fields, where the best data you have to
15 characterize the reserve is how the field has
16 actually performed rather than the volumetric
17 data, which is inherently a bit less precise,
18 you would be using performance data.
19
So any business that had been around
20 long enough to have mature fields, and was
21 continuing investments for discovery so they
22 also had new fields, would have some blend of
23 both. It was all new, it would primarily be
24 volumetric. If it was all old fields, it would
25 primarily be performance.
0294
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Thank you for that clarification.
3 And let me ask you this: And besides Abu Dhabi,
4 were you aware of any OUs that only used the
5 performance -- only used performance data for
6 the booking of proved reserves?
7
A. Not at that time, no.
8
Q. Thank you.
9
MR. SMITH: We've been going about
10
an hour and fifteen. Do you want to take a
11
quick break, if you're done with this
12
document?
13
MR. MacFALL: That makes sense.
14
Thank you.
15
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is
16
11:20 a.m. Off the record.
17
--18
(Recess.)
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19
--20
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
21
11:38 a.m. We're back on the record.
22 BY MR. MacFALL:
23
Q. Mr. Sidle, I'm sorry. I wasn't
24 quite done with Exhibit 12. I just have a
25 couple of fairly quick follow-ups.
0295
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Again, directing your attention to
3 the second page of that document, sir, the
4 second paragraph on that page, the sentence we
5 were looking at before actually continues on,
6 and indicates that several OUs provide no
7 training to staff on proper reserve booking
8 practices, including new guideline changes. Do
9 you see that, sir?
10
A. I do.
11
Q. Do you recall which of the OUs you
12 were referring to in that sentence?
13
A. No, I don't.
14
Q. Do you recall the approximate
15 number?
16
A. No.
17
Q. Just one other question, and I
18 believe it's indicated on the first page of the
19 document. You forwarded your April 4 e-mail on
20 that same date to John Pay. Correct?
21
A. Yes, I did.
22
Q. Why did you forward that e-mail to
23 Mr. Pay?
24
A. At that time John was not a member
25 of the reservoir engineering functional lead
0296
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 team within T&OE, and so he didn't naturally get
3 a copy of this as it was distributed among the
4 T&OE functional lead team within reservoir
5 engineering, nor, obviously, was he part of
6 SEPCO, the team that I distributed to in the
7 first e-mail, so I wanted to make sure that he
8 was aware that this document was being
9 circulated within the T&OE reservoir engineering
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10 functional group that worked on reserves so that
11 he could add comments if he wished.
12
Q. Did Mr. Pay hold the position of
13 group reserves coordinator at that time; do you
14 recall?
15
A. Yes, he did.
16
Q. Thank you.
17
--18
(Sidle Exhibit 13, e-mail dated
19
June 22, 2003, and attachment, Bates number
20
DB 02027 through DB 02033, was marked for
21
identification.)
22
--23 BY MR. MacFALL:
24
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
25 document marked for identification as Sidle
0297
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 Exhibit 13. I would ask you to take a look at
3 it, sir, and tell me if you recognize it.
4
(Witness reviewing document.)
5
A. I've looked at it.
6
Q. Do you recall having seen this
7 document before, sir?
8
A. Yes, I do.
9
Q. For the record, the document is an
10 e-mail with attachment. The e-mail is dated
11 June 22, 2003 from Mr. Barendregt to Mr. Pay and
12 yourself. The subject is Comparison SEC versus
13 Group Guidelines.
14
Directing your attention to the
15 first sentence of the first paragraph,
16 Mr. Barendregt writes of recent excitements. Do
17 you know what he's referring to there?
18
A. No, I don't.
19
Q. Did you ever discuss with him why he
20 prepared this document comparing the SEC
21 requirements and the group guidelines?
22
A. I don't recall that I did, no.
23
Q. Do you recall if you had any
24 discussions with Mr. Barendregt about the
25 attachment, the actual chart that he prepared
0298
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1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 comparing the SEC requirements and the group
3 guidelines?
4
A. I know I provided comments on
5 this -- a table like this at one time. I don't
6 remember if it was this one or its predecessor.
7 Or it may be both.
8
Q. Did you have a discussion with
9 Mr. Barendregt about the predecessor table that
10 you might have worked on?
11
A. I'm sorry. Could you repeat it?
12
Q. I'll rephrase it.
13
Do you recall that there was a prior
14 version of this document, or a table like this
15 that was issued or circulated to you prior to
16 June of 2003?
17
A. Yes. I remember a prior version of
18 this, yeah.
19
Q. Do you remember talking to
20 Mr. Barendregt about that earlier version of the
21 document?
22
A. Again, I remember commenting on that
23 form of a document, and I don't remember if it
24 was the earlier one, this one, or both of them.
25 But I did comment in a form like this, of a
0299
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 comparison. Yes.
3
Q. Did you have discussions with
4 Mr. Barendregt, if not about this particular
5 document then about the earlier version, with
6 regard to why it was that he was preparing that
7 document?
8
A. No. Not specifically. No. Not
9 that I recall.
10
Q. I would like now to direct your
11 attention to the third full paragraph on the
12 first page of the document, beginning with the
13 words "I have highlighted."
14
Do you see that, sir?
15
A. I see that, yeah.
16
Q. Mr. Barendregt references
17 specifically that he's highlighted where it
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18 would seem that the group guidelines may perhaps
19 not be in full alignment with the SEC
20 interpretations.
21
Do you recall discussing with
22 Mr. Barendregt that any part of the group
23 guidelines did not comply or misaligned with the
24 SEC requirements?
25
MR. SMITH: At or around this time?
0300
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
MR. MacFALL: At or about this time.
3
(Witness reviewing document.)
4
A. I recall general discussions around
5 that. I don't recall specific details.
6
Q. In that paragraph Mr. Barendregt
7 goes on to identify four subjects which he
8 believes might be the subject of possible
9 nonalignment. The first one is production
10 testing.
11
Do you recall ever discussing that
12 with Mr. Barendregt, in terms of the SEC
13 requirements and the group guidelines perhaps
14 being different?
15
A. I believe I did discuss that one,
16 because that one had a specific -- was a
17 specific item of interest to SEPCO.
18
Q. Did you discuss that with
19 Mr. Barendregt or someone else?
20
A. I believe I discussed it with
21 Mr. Barendregt. I may have discussed it with
22 others.
23
Q. Do you recall who those others might
24 have been?
25
A. No.
0301
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Okay. Do you recall what it was
3 that you discussed about production testing and
4 the group guidelines with Mr. Barendregt?
5
A. Yes. Yes, I do. One of the
6 practices that SEPCO had, as well as, frankly,
7 all of industry, in the Gulf of Mexico,
8 especially the deepwater Gulf of Mexico, was
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9 that new fields and new reservoirs were
10 discovered, appraised, and then projects
11 installed without a full flow to surface
12 production test, and yet we felt reasonable
13 certainty was achieved with the data we had in
14 hand and booked reserves for that.
15
Q. Did you ever discuss production
16 testing in the context of the group guidelines,
17 outside of the SEPCO context, with
18 Mr. Barendregt?
19
A. No, I don't recall that I did.
20
Q. The next subject identified by
21 Mr. Barendregt in this document is LKH, and I
22 believe that's lowest known hydrocarbons.
23 Correct?
24
A. Yes, it is.
25
Q. Do you recall if you ever had
0302
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 discussions with anyone concerning LKH as a
3 possible subject of nonalignment between the SEC
4 requirements and the group guidelines?
5
A. Yes. Yes, I did.
6
Q. Could you please tell me who it was
7 that you discussed it with?
8
A. Yes. I recall talking with Anton
9 about it, because he was interested in the
10 seismic method that SEPCO had developed and
11 used.
12
Q. Did you understand that use of the
13 seismic method at that point to be in compliance
14 with the SEC requirements concerning LKH?
15
MR. SMITH: This is June of '03?
16
MR. MacFALL: Yes.
17
A. Yes. In June of '03, which is prior
18 to John Pay and I meeting with the SEC in their
19 offices that we discussed yesterday, I believe
20 it to be in compliance, because it was
21 demonstratively reasonably certain.
22
Q. Do you know why Mr. Barendregt
23 identified LKH as a subject of possible
24 nonalignment between the group guidelines and
25 the SEC requirements?
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0303
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. I believe that would be because
3 there are differences between the SEC language
4 and the language that was in the group
5 guidelines, and the seismic example is one of
6 those.
7
Q. Without going through the chart,
8 because it's fairly lengthy, do you recall if
9 you ever discussed that with -- the language
10 differences, I'm sorry -- discussed the language
11 differences between the group guidelines and the
12 SEC rule with Mr. Barendregt?
13
MR. SMITH: I object to the form of
14
the question. If you need to refer to the
15
chart to answer the question, you should
16
feel free to do so.
17
MR. MacFALL: Absolutely.
18
MR. SMITH: I'm sorry. I just
19
didn't want him to misunderstand.
20
MR. MacFALL: I'm sorry. That's
21
fine.
22
A. Could you ask the question again,
23 please?
24
Q. Sure. Do you recall ever discussing
25 the language differences between the group
0304
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 guidelines and the SEC requirements, that you
3 just mentioned, with Mr. Barendregt? Regarding
4 LKH. I'm sorry.
5
A. LKH, okay. Very good. Yes. Yes.
6 Again, we spoke about SEPCO's belief that the
7 use of seismic, as we qualified it, fit the
8 requirements of reasonable certainty, and
9 therefore the belief that the SEC would find
10 that acceptable.
11
Q. Outside of the SEPCO context again,
12 do you recall any conversations with
13 Mr. Barendregt concerning LKH and possible
14 nonalignment between the group guidelines and
15 the SEC requirements?
16
A. Not outside of that topic. No.
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17
Q. Mr. Barendregt also specifies
18 lateral continuity of production as a subject of
19 possible nonalignment between the group
20 guidelines and the SEC requirements.
21
Do you recall if you ever discussed
22 that topic with him?
23
A. I don't recall that one. No.
24
Q. And the last one is improved
25 recovery pilots. Do you recall discussing that
0305
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 with Mr. Barendregt?
3
A. I don't recall discussing that one.
4 No.
5
Q. Skipping the next sentence and going
6 to the sentence that begins "They all concern
7 areas," in that same paragraph. Do you see
8 that, sir?
9
A. I'm sorry. Could you repeat that,
10 please?
11
Q. Sure. In the third paragraph, I
12 guess it's the next-to-last sentence, beginning
13 with the words "They all concern."
14
Do you see that?
15
A. I see that.
16
Q. Mr. Barendregt wrote, "They all
17 concern areas where strict adherence to the SEC
18 interpretations would lead to unrealistically
19 low reserves."
20
Do you recall discussing that with
21 Mr. Barendregt at any point?
22
A. No, I don't.
23
Q. Did you have any understanding as to
24 whether or not the group was not strictly
25 adhering to the SEC, as he puts it,
0306
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 interpretations in connection with those areas
3 and the booking of proved reserves?
4
MR. SMITH: At this time?
5
MR. MacFALL: At this time.
6
A. Again, my dataset was SEPCO, and I
7 believe SEPCO was adhering to the SEC
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8 requirements. Outside of that, I didn't have
9 data.
10
Q. Did you ever ask Mr. Barendregt why
11 he said that?
12
A. No, I did not.
13
Q. Did you ever talk to anybody else
14 about that?
15
A. I don't recall that I did, no.
16
Q. In or about June of 2003, subsequent
17 to the receipt of this e-mail, did you undertake
18 any actions to assess whether or not the group
19 was adhering to the SEC requirements concerning
20 the booking of proved reserves?
21
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
22
A. Not in June of 2003. No.
23
Q. Did there come a time when you did
24 take such action?
25
A. As I explained in my Rockford
0307
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 participation, I was part of a team and I
3 offered my observations relative to a SEPCO
4 example, to certain international situations,
5 which I then had the opportunity to see data
6 related to.
7
Q. Thank you.
8
--9
(Sidle Exhibit 14, e-mail dated
10
December 20, 2003, two pages, was marked
11
for identification.)
12
--13 BY MR. MacFALL:
14
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
15 document that has been marked for identification
16 as Sidle Exhibit 14. Do you recognize this
17 document, sir?
18
(Witness reviewing document.)
19
A. Yes, I do.
20
Q. For the record, Exhibit 14 is an
21 e-mail from you to Mr. Pay and Mr. Barendregt
22 dated December 20, 2003. Subject: Rockford
23 thoughts while flying.
24
I take it from that subject line
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25 that this was after Project Rockford had started
0308
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 and during the course of your involvement. Is
3 that correct?
4
A. Yes. This occurred on my plane ride
5 back to Houston. Aren't laptops wonderful.
6
Q. I would like specifically, sir, to
7 direct your attention to the second bullet point
8 that appears after the sentence that starts with
9 "Although."
10
In that bullet point you
11 specifically discuss group guidelines,
12 interpretations of SEC definitions, and the
13 acceptance of those interpretations by the
14 external auditors, as fulfilling SEC
15 requirements.
16
You then pose a question with
17 respect to whether or not the external auditors
18 validated it and whether or not there are
19 documents concerning that validation.
20
My question is: Do you recall if
21 you received a response to that query?
22
(Witness reviewing document.)
23
A. I recall that I never saw such
24 documents. I don't recall whether that was
25 because there was no response, or I got a
0309
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 response that there are no documents. But I
3 know I never saw them.
4
Q. Do you recall if you ever discussed
5 that topic, separate and apart from the e-mail,
6 with either Mr. Pay or Mr. Barendregt?
7
A. Separate from the e-mail. Separate
8 from this e-mail, no, I don't recall.
9
Q. And just so I'm clear, because I
10 think the question was a little vague. Did you
11 ever discuss with them the external auditor
12 validation of the group's guidelines, separate
13 and apart from the existence of any documents
14 memorializing such validation?
15
A. The only reference to a discussion
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16 of external auditor validation of the group
17 guidelines was -- that I recall -- was the
18 comment that's in this e-mail.
19
Q. Did you ever have discussions
20 regarding that topic with anyone, besides
21 Mr. Pay and Mr. Barendregt?
22
A. Not that I recall. No.
23
Q. Thank you.
24
--25
(Sidle Exhibit 15, series of
0310
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
e-mails, Bates RJW00780458 through
3
RJW00780461, was marked for identification.)
4
--5 BY MR. MacFALL:
6
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
7 document marked as Sidle Exhibit 15 for
8 identification. I would ask you to take a look
9 at that, sir, and tell me if you recognize it.
10
A. All right.
11
(Witness reviewing document.)
12
A. All right. I've reviewed it.
13
Q. Do you recognize this document, sir?
14
A. Yes, I do.
15
Q. And for the record, the document is
16 a series of e-mails, the last of which is a
17 December 31, 2003 e-mail from you to Anton
18 Barendregt, with a cc to various individuals.
19
Mr. Sidle, I would like to direct
20 your attention specifically to the second page
21 of that document. At the bottom third of the
22 page there is an e-mail from you dated
23 December 30, 2003 to John Darley. The subject
24 is: Response to Walter's questions. Do you see
25 that, sir?
0311
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. I do.
3
Q. In the first paragraph you indicate
4 that John Pay advised you that there were
5 certain questions that had been raised by
6 Walter. My question is: Is that a reference to
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7 Mr. van de Vijver?
8
A. Yes. Walter meant Walter
9 van de Vijver.
10
Q. Beneath that appears the number 1
11 with a question next to it, which reads: "Is it
12 credible for Shell to claim 'Only with the SEC
13 reserves guidance since 2001 were we able to
14 first realize our internal reserve guidelines
15 and practices did not comply with the SEC proved
16 reserve definitions.'"
17
Do you recall being advised by
18 Mr. Pay that this was a question for
19 Mr. van de Vijver?
20
A. Yeah, he -- I'm trying to remember
21 if it was a phone conversation or an e-mail, but
22 he did advise me that that was a question. Yes.
23
Q. The paragraph that appears beneath
24 that with R-E-S in caps, is that your response
25 to that question that's posed above?
0312
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes, it is.
3
Q. It states: "I do not believe this
4 is a credible position," and then goes on to
5 explain that the reason for that is -- well,
6 I'll read it. It states: "Not only did a major
7 OU in our fold have different knowledge and
8 considerable experience with interpreting the
9 SEC rules, but other outside USA indicators
10 existed," and we'll go through those.
11
With respect to the major OU, which
12 you state had different knowledge and
13 considerable experience with interpreting the
14 SEC rules, was that a reference to SEPCO?
15
A. Yes, it was.
16
Q. You also state "outside USA
17 indicators."
18
The first -- one example that you
19 give is external auditors expressing concern
20 over PSC reserve evaluation oil price practices.
21
Could you please explain for me what
22 you meant by that?
23
A. Yes. Among the information that was
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24 shared with me when I was part of Rockford was
25 that at least one of our external auditors felt
0313
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 that Shell's practice of using our view of
3 future price was inconsistent with the SEC's
4 requirement for use of year-end -- actual
5 year-end price.
6
Q. Do you recall when you had heard
7 that the -- withdrawn.
8
When did you learn that the external
9 auditor expressed that view?
10
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
11
foundation.
12
A. As I recall, it was as part of the
13 information shared with me during the Rockford
14 episode.
15
Q. Do you recall which auditor that
16 was?
17
A. No, I don't.
18
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form
19
and foundation.
20
Q. You next write: "Current Shell
21 staff who have worked for other companies
22 (outside USA) and more diligently followed SEC
23 rules would have noted our variance from such
24 practices."
25
What did you mean by that, sir?
0314
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. It's common within the industry, the
3 oil and gas industry, for technical people to
4 move between companies, so there are people
5 within Shell's ranks who had worked for other
6 E&P -- oil and gas companies and observed those
7 companies' practices for booking proved
8 reserves.
9
Comments that were made to me from
10 certain of those were that they noticed
11 differences between the company that they had
12 worked for before and their practices and
13 interpretations of the SEC rules, and what Shell
14 was doing, in an international -- in an
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15 international application of the rules.
16
Q. With respect to those differences,
17 did they indicate that the Shell guidelines were
18 less compliant with the SEC requirements than
19 those of Shell's competitors?
20
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form
21
and foundation.
22
A. There wasn't a conclusion of less or
23 more compliance. It was a note that they were
24 different.
25
Q. You wrote: "Current Shell staff who
0315
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 have worked for other companies outside the USA
3 that more diligently followed SEC rules," and
4 then it continues.
5
How is it that -- withdrawn.
6
By that did you mean to express that
7 the other companies more diligently followed the
8 SEC rules than Shell?
9
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
10
foundation.
11
A. Could you repeat the question,
12 please?
13
Q. Sure. The sentence here references
14 other companies outside the United States that
15 more diligently followed SEC rules. That's what
16 the sentence states.
17
How is it that you learned that
18 these other companies outside the United States
19 more diligently followed SEC rules?
20
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
21
foundation. I don't think that's what that
22
sentence says.
23
Q. Let's try it this way: What is it
24 that you were intending to convey in that part
25 of the sentence?
0316
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. From the folks that I was talking to
3 that had experience outside of Shell, they were
4 noting that prior experience was a practice, and
5 that Shell was using a different practice, and
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6 so they simply noted those two were different.
7
They were different approaches that
8 were intending to follow SEC rules, that at the
9 time the reserves were being determined, both
10 seemed practical approaches. Now, with the
11 hindsight that we had at this point in time, it
12 became clearer that probably the Shell practices
13 were not the ones that should have been
14 followed.
15
Q. Specifically the phrase that "more
16 diligently followed SEC rules," what were you
17 referring to there?
18
A. It was a generalization of the
19 example. I don't remember the details of the
20 conversation.
21
Q. You then wrote, "We simply did not
22 react to these warning signals."
23
And by "warning signals" in this
24 sentence, are you referring to the facts
25 expressed above in that same paragraph?
0317
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. In all of those examples, yes. Not
3 any one in particular. All of those.
4
Q. You then also indicate that, "We did
5 not proactively seek clearer understanding of
6 the SEC rules from available industry sources."
7
What industry sources were you
8 specifically referring to there?
9
A. A common practice for oil and gas
10 companies would be to use reserve consultants,
11 companies that maintained a high level of
12 expertise and also have contact -- more frequent
13 contact with the SEC than most oil and gas
14 companies do, to bring in another opinion.
15
Q. Are you aware if Shell's competitors
16 use such consultants?
17
A. Some do. Some do not.
18
Q. Were you aware of the use of such
19 consultants prior to your involvement in project
20 Rockford?
21
A. Yes, I was.
22
Q. Mr. Sidle, I would like now to
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23 direct your attention to the subsequent e-mail,
24 which actually physically appears above that
25 e-mail, and that is dated December 31, 2003 from
0318
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 Mr. Barendregt to you. And he indicates that he
3 is going to comment on your e-mail.
4
He writes on question 1, "You're
5 right on the issues of PSC and lateral size of
6 proved area, of course. The 2001 SEC guidance
7 did not, or hardly, change our perception on
8 these issues and we knew that Group reserves
9 were possibly exposed in this respect," and then
10 it continues. Well, he specifies PSCs only, and
11 then it continues.
12
Were you aware that there was
13 exposure in connection with PSCs and lateral
14 size of proved areas under the group guidelines?
15
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form.
16
A. At which time?
17
Q. Prior to Project Rockford.
18
A. No, I was not.
19
Q. Did Mr. Barendregt ever discuss that
20 with you?
21
A. No, he didn't.
22
Q. Did you agree with Mr. Barendregt's
23 assessment that the 2001 SEC -- as he puts it -24 guidance really didn't affect that particular
25 issue?
0319
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
3
A. Well, I think actually Anton missed
4 my point. His response was specific to details,
5 and trying to decide which detail we learned
6 about in 2001, and which detail may have been
7 there before. The point that I had in my
8 response was keyed around the word "credible."
9
Remember the date. The date is the
10 very end of December. And just a little more
11 than a week later Shell has to be in front of a
12 public audience of investors, media, and needs
13 to take a position as to the condition of our
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14 reserves.
15
And the point that I was trying to
16 make in this response is let's not spend a lot
17 of time trying to find excuses or trying to
18 identify exactly what happened when for purposes
19 of that public announcement. That serves no
20 useful purpose. What we need to do, as a
21 corporation, as Shell, is to simply say we made
22 a mistake. We're working to identify all
23 elements of the mistake. We're going to correct
24 the mistake. In numbers, we're going to correct
25 the processes that led to the mistake, and we'll
0320
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 go forward.
3
And so this rather short response
4 that I gave to the John Pay question was all
5 around avoiding lengthy, complex, detailed
6 discussions around individual elements of what
7 did or did not happen, and when it happened, and
8 rather just let's look forward. It's not
9 credible to go back and try to work through all
10 the details. I don't know if I could have done
11 it, or anyone could have done it. Let's just go
12 forward and say we made a mistake.
13
And then Anton tries to go back
14 through all the details of well, what about LKH,
15 and what about PSCs, and all of that. And
16 certainly his points are quite right, and indeed
17 later, as you see in the document that you've
18 handed me, I agree with certain of those points.
19 But he didn't get the message that this was not
20 the place, and the time, to try to have that
21 debate. What we needed to do at that point, for
22 purposes of that public announcement just a few
23 days later, we needed to simply say we made a
24 mistake. We are going forward. We're going to
25 correct it. And that was my point.
0321
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
MR. MacFALL: I think we -3
VIDEOGRAPHER: Four minutes.
4
MR. MacFALL: Why don't we go off
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5
the record and change the tape.
6
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
7
12:20 p.m. This is the end of tape
8
number 5 in the deposition of Rodney Sidle.
9
Off the record.
10
--11
(Recess.)
12
--13
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
14
12:23 p.m. This is the beginning of tape
15
number 6 in the deposition of Rodney Sidle.
16
Back on the record.
17 BY MR. MacFALL:
18
Q. Mr. Sidle, you just gave a fairly
19 thorough explanation of what you intended in
20 your response, and indicating that
21 Mr. Barendregt misinterpreted that in his reply
22 e-mail to you.
23
I would just note, sir, with respect
24 to the public relations aspect, or the investor
25 aspect, the written response actually identifies
0322
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 things which are contrary, or suggest that a
3 position change within Shell only occurred after
4 the issuance of the SEC guidance.
5
My question is: You gave one fairly
6 elaborate answer, but the written text of the
7 e-mail doesn't say that. If you intended for
8 what you just stated to be the actual response,
9 why didn't you write it?
10
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
11
A. I intended -- I gave examples of
12 why. The simple short answer of well, we didn't
13 know until March 2001, didn't seem credible.
14 So -- remember, I'm focusing on the word
15 "credible."
16
Is it credible? Will people believe
17 you if you take that stance? And so my answer
18 was look, here's the setting. People are going
19 to dissect every word we say. Do we want to
20 stand up there, do we want to say it's credible
21 to take this position, and then try to answer
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22 all of these lengthy questions and details, or
23 do we want to simply say, we got it wrong.
24 We're intending to fix it now. We will change
25 the numbers, we will change our processes. We
0323
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 will look forward and do it right. That was the
3 point.
4
Again, I didn't want to go into
5 lengthy orations here or in the text. Simply,
6 here are some examples of why people might point
7 to it not being credible. So let's just forget
8 that argument. Let's break with this
9 credibility question and simply say we did
10 something wrong and go forward.
11
Q. Besides credibility, the issues that
12 you identify in your response to this question,
13 specifically that SEPCO interpreted and complied
14 with the SEC rules, and the other various issues
15 that you identify, did you also understand or
16 believe -- let me rephrase that.
17
Did you believe that the issues you
18 identified in your response meant that Shell
19 should have recognized that its group guidelines
20 did not comply with the SEC proved reserve
21 definitions even prior to the 2001 guidance?
22
MR. SMITH: Objection to form. And
23
foundation.
24
A. It's certainly very difficult for me
25 to put myself in the international position that
0324
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 Shell faced as of the day and know what the
3 circumstances were in which they created the
4 rules in which they operated -- whether meetings
5 that were legendary were actually held or not -6 those are things that I didn't know then and in
7 some cases don't know now.
8
However, in 20/20 hindsight today,
9 and knowing what I saw in Rockford, certainly -10 which is knowledge I had at the time I wrote
11 this -- it certainly led me conclude there were
12 opportunities for sharing of knowledge that,
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13 with 20/20 hindsight, I wish people would have
14 taken advantage of.
15
Q. And also in light of when this was
16 written, which is after the start, certainly, of
17 Project Rockford, you also wrote that there are,
18 or there were, warning signals to which Shell
19 did not react. And is that a view that you held
20 when you wrote this, that there were warning
21 signals?
22
A. Well, as I was learning things,
23 through going through Rockford, I started to see
24 some of the documents that you have showed me,
25 or other things similar to that, and to me -- we
0325
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 talked about being able to sense where there's
3 something that needed greater depth of study -4 to me, I couldn't conclude whether they were
5 right or wrong, but I could conclude that those
6 were things that probably needed some study.
7
Q. Based on your experience as an
8 auditor within SEPCO, during the course of
9 Rockford, along those same lines, did you see
10 things that you thought were -- should have -11 were red flags for auditors, in connection with
12 proved reserves?
13
MR. SMITH: Object to the form.
14
A. Within SEPCO?
15
Q. No. Let me rephrase the question.
16
Based on your experience as an
17 auditor in SEPCO, during the course of Rockford,
18 did you see things that you believed were red
19 flags for auditors concerning the booking of
20 proved reserves by the group?
21
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
22
A. Well, during my -- my initial
23 participation in Rockford, I started to have
24 access to certain data, and while I wasn't in a
25 position to, in almost all of the cases, have
0326
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 sufficient detail to reach a full conclusion,
3 certainly the things that were shared with me,
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4 if I had been auditing such a situation in
5 SEPCO, would have led me to ask some additional
6 questions to better understand the circumstances
7 of that volume and that field's booking.
8
MR. MacFALL: Why don't we go off
9
the record.
10
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is
11
12:30 p.m. Off the record.
12
(Lunch recess taken at 12:30 p.m.)
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
0327
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
AFTERNOON SESSION
3
(1:16 p.m.)
4
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
5
1:16 p.m. Back on the record.
6 R O D N E Y S I D L E,
7
resumed as a witness, having been
8
previously sworn by the Notary Public,
9
was examined and testified further as
10
follows:
11 EXAMINATION (cont'd)
12 BY MR. MacFALL:
13
Q. Good afternoon, Mr. Sidle.
14 Mr. Sidle, are you familiar with something known
15 as the reserves committee?
16
A. Which reserves committee?
17
Q. Let me try a different question.
18 Did you serve on any reserves committee within
19 the group during the period of 2000 to 2004?
20
A. In late 2003, in the early part of
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21 2004, I was a member of the Shell E&P reserves
22 committee. I was also a member of other
23 reserves committees in industry, so hence my
24 question.
25
Q. Thank you. With regard to the Shell
0328
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 E&P reserves committee that you were a member
3 of, what was the purpose of that committee?
4
A. The committee was formed prior to my
5 joining, I believe in the middle -- earlier in
6 2003, or perhaps even late 2002. It was put in
7 place, to the best of my knowledge, to be a part
8 of the Shell E&P process of reviewing the proved
9 reserves disclosures that Shell made.
10
Q. Can you identify the other members
11 of the committee at the time that you joined?
12
A. At the time I joined, Frank Coopman
13 was a member, I believe chairman of the
14 committee.
15
John Pay was a member of the
16 committee.
17
And John Darley was a member of the
18 committee.
19
There may have been others. Those
20 are the ones I recall.
21
Q. Mr. Coopman, was he the CFO of the
22 group at the time?
23
A. He was the CFO of E&P.
24
Q. Thank you. And I believe we had
25 identified Mr. Pay as the group reserves
0329
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 coordinator. Did he hold that position at that
3 time?
4
A. Yes, he did.
5
Q. I'm sorry. I just don't recall if
6 we talked about Mr. Darley previously, but what
7 position did he hold within the group at that
8 time?
9
A. John Darley was the head of the
10 technology part of Shell E&P.
11
Q. You talked about the committee's
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12 purpose at the time of formation. Could you
13 describe generally your activities as a member
14 of that committee?
15
A. Yes. At the time that I joined the
16 committee, it was to provide a perspective that
17 I had acquired as part of SEPCO on the
18 determination of SEC proved reserves.
19
Q. Did you share that perspective with
20 the other members of the committee?
21
A. That's what I was asked to do. Yes.
22
Q. Were there any actions taken based
23 on your perceptions as shared with the
24 committee? And by actions, I mean actions by
25 the committee.
0330
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Well, the way the committee
3 functioned was that issues from within the
4 group, Shell E&P, that related to reserves were
5 brought to the committee. The committee engaged
6 parties that had knowledge of those issues to
7 provide comment on the elements of the issues
8 that were critical to a decision, that would, in
9 some cases, have included my observations, and
10 then they took a decision.
11
Q. When you say a decision, was that
12 with respect to whether or not to book proved
13 reserves?
14
A. That was among them. Yes.
15
Q. What were some of the other
16 decisions that were to be made by the committee?
17
A. Oh, other things about reporting of
18 proved reserves. About process, internal
19 processes, of how things were done. The form of
20 the data capture that was the ARPR. Language
21 that was in the guideline document. Things like
22 that.
23
Q. At the time that you were on the
24 committee, did the committee make any
25 recommendations concerning revisions to the
0331
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 group guidelines concerning the booking of
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3 proved reserves?
4
A. I don't recall for the period in
5 which I was actually on the committee whether
6 that occurred. The committee reorganized in
7 2004 such that I was an invitee to the
8 committee, but I was not a member of the
9 committee. And during that period, when I was
10 an invitee, I do recall that discussions about
11 changes to the guideline document were made.
12
Q. Those discussions, did they occur
13 subsequent to Project Rockford?
14
A. Yes, they did.
15
Q. Did the reserves committee, while
16 you were a member, interact directly with the
17 OUs within the group?
18
A. Yes. Yes, they did.
19
Q. Just so I can get a sense of it.
20 Was it the OUs that came to the committee with
21 specific questions concerning whether to book
22 proved reserves?
23
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
24
A. I'm not certain I can say they came
25 directly to the committee. There was a chain of
0332
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 communication within the line organization of
3 Shell E&P that ultimately got questions raised
4 to higher levels, and when it got to a level
5 that caused the committee to need to be engaged,
6 they were. Now, whether that came directly to
7 the committee or up through the coordinator,
8 John Pay, or other means, I just don't know.
9
Q. Thank you.
10
--11
(Sidle Exhibit 16, document, four
12
pages, was marked for identification.)
13
--14 BY MR. MacFALL:
15
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
16 document that's been marked for identification
17 as Sidle Exhibit 16. I would ask you to take a
18 look at that document, sir.
19
I would note for the record that
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20 there is no indication of the author or
21 recipient, as far as I can tell, on the
22 document, but I would ask, after you've had an
23 opportunity to review it, if you can tell me if
24 you've ever seen it before.
25
(Witness reviewing document.)
0333
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
MR. SMITH: While he's reviewing the
3
document, I would just note for the record
4
that the document has no Bates number, or
5
anything on it to indicate what its origin
6
is. Not even one of those numbers that you
7
see attached to e-mails sometimes.
8
MR. MacFALL: You are correct. I am
9
fairly confident that the document was
10
reproduced from your production. We can
11
substitute a document with a proper
12
identifier number, if we can locate one.
13
If Mr. Sidle does not recall the
14
document in any event, then it may be a
15
moot point, and we'll just move along.
16
MR. SMITH: I just wanted the record
17
to reflect it.
18
A. Yeah, I've never seen this before.
19
Q. That's fine. You can put that side,
20 then.
21
Let me ask, separate and apart from
22 the document itself, to the extent that there
23 are certain entities identified in the document,
24 let me just ask you if there are entities that
25 you're familiar with, or organizations you're
0334
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 familiar with.
3
Do you know what GDWS is?
4
A. I've never seen that before.
5
Q. Okay. How about SOI?
6
A. SOI -- the SOI reference, I'm aware
7 of, whether that's what they mean here or not,
8 is Shell Offshore Inc., which is one of the
9 subsidiaries of Shell Oil Company that dealt in
10 the offshore portions of the Gulf of Mexico.
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11
Q. So that was part of SEPCO?
12
A. Yes. It was part of SEPCO.
13
Q. There is a reference in the document
14 to something called SDW-WDU. And that appears
15 at the third page of the document. Do you know
16 what that acronym stands for, sir?
17
A. No, I don't.
18
Q. That's fine. You can put that
19 document aside. Thank you, Mr. Sidle.
20
--21
(Sidle Exhibit 17, e-mail with
22
attachment, Shell Visit Programme - DPR
23
Staff, four pages, was marked for
24
identification.)
25
--0335
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 BY MR. MacFALL:
3
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
4 document marked as Sidle Exhibit 17 for
5 identification. I would ask you to take a look
6 at this document, sir, and tell me if you
7 recognize it.
8
(Witness reviewing document.)
9
A. I've reviewed the document. I do
10 recall it. Yes.
11
Q. For the record, the document is an
12 e-mail, the most recent of which is dated
13 July 28, 1999 from Mark Varner to several
14 individuals, including yourself. The subject is
15 Meeting with Nigerian visitors - July 29 & 30 16 1154 BTC.
17
Do you actually recall the visit by
18 the Nigerian officials that's referenced in this
19 document, sir?
20
A. Yes, I do.
21
Q. That visit involved an official of
22 the Nigerian government. Correct?
23
A. Yes, it did.
24
Q. Specifically a Mr. Ogunjana of the
25 Department of Petroleum Resources?
0336
1
RODNEY SIDLE
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2
A. Yes.
3
Q. Did you have a role in the visit by
4 the Nigerian officials to SEPCO?
5
A. Yes, I did.
6
Q. Okay. Could you please describe
7 that for me?
8
A. If you look at the last page of
9 Exhibit 17 you'll see an agenda. That agenda
10 highlights the fact that I spoke to them on two
11 different topics on the two days that they were
12 in Houston, one that had to do about the Shell
13 Oil Company, SEPCO, reserve reporting practices,
14 and then on the next day about value assurance
15 reviews.
16
Q. Do you know what the purpose of that
17 visit was?
18
A. Yes. It was intended to showcase
19 Shell's technologies that, in this particular
20 case, were available for determination of
21 reserves.
22
Q. That showcase involved -- withdrawn.
23
That showcase took place in Houston.
24 Correct?
25
A. Well, there were multiple meetings.
0337
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 The portion of it that was Houston is summarized
3 on that page that I pointed out as the agenda,
4 that's the last page of this document.
5
Q. Now, with respect to the
6 presentation that you gave, the first
7 presentation, it says introduction to SOC
8 reserve management and reporting practices. And
9 I believe the SOC, is that Shell Oil Company?
10
A. That is Shell Oil Company.
11
Q. Do you recall why the visitors from
12 Nigeria were provided with a presentation
13 regarding the Shell Oil Company reserve
14 reporting practices?
15
A. The only knowledge that I had was
16 that it related to the intended showcasing of
17 technologies and to tie that to what were the
18 Shell Oil Company, SEPCO, reporting practices,
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19 and then make the link between technologies and
20 the support of processes within the SEPCO
21 reserve reporting activities that linked to the
22 use of those technologies.
23
Q. Were you familiar with the proved
24 reserves reporting practices in use in Nigeria
25 during 1999?
0338
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. No.
3
Q. Do you recall if during your
4 presentation there was any discussion of -5 withdrawn.
6
To the best of your knowledge, did
7 Shell's Nigerian operations report proved
8 reserves pursuant to the group guidelines?
9
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
10
Q. You can answer.
11
A. I had no knowledge of their
12 practices.
13
Q. Was there any indication given to
14 the Nigerian officials that the Shell Oil
15 practices were done pursuant to the SEPCO
16 guidelines?
17
A. Could you ask the question again,
18 please?
19
Q. I'll rephrase it. Do you recall if
20 you distinguished between the group and SEPCO
21 guidelines during your presentation?
22
A. No, I don't.
23
Q. Could you, very generally, summarize
24 for me what it was that you said during your
25 presentation?
0339
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. We focused on practices, reporting
3 practices, and the link to technologies. So as
4 an example, we would point to a technology of
5 being able to make subsurface measurements that
6 would aid in the determination of the presence,
7 or the amount of oil and gas that were there,
8 and then link that to the activities we had to
9 make a reserve determination, review the data,
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10 do the reporting, the databases, and all of that
11 sort of thing. That refers to the first
12 presentation that I had.
13
Q. Now, with regard to the second
14 presentation, which according to the agenda took
15 place the following day.
16
A. Mm-hmm.
17
Q. The topic was value assurance
18 reviews. Do you recall -- again -- withdrawn.
19
Can you generally summarize the
20 substance of the presentation that you made at
21 that time, if you can recall?
22
A. I don't actually remember much of
23 the details about that. It was a very short
24 presentation. I think it was simply touching on
25 the fact that SEPCO used value assurance
0340
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 reviews.
3
Q. Now, with respect to the technology
4 that was showcased in connection with the
5 reporting of reserves, were such technologies in
6 use at other OUs, and by other, I mean non-SEPCO
7 OUs?
8
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form
9
and foundation.
10
A. I don't remember exactly what
11 technologies were reviewed with the visitors at
12 that time, and I didn't know at that time what
13 technologies were used elsewhere within the
14 group outside of SEPCO either.
15
Q. Separate and apart from these two
16 presentations, did you accompany the visitors
17 from Nigeria on any portion of their visit in
18 Houston?
19
A. There is a -- I'm sorry?
20
Q. In Houston.
21
A. In Houston?
22
Q. Yes.
23
A. Yeah, we went to lunch at a Texas
24 barbecue, and they really enjoyed it.
25
Q. If I could ask you to turn to the
0341
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1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 next-to-last page in that document. At the
3 bottom of the page appears a chart under the
4 caption Timing and Program. And if you look at
5 the third entry from the bottom, it says
6 29-30/July 1999 Shell Oil, there are two
7 subjects listed. "Mature/end-game assets."
8
The second is "Reporting to
9 Regulators: Challenges."
10
Do you recall if you attended any
11 presentation besides those that you gave,
12 touching on the second bullet point?
13
A. No, I don't recall attending
14 anything that touched on that.
15
Q. How about with regard to the first
16 bullet point; do you recall attending any
17 presentations that addressed mature/end-game
18 assets?
19
A. No, I don't.
20
Q. If I could ask you, sir, to turn to
21 the prior page in that document. It's an
22 outline of the travel schedule for the 29th and
23 30th of July. It shows technical discussions in
24 SEPCO, and that is the fifth entry from the
25 bottom of the page.
0342
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Then it references a free -3 Houston, New Orleans, and a free day in New
4 Orleans.
5
Beneath that for August 2nd and 3rd,
6 1999 there's an entry for "Technical Discussions
7 in Shell Deep Water."
8
Did you participate in that portion
9 of their visit?
10
A. No I did not.
11
Q. I'm sorry. I realize we're going
12 backwards, but if you could turn to the prior
13 page. About halfway down the page is a caption
14 Visit Themes. Do you see that, sir?
15
A. I see it.
16
Q. The second-to-last bullet point
17 under that caption states, "The Shell Group is
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18 not more optimistic than the competition on the
19 reserves assessment (we appear to be more
20 conservative than the competition.)"
21
Do you recall any presentations
22 which conveyed this theme to the visitors from
23 Nigeria?
24
A. No, I do not.
25
Q. Did any portion of the
0343
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 presentation -- withdrawn.
3
Did any portion of the visit in
4 which you were involved concern a discussion of
5 the group's reporting of reserves versus
6 SEPCO's?
7
A. I don't recall that topic at all.
8
Q. Thank you.
9
MR. SMITH: Can I just observe for
10
the record that this flight from Aberdeen
11
to Houston that's on this agenda is the
12
most atrocious booking I've ever seen.
13
Aberdeen to London to Zurich to Atlanta to
14
Houston? I mean were they alive when they
15
got there? Unbelievable. Sorry.
16
MR. MacFALL: That's quite all
17
right.
18
MR. SMITH: I know levity has no
19
place in a deposition, but still -20
THE WITNESS: They really did enjoy
21
the barbecue. Really.
22
--23
(Sidle Exhibit 18, e-mails, two
24
pages, Bates number SMJ00040769 through
25
SMJ00040770, was marked for identification.)
0344
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
--3 BY MR. MacFALL:
4
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
5 document marked as Sidle Exhibit 18 for
6 identification. I would ask you to take a look
7 at that, sir, and tell me if you recognize it.
8
(Witness reviewing document.)
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9
A. I've reviewed it.
10
Q. Do you recall this document, sir?
11
A. Yes, I do.
12
Q. For the record, the document is an
13 e-mail from Alan Lockwood to Ian Hines, Derek
14 Newberry and Jerome Coggins dated November 3,
15 2000. The subject is Reserve Booking Meeting
16 with Anton Barendregt. The document
17 specifically discusses a meeting that occurred
18 in connection with possible reserves bookings
19 for Angola Block 18.
20
Do you recall attending that
21 meeting, sir, which according to the e-mail
22 occurred on November 3, 2000?
23
A. Yes.
24
Q. The e-mail indicates that, in
25 addition to Mr. Barendregt and Mr. Lockwood,
0345
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 there are, including yourself, several other
3 attendees.
4
Going down the list, the first one
5 is Ian Hines. Could you please identify that
6 individual for me?
7
A. I believe Ian was one of the
8 projects leads that worked on Angola.
9
Q. Did Mr. Hines work for SDS, do you
10 know? At that time.
11
A. I don't know what Shell organization
12 he worked for.
13
Q. Did Mr. Hines work out of Houston?
14
A. Hm-mm.
15
(Pause.) I believe so, but I'm not
16 entirely sure.
17
Q. How about Mr. Newberry?
18
A. Derek also worked on the Angola
19 project.
20
Q. Do you recall what organization he
21 worked for at that time?
22
A. Shell has so many organizations,
23 I -- I don't know exactly who he worked for.
24
Q. Okay. Again, do you recall if he
25 worked out of Houston?
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0346
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yeah, I believe Derek did work out
3 of Houston.
4
Q. How about Mr. Coggins?
5
A. I don't recall his position.
6
Q. Do you recall if he worked out of
7 Houston?
8
A. No, I don't.
9
Q. And finally, Mr. Knight?
10
A. Barry. Yes. He -- I believe he was
11 in Shell Deepwater Services, and he -- let's
12 see. I don't know if he worked in Houston or
13 New Orleans, but it was in the US.
14
Q. Okay. Thank you. The body of the
15 e-mail talks about the events at the meeting,
16 and it specifically references analog work
17 prepared by Dave Powell. Do you know
18 Mr. Powell?
19
A. No, I don't.
20
Q. It then goes on to state that that
21 work is the basis for the team's range in
22 recovery efficiency and ultimate recovery per
23 well.
24
Did you have an opportunity to
25 actually review the analog work done by
0347
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 Mr. Powell?
3
A. I saw what was presented at this
4 meeting. I don't recall review other than that.
5
Q. Do you recall what materials were
6 presented at this meeting? And I do realize
7 it's a while ago.
8
A. No, I don't.
9
Q. Okay. The e-mail then references
10 discussion that took place regarding the
11 maturity of the technical work. Do you have any
12 recollection of that discussion, sir?
13
A. Basically my recollection is as
14 noted here, that what was shown to this group at
15 that time was not technically mature, however,
16 some suggestions for work that could be done
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17 that then would need further review were offered
18 to see if something that would qualify as
19 technically mature could be generated.
20
Q. And were those discussions about the
21 possibility of doing work to book some portion
22 of the volumes at Angola, as opposed to the
23 entirety of what was being proposed to be
24 booked?
25
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
0348
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Would you like me to rephrase that?
3 Do you understand the question?
4
A. Why don't you rephrase it, please.
5
Q. Okay. There's a reference in the
6 second page of the document to the project being
7 "cherry picked."
8
A. Mm-hmm.
9
Q. Or being a cherry-picked
10 development. Did that mean that what was being
11 discussed here was development of a portion of
12 the volume at Angola Block 18 for purposes of
13 booking proved reserves?
14
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
15
A. The -- the reference to
16 "cherry-picked" development was indeed to -- a
17 reference to development of -- a plan of
18 development for only a smaller portion than the
19 entirety, but that portion in which there was
20 high confidence, the most data and the most
21 maturity, in terms of technical work.
22
Q. Was there a specific quantity of
23 volume that was discussed in connection with the
24 cherry-picked development?
25
A. There may have been, but I don't
0349
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 recall what it was.
3
Q. Do you recall if there was any
4 discussion of pressure to book reserves at
5 Angola Block 18 at this meeting?
6
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
7
A. I don't recall that that was
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8 discussed at this meeting. I don't recall.
9
Q. Do you recall if that was ever
10 discussed?
11
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
12
A. Within what time frame?
13
Q. Within '99, 2000.
14
A. '99, 2000. It may have been in
15 2000. I do recall a general reference to the
16 fact that there's interest in booking reserves
17 at Angola Block 18 being made. I don't remember
18 the exact timing that I heard that comment made.
19
Q. Do you recall from whom you heard
20 that comment?
21
A. No, I don't.
22
Q. Was there any indication of who it
23 was that was expressing that interest?
24
A. I don't recall.
25
Q. Do you remember the context in which
0350
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 you heard that comment? Let me rephrase that.
3
Do you recall if you heard that
4 comment in the context of attempting to find
5 reserves at Angola Block 18 to be booked as
6 proved?
7
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
8
A. I don't recall exactly the context
9 of the comment, because there were things said
10 during the presentations, there were things said
11 at side conversations during breaks. I remember
12 the comment being made, and I heard it. So I
13 don't remember much more than that.
14
Q. Okay. Do you recall if the
15 technical work for Angola Block 18 was performed
16 by SDS?
17
A. I know there was some SDS staff that
18 contributed to it, because there were some that
19 were present at this meeting. But again, which
20 Shell subsidiary Shell people worked for, for
21 purposes of the meeting, I just wanted to see a
22 technical story. I didn't care what
23 organization they were with. I don't know
24 exactly how much was SDS, or how much or how
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25 little.
0351
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Was Angola Block 18 a deepwater
3 project?
4
A. Yes, it was.
5
Q. Do you recall if in or about
6 November of 2000 there were any Shell
7 organizations besides SDS that had expertise in
8 deepwater development?
9
A. There were a variety of Shell
10 technology organizations that would have
11 supported the technologies needed to be used to
12 explore for, analyze, drill wells. Development
13 is not just one thing. It's part of an entire
14 process. So I don't remember specifically if
15 there were technology organizations focused on
16 development. I know there were other technology
17 organizations that covered the broad spectrum of
18 technologies you would use to analyze a new
19 discovery and determine what it might produce.
20
Q. Could you identify some of those
21 organizations for me, please?
22
A. Yeah. The technology organization
23 like SEPTAR and its counterpart in Rijswijk had
24 a variety of technical services that they
25 provided around drilling optimization and
0352
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 reservoir simulation used, and a variety of just
3 basic engineering and scientific tools and
4 analyses, all of which formed the toolkit, if
5 you will, that the people needing to appraise
6 things like an Angola Block 18, or any other new
7 discovery, would use.
8
Q. Would it then be -- withdrawn.
9
You said that they provided the
10 toolkit. Would application of those tools to a
11 specific project then fall to some organization,
12 besides SEPTAR, and its counterpart in Rijswijk?
13
A. Yes, it could. Yes.
14
Q. Were you aware if the Shell
15 organization in Angola had the technical
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16 expertise to develop or to create a development
17 plan with respect to Angola Block 18?
18
A. I had no idea what the Shell Angola
19 team -- what its composition or its expertise
20 was.
21
Q. Okay. Thank you.
22
--23
(Sidle Exhibit 19, packet of
24
documents, Bates number RJW01000797 through
25
RJW01000801, was marked for identification.)
0353
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
--3 BY MR. MacFALL:
4
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
5 document marked as Sidle Exhibit 19 for
6 identification. I would ask you to take a look
7 at it, sir, and tell me if you recognize it.
8
(Witness reviewing document.)
9
A. All right. I've looked at this
10 collection of documents.
11
Q. Do you recognize these documents?
12
A. I'm sorry?
13
Q. Do you recognize them, sir?
14
A. Some of them I do. Some of them
15 I've never seen before.
16
Q. Okay.
17
A. It's a collection of things that are
18 disassociated and have simply been collected
19 from a variety of things related to Block 18.
20
Q. Turning to the first page, the
21 handwritten notation. It says RD/S Angola.
22
A. Mm-hmm.
23
Q. Do you know whose handwriting that
24 is?
25
A. No, I don't.
0354
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Do you know what RD/S refers to?
3
A. I believe that stands for Royal
4 Dutch/Shell.
5
Q. Turning to the second page of the
6 document, there are two e-mails that appear on
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7 that page. Do you recognize that e-mail string?
8
A. Yes. The ones where I've
9 participated in the e-mails, I do recognize
10 those.
11
Q. Okay. Why don't we focus our
12 attention on those.
13
The first of the two e-mails
14 appearing on that page is from Mr. Barendregt to
15 you dated November 21, 2000. It says Subject:
16 re: Comments on Draft Report and Att3.
17 Mr. Barendregt, in the first paragraph, thanks
18 you for comments received so far.
19
Let me ask you: Is the draft that
20 Mr. Barendregt is referring to the document that
21 begins following that next page, which is
22 captioned Angola Block 18 - Initial Reserves
23 Booking, 1/1/2001?
24
A. I'm not entirely sure, because the
25 document there is dated the 17th of January,
0355
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 2001, and the note that was sent to me was on
3 November 2000. So it's possible it could have
4 been an earlier draft, or it may mean something
5 else. I just don't know.
6
Q. Do you recall if the document,
7 whether this version or not, that appears in
8 this exhibit, that Mr. Barendregt is referencing
9 was in fact some draft of the Angola Block 18
10 initial reserves booking?
11
A. Since the exchange of e-mails
12 relates to Angola, I think it's likely that it
13 did.
14
Q. Do you have a specific recollection
15 one way or the other?
16
A. I -- obviously I received these
17 documents. Exactly what was attached to them, I
18 don't remember.
19
Q. Okay. Thank you.
20
Directing your attention to the
21 second paragraph in that e-mail, Mr. Barendregt
22 references a possible reserves review on Angola
23 in December in Houston.
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24
Do you recall if such a review took
25 place?
0356
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. Yes, I believe it did.
3
Q. Did Mr. Aalbers attend that review?
4
A. I believe Anton and Remco attended
5 that meeting. Yes.
6
Q. Did you attend that meeting?
7
A. No, I did not.
8
Q. Do you know why that reserves review
9 occurred in Houston?
10
A. I believe it was to look at the work
11 of the Angola team, which had the data and
12 network in Houston.
13
Q. The last sentence in that paragraph
14 reads: "Seems they're under pressure from high
15 up to book something ..." followed by an
16 ellipse, which is what you had indicated you had
17 heard before. Do you recall if this was the
18 first time you had heard that in this e-mail, or
19 do you recall if you had heard it previously?
20
A. I don't recall. As I said, I
21 remember the comment being made. I didn't
22 remember exactly when or in what context.
23
Q. You responded on that same date in
24 the e-mail that appears above Mr. Barendregt's
25 e-mail, and you wrote -- my copy is, I believe,
0357
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 cut off, but I believe it states, "I have
3 continued to talk with the Angola team and
4 provide guidance on the approach you outlined
5 for them for booking proved reserves."
6
Could you describe for me, as best
7 you can recall, the approach that you are
8 referencing in this sentence?
9
A. Yes. I believe it was what we saw
10 on the prior document, about trying to limit the
11 portion of Angola Block 18 that they would
12 identify as technically mature to a smaller
13 region than the entire field. Or several
14 fields, actually.
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15
Q. What was referred to in the other
16 document is the cherry-picked development?
17
A. Yes. Yes, that's right.
18
Q. The next sentence states: "It
19 appears their situation is that they need all
20 expected volumes just to meet economic hurdles
21 for even a minimal development scheme."
22
Could you please explain for me what
23 it was that you were attempting to convey in
24 that sentence, sir?
25
A. Yes. In my discussions with them to
0358
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 help them understand the guidance that Anton
3 gave them, we had a conversation about their
4 progress in doing the, quote, "cherry-picking,"
5 and the comment was made to me, which I relayed
6 back to Anton, that it appeared that the volumes
7 that would qualify to be technically mature
8 within this cherry-picked area seemed small
9 enough it would be difficult for them to meet
10 the economic hurdles. However, final work
11 hadn't been done, so they would need to finish
12 their technical work, come up with exactly what
13 volume that was, and then complete it before we
14 would have a conclusive answer.
15
Q. If you could, sir, I would like to
16 direct your attention to the following page of
17 the document.
18
A. Mm-hmm.
19
Q. And as noted previously, this is a
20 January 17, 2001 version of Angola Block 18
21 initial reserves booking, group reserves auditor
22 comments.
23
Do you have any idea, sir, whether
24 or not this is the final version of this
25 document?
0359
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. No, I don't.
3
Q. Do you recall if you saw, regardless
4 of whether or not this is it, the final version
5 of this document?
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6
A. No, I don't recall.
7
Q. Do you recall if you saw various
8 drafts or iterations of this document?
9
MR. SMITH: Objection to the form
10
and foundation.
11
A. At that time I don't recall whether
12 I saw this in early or later forms, or not.
13
Q. I would like to direct your
14 attention to the second half of the document.
15 There are numbered paragraphs. Number 2 states:
16 "The," quote, "'high confidence areas' defined
17 by SDS may not all fulfill the stringent
18 requirements for defining 'proved areas' as used
19 by SEPCO (Ref. 2)."
20
Is that statement consistent with
21 your recollection of your review of the Angola
22 Block 18 reserves team work?
23
A. Well, there's a problem of timing
24 here that makes it difficult to answer that,
25 because I saw the work in its work in progress
0360
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 preliminary stages, and the comments that are
3 being made here are -- are written at a time
4 subsequent to that, perhaps based on the work
5 that Anton saw in December, where I was not
6 present.
7
So it is correct to note that the
8 statement you made continues, "this should be
9 verified in due course."
10
Work was ongoing when I saw it to do
11 that verification, to limit the extent of the
12 cherry-picked area to that that was in
13 compliance with SEC regulations, Shell
14 regulations, for high confidence. At what point
15 that was concluded, I don't know.
16
Q. Do you know why this document
17 references SEPCO's requirements concerning
18 proved areas, as opposed to the group
19 guidelines?
20
A. Yes, I do.
21
Q. Okay. And could you explain that?
22
A. The technique that SEPCO had
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23 developed for use of high-quality calibrated
24 seismic to define proved area was one approach
25 that was being considered by the Angola Block 18
0361
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 team. So we had the SEPCO geologists and
3 geophysicists familiar with that technique
4 explain to the Angola Block 18 team what
5 criteria were needed to analyze their data to
6 determine if it was of a high-quality and high
7 reliability, such that it would have met the
8 SEPCO requirements. Because at that time there
9 were no group requirements of the detail and of
10 the nature that related to use of seismic.
11
Q. Just so I'm clear. This relates to
12 the use of seismic data that we discussed
13 previously in connection with the two SEC
14 engineers, or that was the subject of discussion
15 with the two SEC engineers at some point?
16
A. That's correct. For lowest known
17 hydrocarbon purposes. Yes.
18
Q. Thank you. If I could ask you, sir,
19 to turn to the next page in the document. Now I
20 will note that there is a series of e-mails here
21 in which you are indicated neither as the author
22 or recipient, or cc. Do you recall if you've
23 ever seen this series of e-mails?
24
A. No, I've never seen them before.
25
Q. Okay.
0362
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
MR. SMITH: Are you finished with
3
this document?
4
MR. MacFALL: We're done with this
5
document. I'm sorry.
6
MR. SMITH: Are you finished with
7
this document?
8
MR. MacFALL: I am.
9
MR. SMITH: I didn't want to
10
interrupt your questioning, but I wanted to
11
note something for the record.
12
MR. MacFALL: Sure.
13
MR. SMITH: The first page of this
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14
document, that's my handwriting.
15
MR. MacFALL: Okay.
16
MR. SMITH: It should not have been
17
produced. And we will send you a letter in
18
due course requesting to have it returned,
19
under the terms of the protective order in
20
the case. Okay?
21
MR. MacFALL: That's fine with me.
22
Thank you for identifying the handwriting.
23
MR. SMITH: I'll save you a few
24
questions down the road.
25
--0363
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
(Sidle Exhibit 20, e-mail, two
3
pages, with attachment headed Bonga
4
Southwest Combined VAR 1 & 2 - Project
5
Initiation, Identification & Feasibility
6
Terms of Reference, was marked for
7
identification.)
8
--9 BY MR. MacFALL:
10
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
11 document that has been marked as Sidle
12 Exhibit 20 for identification. I would ask you
13 to take a look at it, sir, and tell me if you
14 recognize it.
15
(Witness reviewing document.)
16
A. All right. I've seen it.
17
Q. Do you recognize the document, sir?
18
A. Yes. I've seen this before.
19
Q. For the record, the document is an
20 e-mail with attachment from Norman Read to
21 various individuals, including yourself, dated
22 September 6, 2001. The subject is Bonga
23 Southwest VAR 1-2, Houston 10 to 13 September
24 2001.
25
Mr. Sidle, did you participate in a
0364
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 value assurance review in connection with Bonga
3 Southwest?
4
A. Yes, I did.
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5
Q. What was your role in that review?
6
A. I was part of the review team, and I
7 represented the reservoir engineering
8 discipline.
9
Q. Did you undertake any actions in
10 connection with your role as part of the value
11 assurance review team?
12
A. The actions I undertook were to
13 participate with the team in reviewing the
14 technical -- the information that was presented
15 by the Bonga Southwest field team, ask questions
16 of that to be able to ascertain the issues that
17 we're charged to deal with in the terms of
18 reference, and then work with the team, feed it
19 back to Bonga Southwest and their managers what
20 our assessment was, and the maturity of the
21 project, in other words, whether they had
22 satisfied the criteria for a VAR 1, VAR 2, or
23 had not.
24
Q. Do you recall where the Bonga
25 Southwest field team was located?
0365
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. We had our meetings in Houston.
3
Q. Do you recall if there were members
4 of SDS on that Bonga Southwest field team?
5
A. Could you say it again?
6
Q. I'm sorry. Were members -- were
7 individuals employed by SDS, Shell Deepwater
8 Services, part of the Bonga Southwest field
9 team?
10
A. Field team. Yes, I believe they
11 were.
12
Q. Are you familiar with what work SDS,
13 if any, did in connection with Bonga Southwest?
14
A. Only in a very general way; that
15 they assisted by bringing expertise in deepwater
16 development to the team.
17
Q. Can you identify the members of the
18 Bonga Southwest field team? Do you recall?
19
If it helps, in the -- if I can get
20 you there.
21
A. You're referring to the field team
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22 rather than the review or VAR team.
23
Q. Right. The fifth page of the
24 document contains the VAR -25
A. I'm sorry?
0366
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. I'm sorry. We're speaking over each
3 other. The fifth page of the document
4 identifies members of the VAR team.
5
A. Right.
6
Q. Was the field team a subset of the
7 VAR team? No?
8
A. There was -- no, not at all.
9
Q. Okay.
10
A. This was the team that did the
11 review, so we were the outside experts within
12 the areas noted that were not associated with
13 the project, who reviewed the work that the
14 field team, the team that was working on the
15 project, presented to us.
16
On the second page of this exhibit
17 you'll see an agenda, and at the end of what
18 appears to be a time and a topic there are
19 names. I don't remember exactly the names, but
20 I do associate certain of these names with
21 people who I recall to be presenting on behalf
22 of the field team.
23
Q. One of the names shown there is
24 Charles Shotton. He's identified as being with
25 SNEPCO. Do you recall if he was on the team?
0367
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. I don't recall.
3
Q. Actually, instead of going through
4 them, is there anybody who you specifically
5 recall being on the Bonga Southwest field team
6 in that list?
7
A. No. These are the people that
8 presented the information to us. And again,
9 exactly what affiliation they had at that time,
10 I don't know.
11
Q. Okay. Fair enough. If I could ask
12 you to just turn to the fifth page of that
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13 exhibit, sir, where it identifies the members of
14 the VAR team.
15
A. All right.
16
Q. And it lists yourself, among several
17 others. The first individual shown is Norman
18 Read. It says, "(lead, engineering and project
19 management, SIEP.)"
20
The reference to lead, does that
21 mean he led the VAR team?
22
A. Yes.
23
Q. There are various disciplines shown
24 here. One of them is petrophysics, Justin
25 Freeman, SEPTAR. Can you describe, if you know,
0368
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 Mr. Freeman's role in the VAR process?
3
A. Yes. He was a specialist in the
4 subsurface science of making down-hole
5 measurements using well logs, using core data,
6 and interpreting those measurements to ascertain
7 the conditions of and presence of oil and gas in
8 the ground.
9
Q. Am I correct that he underutilized
10 that expertise in connection with this
11 particular review?
12
A. Yes.
13
Q. Thank you. You can put that aside,
14 sir.
15
A. Can we take just a very quick break?
16
Q. Oh, absolutely.
17
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
18
2:19 p.m. Off the record.
19
--20
(Recess.)
21
--22
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
23
2:27 p.m. Back on the record.
24
--25
(Sidle Exhibit 21, e-mail dated
0369
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
September 12, 2001, was marked for
3
identification.)
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4
--5 BY MR. MacFALL:
6
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed
7 during the break a document marked as Sidle
8 Exhibit 21 for identification. I would ask you
9 to take a look at that, sir, and tell me if you
10 recognize it.
11
A. Yes, I recognize it.
12
Q. For the record, it's an e-mail from
13 John Church addressed to several individuals,
14 including yourself, dated September 12, 2001.
15 The subject is Brazil reserves.
16
Could you please identify Mr. Church
17 for me?
18
A. Other than the fact that he's the
19 author of the e-mail, I -- I'm not familiar with
20 what part of the organization he's with.
21
Q. The e-mail addresses the booking of
22 reserves in Brazil. Do you recall if you were
23 involved with the booking of proved reserves in
24 Shell Brazil?
25
A. Not at the time of this e-mail, or
0370
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 for the field of BS-4. No, I was not involved
3 with booking those. I participated in technical
4 discussions about BS-4.
5
Q. That participation, did it occur at
6 or about the time of this e-mail?
7
A. It seems about right. I don't
8 recall exactly when it occurred.
9
Q. Could you describe for me,
10 generally, or summarize the nature of your
11 technical discussions in connection with this
12 particular field?
13
A. Yes. This was a time when BS-4 was
14 being evaluated for possible development, and I
15 was part of a team that looked at the status of
16 the technical work and gave them recommendations
17 for what additional technical work they would
18 need to do to develop a confidence in the
19 project, such that an investment could be made.
20
Q. There's a reference here to, and by
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21 "here" I mean in the document to SDS. Do you
22 recall if SDS performed the technical work that
23 you reviewed?
24
A. I don't recall. No.
25
Q. Was Brazil -- withdrawn.
0371
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Was BS-4 a field within SEPCO? I
3 realize it's Brazil, but was that part of SEPCO?
4
A. Well, SEPCO is just US. Now, in our
5 Houston operation, the -- when the EPW, or the
6 Americas region was put in place, then the
7 responsibilities for other Shell EP businesses
8 within the western hemisphere came under the
9 purview of staff in Houston. I don't
10 remember -- I don't remember exactly at this
11 time whether that would have occurred yet or
12 not.
13
Q. Do you recall if BS-4 was a
14 deepwater project?
15
A. Yes. Yes, it was.
16
Q. Did you do any other work in
17 connection with Brazil?
18
A. During what time frame?
19
Q. 1999 to 2004.
20
A. Yes. There was other fields -- '99
21 to 2004 that I worked at in Brazil. I mentioned
22 in '99, while I was at SEPTAR, I was the
23 reservoir engineer working on a deepwater Brazil
24 field. I'm not sure I can even remember the
25 name.
0372
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
I also participated in some
3 exploration reviews, VARs, for possible
4 exploration programs, including on BC-10.
5
And then later -- let's see. Was
6 that 2004? Yeah, it would have been before
7 2004.
8
When the Enterprise Oil Company
9 acquisition was done, there was an asset
10 acquired that was part of Brazil. That was the
11 only one of the several that I've mentioned
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12 where there were proved reserves booked.
13
Q. Going in reverse order. With regard
14 to the Brazilian asset that was acquired as part
15 of the Enterprise acquisition, what work did you
16 do in connection with the proved reserves?
17
A. At the time it was acquired, I was
18 the reserves manager for SEPCO/EPW, because at
19 that time it was EPW. So when the reserves were
20 brought into EPW, then I reviewed the basis for
21 booking those reserves from the fields we
22 acquired from Enterprise.
23
Q. Do you know if those reserves were
24 also reviewed by Mr. Barendregt?
25
A. I remember at the time of the
0373
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 Enterprise acquisition, he did a special review
3 of just those reserves, but he couldn't get to
4 everything. And I don't remember whether he
5 actually looked at Brazil or not. I know he
6 didn't look at the Enterprise assets in the Gulf
7 of Mexico. Those we handled within SEPCO. But
8 I don't remember whether he looked at Brazil or
9 not.
10
Q. With regard to the proved reserves
11 that you looked at in Brazil, as a result of the
12 Enterprise acquisition did you generate a report
13 or other document memorializing your efforts as
14 part of -- your efforts in that review?
15
A. Yes, I believe there was a document
16 that -- that was created as a result of a visit
17 of myself and two others, I believe it was two
18 other technical staff, to Brazil to take a look
19 at the status of the technical work on the
20 field. And that document was noting work that
21 had been done and the work that was still left
22 to be done to have the completed technical work
23 documentation for what we felt was the proper
24 way to book for proved reserves. I think we had
25 that meeting in, like, September of the year in
0374
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 which Enterprise was acquired. Which would have
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3 been, I guess, 2003.
4
Q. The two individuals that accompanied
5 you to Brazil, do you recall who they were?
6
A. Frank Gonzalez and Dan Schwartz.
7
Q. Were they members of SEPCO?
8
A. Frank was a member of SEPCO. I
9 don't recall if Dan was a member of SEPCO or
10 not.
11
Q. With regard to the VAR review that
12 was done for BC-10, could you please briefly
13 summarize the work that you did in that regard?
14
A. Yes. This was a service to our
15 exploration organization. Exploration
16 periodically asked for outside technical persons
17 to look at their portfolio of opportunities, to
18 provide feedback on the status of those
19 opportunities, the quality of those
20 opportunities, the reasonableness of their plan
21 to explore. It was not related to proved
22 reserves. It was related to exploration.
23
Q. When you say the exploration
24 organization, are you referring to the group's
25 exploration organization, or SEPCO's?
0375
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. It varied from time to time.
3 Sometimes the exploration organization for the
4 Americas was within the Americas, and sometimes
5 it actually was a part of an International Group
6 that simply had an Americas division. So which
7 status it had at that time, I don't recall.
8
Q. Fair enough. And I believe you
9 referenced a '99 review, when you were in
10 SEPTAR?
11
A. '99 was a different event.
12
Q. Right. I'm sorry. It wasn't a
13 review. It was work in '99.
14
A. Right. I was assigned as the
15 reservoir engineer working on a field where
16 development operations were being studied.
17
Q. And could you just, again very
18 generally, summarize the work that you did at
19 that time?
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20
A. Yeah. Yeah. One of the services
21 that SEPTAR provided was the application of
22 technologies. What I did was run the reservoir
23 simulation model for a variety of different
24 outcomes of potential developments of the field,
25 to be able to ascertain what the likely result
0376
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 would be for a variation in number of wells,
3 placement of wells. Situations like that.
4
Q. And this was in connection with
5 Brazil. Correct?
6
A. This was in connection with Brazil.
7
Q. During the time that you were in
8 SEPTAR, do you recall doing work with regard to
9 any other non-US OU, besides Brazil? And
10 Bonga -- well, you hadn't done the Bonga work
11 yet while you were in SEPTAR. I'm sorry.
12
A. No, at that time the only one that I
13 recall working on was Brazil.
14
MR. FERRARA: Tim, was there an
15
Exhibit 20?
16
MR. SMITH: Yes.
17
MR. FERRARA: Which one was that?
18
Do you have an extra one of those?
19
MR. WEED: It's the Norman Read
20
e-mail.
21
THE WITNESS: It's the Bonga
22
Southwest.
23
MR. MacFALL: Do you need a copy of
24
that, Ralph?
25
MR. FERRARA: I've misnumbered here
0377
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
somehow. I would like to see it. Yeah.
3
--4
(Sidle Exhibit 22, e-mail, four
5
pages, Bates number DB 07573 through
6
DB 07576, was marked for identification.)
7
--8 BY MR. MacFALL:
9
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've just been handed a
10 document marked as Sidle Exhibit 22 for
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11 identification. I see you're reviewing it, sir.
12
Do you recognize this document?
13
A. Yes, I do.
14
Q. And for the record, this document is
15 a series of e-mails, the last of which is from
16 Mr. Roosch to yourself dated January 14, 2002.
17 The subject is SNEPCO Reserves Questions.
18
The SNEPCO reserves questions
19 involved potential booking of proved reserves in
20 connection with Bonga Southwest. Correct?
21
A. Yes.
22
Q. I would like to direct your
23 attention, if I can, sir, to the page ending
24 with Bates numbers DB 07575, which is the
25 next-to-the-last page of the document. Do you
0378
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 have that, sir?
3
A. Yes, I do.
4
Q. Okay. At the top of the page there
5 is an e-mail from Mr. Roosch to you dated
6 January 10, 2002. I would like specifically to
7 direct your attention to what I believe is the
8 third paragraph in that e-mail. The e-mail
9 discusses, amongst other things, Bonga Main
10 booking of -- possible booking of proved
11 reserves.
12
Mr. Roosch writes, "It concerns me
13 that we do not have the level of expertise here
14 to come with a credible 2nd opinion, but I would
15 expect, if we stick to the 'proved area'
16 principle and could, in one way or another,
17 argue for analogy," and then it continues.
18
Really, my question has to do with
19 Mr. Roosch's statement that they do not have the
20 level of expertise here to come -- or to have a
21 credible second opinion.
22
In the context of this e-mail, do
23 you know what he was referring to there, sir?
24
A. I believe his reference is to the
25 first opinion, being that of Barry Knight and
0379
1
RODNEY SIDLE
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2 Keith Lewis, that there is the opportunity for
3 booking some reserves at Bonga Southwest. And
4 the reference to expertise and second opinion
5 meant that there was no one present in his
6 office, or his location, that knew the details
7 of Bonga Southwest, to be able to judge whether
8 that first opinion was indeed an accurate
9 reflection of what was necessary for proved
10 reserves or not.
11
Q. The very last line in that e-mail
12 says: "Please do NOT" -- in caps -- "copy Anton
13 Barendregt at this stage, as his role is to take
14 a final view as the auditor."
15
Do you recall discussing that with
16 Mr. Roosch at any point?
17
A. Specific to Bonga Southwest, I don't
18 recall. There had been an ongoing interchange
19 between myself and Jan Willem about the role of
20 Anton and my ability to access him, that we
21 discussed before.
22
Q. Do you believe that that sentence
23 was a continuation of that same dialogue between
24 you and Mr. Roosch concerning Mr. Barendregt?
25
A. I'm sure it was related.
0380
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. Prior to the dialogue with
3 Mr. Roosch concerning Mr. Barendregt's role as
4 auditor, and basically his advice or instruction
5 not to have contact with Mr. Barendregt, you
6 interacted with Mr. Barendregt in several
7 contexts, not just the auditing context. Is
8 that right?
9
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
10
A. (No response.)
11
Q. I'll withdraw the question. Let me
12 rephrase it.
13
Prior to the time that Mr. Roosch
14 indicated that you shouldn't have direct contact
15 with Mr. Barendregt, did you seek advice of
16 Mr. Barendregt on any reserves-related issues?
17
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
18
A. I'm not sure I could respond to
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19 specific advice. Each of us had knowledge, and
20 especially with situations that are complex and
21 judgmental, one learns to consult other
22 knowledgeable people to help make
23 interpretations. So he and I, from time to
24 time, would have discussions around
25 interpretations, around experiences and thoughts
0381
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 on topics related to reserves.
3
Q. Were you aware if Mr. Barendregt
4 participated in any meetings in which methods to
5 establish technical or commercial maturity in
6 order to book proved reserves were discussed?
7
A. No, I was not.
8
Q. Did you have any concern about
9 Mr. Barendregt's objectivity as an auditor in
10 light of your communications with him, and prior
11 to Mr. Roosch's indication that you should have
12 no direct contact with him?
13
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
14
A. I had no concerns.
15
Q. During or subsequent to your
16 participation in Project Rockford, did you see
17 any information which caused you to question the
18 objectivity of Mr. Barendregt in his role as
19 auditor prior to 2004?
20
A. The materials I saw as part of
21 Rockford gave me insight into the condition of
22 certain of the reserves that the group had
23 booked. I don't know that I saw anything that
24 translated that condition into objectivity on
25 the part of the auditor.
0382
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
Q. I believe you previously indicated
3 that certain of the information that you
4 reviewed in connection with Project Rockford
5 would have given you cause to look further if
6 that information had come to light in connection
7 with the SEPCO audit. Is that correct?
8
A. That's correct.
9
Q. Specifically with regard to that
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10 information, are you aware if Mr. Barendregt
11 conducted additional review, or a review, based
12 on that same information?
13
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
14
Q. I'll see if I can rephrase.
15
With regard to the information that
16 you believed would have caused you to conduct a
17 further look with regard to certain proved
18 reserves bookings, are you aware if
19 Mr. Barendregt actually did that, took a look,
20 based on that same information?
21
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
22
A. I don't know. He may have. I don't
23 know.
24
Q. Did you ever discuss that with
25 Mr. Barendregt?
0383
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. No, I didn't.
3
Q. We discussed this a little bit
4 during the course of the deposition. Did you
5 ever have occasion to review the role of the
6 external auditors, and by that I mean KPMG and
7 Price Waterhouse, with regard to the proved
8 reserves that were ultimately de-booked in
9 connection with project Rockford?
10
A. No, I don't recall any specifics
11 about the role of the external auditors with
12 those volumes.
13
Q. Do you recall looking at the actions
14 of the external auditors in terms of the audit
15 process that was in place in the group, during
16 the period of 1999 to 2004?
17
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
18
A. No. I don't.
19
Q. Are you aware if anyone connected
20 with Project Rockford did undertake such an
21 inquiry?
22
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
23
A. I'm not specifically aware of that.
24 No.
25
Q. Only because you used the word
0384
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1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 specifically, are you generally aware of that,
3 sir?
4
A. Well, I recognize that part of the
5 broad event that was Rockford, there was the
6 Project Hugin team, the legal team that looked
7 back at Shell's practices and made
8 recommendations as to changes. I must assume
9 that one of the things they would look at would
10 be that relationship. But since the outcome of
11 that has remained largely secret, I can't
12 conclude -- I can't be conclusive as to whether
13 or not that was reviewed or not.
14
MR. MacFALL: Could we go off the
15
record for a minute.
16
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 2:52 p.m.
17
We're off the record.
18
--19
(Pause in the record.)
20
--21
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is 2:55 p.m.
22
Back on the record.
23 BY MR. MacFALL:
24
Q. Mr. Sidle, you've identified work
25 that you did in connection with Bonga and Angola
0385
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 Block 18 in Brazil while you were at SEPCO. Are
3 there any other non-US OUs that you performed
4 work in connection with or for during the period
5 of 2000-2004?
6
A. First, let me correct your question.
7 I worked on Bonga Southwest, which is a
8 different field from Bonga Main.
9
Q. Thank you. I'm sorry. I did mean
10 Bonga Southwest.
11
A. Yeah. In terms of proved reserves,
12 Angola Block 18, Bonga Southwest, and the
13 Enterprise acquisitions in Brazil, those are the
14 ones I worked on.
15
Q. Just with regard to the group
16 reserve auditor function, the position held by
17 Mr. Barendregt, as a consequence of the work
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18 that you did on Project Rockford, did you ever
19 form a conclusion as to whether having a single
20 individual in the group reserves auditing
21 function, or position, was adequate for a
22 company the size of the group?
23
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
24
foundation.
25
A. Not specifically to a single
0386
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 auditor. However, the assurance function, as we
3 saw in some of my prior e-mails, I suggested
4 needed more people to assist in that function,
5 whether you called them auditors or gave them
6 some other roles, but people beyond just one
7 person providing the review and assurance I felt
8 was something that would be advisable.
9
Q. Did you express that belief, or that
10 opinion, to anyone within the group?
11
A. Within ...? I'm sorry. Can you -12
Q. Within Shell.
13
A. Yes.
14
MR. SMITH: Objection to form.
15
Q. Are you aware of how many people
16 provide that assurance, or work in connection
17 with that assurance, in the auditing function
18 with the group now?
19
A. I can give you an approximately,
20 probably between fifteen and twenty. Some are
21 Shell employees. Some are people we engage from
22 outside. That's an approximate estimate.
23
Q. Was that change, and by that change
24 I mean from a single position to the more
25 expanded staff, a consequence of the review that
0387
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2 was done as Project Rockford, or as part of
3 Project Rockford?
4
MR. SMITH: Objection to form and
5
foundation.
6
A. No, it wasn't Rockford. There was a
7 related review called Project Hugin that made
8 recommendations to the group, and among those
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9 recommendations were changes to the overall
10 review process, not just auditors, but others
11 involved in review.
12
Q. Did you participate in Project
13 Hugin?
14
A. No, I did not.
15
Q. Do you know who did?
16
A. The law firm of Davis Polk &
17 Wardwell were the primary leads, with certain
18 Shell staff, including my current supervisor,
19 Jim Cooper, performed the study.
20
Q. Do you know of any other Shell
21 individuals who participated?
22
A. There were others on it, but I don't
23 recall who it was.
24
Q. Okay. That's fine. Do you recall
25 the approximate time frame of Project Hugin?
0388
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
A. It would have been early 2004.
3
Q. Thank you, Mr. Sidle. I have no
4 further questions.
5
A. Thank you.
6
MR. SMITH: I have one or two
7
things.
8 EXAMINATION BY
9 MR. SMITH:
10
Q. First of all, and this is a nitpicky
11 little clarifications, during the questioning
12 yesterday I think a question was presented to
13 you, and I just want to make sure that you had
14 clearly understood the question before you had
15 offered your answer. And it appears, at least
16 in the draft transcript that we received
17 overnight on page 29, starting on line 14. The
18 question is:
19
"Question: And could you please
20
explain for me if the group guidelines did
21
in fact permit the booking of proved
22
reserves for projects that had not passed
23
the VAR 4?"
24
And I believe in the context of that
25
question, the date range was 1999 to 2000.
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0389
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
You had responded: "At that time
3
they did not," which is to say did not
4
permit the booking of proved reserves for
5
projects that had not passed VAR 4.
6
And I just wanted to make sure that
7 that was the correct answer, and that you had
8 correctly understood the question that had been
9 posed.
10
A. I did not understand the question.
11 The correct answer is they did not require
12 VAR 4. They did permit booking prior to VAR 4.
13
Q. The second thing I wanted to follow
14 up on. I think during the course of your
15 testimony yesterday, you talked about the
16 participation of SEPCO's outside auditors in the
17 assurance process with respect to proved
18 reserves during the time period when SEPCO -- or
19 I'm sorry -- Shell Oil Company separately
20 reported on its -- separately made public
21 filings. And I wanted to ask: Do you know
22 which office the, I think you said Price
23 Waterhouse or PricewaterhouseCoopers auditors
24 who performed that function had come from?
25
A. Yes. That was our Houston office.
0390
1
RODNEY SIDLE
2
MR. SMITH: That's all I have.
3
MR. MacFALL: That's all I have. I
4
have no redirect.
5
VIDEOGRAPHER: The time is now
6
3:03 p.m. This is the end of tape number 6
7
in the deposition of Rodney Sidle. The
8
deposition is concluded. Off the record.
9
(Time Noted: 3:03 p.m.)
10
11
____________________
12
RODNEY SIDLE
13
14 Subscribed and sworn to before me
15 this _____ day of _________, 2006.
16
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25
0394
1
CERTIFICATE
2 STATE OF NEW YORK )
3
: ss.
4 COUNTY OF NEW YORK )
5
6
I, FRANK J. BAS, a Notary Public
7
within and for the State of New York, do
8
hereby certify:
9
That RODNEY SIDLE, the witness whose
10
deposition is hereinbefore set forth, was
11
duly sworn by me and that such deposition
12
is a true record of the testimony given by
13
the witness.
14
I further certify that I am not
15
related to any of the parties to this
16
action by blood or marriage, and that I am
17
in no way interested in the outcome of this
18
matter.
19
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto
20
set my hand this 31st day of October, 2006.
21
22
____________________
23
FRANK J. BAS, RPR
24
25
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1
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____|_________|________________|_______________
____|_________|________________|_______________
________________________
RODNEY SIDLE
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME
THIS___DAY OF _____________, 20__.
______________________ _____________________
(NOTARY PUBLIC)
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES:
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